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In Treating 
National institute on Alcohol 
Abuse and Alcoholism 
Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare 

Problems noted in the planning procedures 
and coordination of the National Institute on 
Alcoirol Abuse and Aicaholism have kept 
available resources from being applied to areas 
of greatest need and have slowed the develup- 
ment of a concerted hkrdl approach to 
combating alcohol abuse. The Insiitute needs 
to more fully develop and use its performance 
standards. 

This report contains several rt:-mmendations 
to the Conyress. For example, the Congress 
needs to clarify the extent to which it wants 
to use the Supplemental Security Income pro- 
gram as a mschantsm for rcourrrng alcohol 
abusers to receive treatment for their alcohol- 
ism problems. 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UIMITED STATES 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20548 

B-164031 [ 5) 

To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report describes the major activities of the 
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism to treat 
the Nation’s alcohol abusers. It discclsses progress made 
and problems encountered by the Institute in funding, 
monitoring, and evaluating alcohol abuse treatment programs, 
as well as activities directed toward c;Jrdinating Federal 
efforts to combat alcohol abuse. .2b 

Our review was made because alcoholism has been 
recognized as a major health problem in the United States, 
and thz Institute has been designated as the focal point 
for Federal efforts to address this problem. 

We made our reviewspursuant to the Budget and Accounting 
Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing Act 
of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67). 

Copies of this eport are being sent to the director, 
Office of Management and Budget , and the Sccrctary of Health, 
Education, and Welfare. 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL’S 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS IN 
TREATING ALCOHOL ABlJ:ERS 
Department of Health, 
Education, and We1 fare 

DIGEST ----a- 

Federal efforts to treat alcohol ahuseis 
have improved since the National Institute 
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism was estab- 
lished in 1970 0 However, increased Federal 
leadership and improved Federal and State 
programs are essential if a cohesive, 
coordinated national program is to be fully 
developed. 

By the most recent estimates, alcohol abuse 
in the United States costs society about 
$32 billion annually. Over the past 6 years, 
the T’nstitute has spent about $710 million 
for alcoholism programs. 

PLANNING FOR TREATMENT PROGRAMS ---------- 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT ---- --- 

The Institute and State planning processes 
are not adequate for development of program 
plans which will allocate the greatest amount 
of resources to areas having the greatest 
needs. More attention must be devoted to: 

--Obtaining better estimates on the size cf 
the alcohol-abusing population. 

--Developing information as to geographic 
distribution and demographic characteristics 
of this population. 

--Bringing inventories of existing rreatment 
facilities up to date and collecting data 
on the capacities of treatment facilities. 

--Allocating r’unds on the basis of relative 
need fo; more treatment programs, as well 
as relative population and State finanrial 
needs. 

--Developing measurable program objectives. 

b&&.g&t. Upon removal. the repor 
COvRr date should be noted hereon. i HRD-76-163 
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Furthermore, the Institute’s plans to support 
treatment projects must be better communicated 
to States, and State authorities must be more 
responsive in commenting on applications for 
specific Institute-funded pro;ccts. In &July 
of last year, the Congress placed statutory 
requirements nn the Institute and the States 
which should alleviate many of the problems 
GAO identified in the planning process. 
(See pp. 24 and 25. ) 

CONCERTED NATIONAL EFFORT TO COM;JAT --- ------ 
$.COHOL ABUSE SLOW IN DEVELOPING -- --- 

The Institute should do more to develop 3 
concerted national attack against alcchol 
abuse. It could provide better opportunities 
for Federal agencies to volunteer treir 
assistance, exchange information, and seek 
its help. The informality of its coordination 
procedures is not conducive to permanent 
relationships with other agencies. More 
formal coordination mechanisms at policy- 
making levels are needed. 

A 2-.year delay in establishing the Interagency 
Committee on Federal Activities for Alcohol 
Abuse and Alcoholism contr’buted to the 
problem. Prompt establishment of this 
committee might have alleviated some of 
the coordination difficulties the Institute 
experienced. Expectations that other agencies 
would help significantly to alleviate alcohol 
problems are rot being realized. Potent ial of 
the Supplemental Security Income program 
for identifying individuals suffering from 
alcoholism and requiring therrl to accept 
appropriate, available treatment has been 
diminished. (See p. 35. ) Alto’-.a1 lcs shohld 
not be entered on this program’s rolls 
solely on the basis r; scme Jther aualifying 
impairment when alcoholism also is present 
because this could deny someone the oppor- 
tunity to benefit from the treatment. 
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STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES r)F --. -- 
INSTITUTERS EVAL'JATI~N SYSTEM - .---- -. -__I-_ 

The Institute has made progress toward better 
evaluations of program and,project activities. 
The development of performance standards for 
alcohol treatment centers is an impressive 
first step. (See pe 47 .I 

Between December 1975 and August 1976, the 
number of projects that report to the Insti- 
tute’s automated data collection system 
increased significantly. Over 56 percent 
of the 556 projects funded dre now being 
monitored using this system. 

RePL-!>t training to help project officials 
dnd Institute program managers interpret and 
use such reports should result in improved 
management of alcchol treatment projects. 
Periodic training in these areas should be 
continued and additional emphasis should 
be placed on completing the necessary followup 
reports. 

IMPACT OF INSTITUTE FUNDING ON 
PEOPLE, 

--- 
COMML’NI??-&S, AND STATES 

It is difficult to determine the overall 
impact of the Institute’s program on the 
alcohol-abusing population. Much information 
on what has been attained is available. As 
discussed in chapter 4, the Institute has 
published draft standards of expected levels 
of program performance for the aJcoho1 treat- 
ment centers. Standards are also being 
developed for the Institute’s other types 
of treatment projects. Until standards are 
refined and finalized, it will not be possible 
to conclude whether cflanges in drinking 
patterns are reasonable in relation to the 
costs involved. 

Even w’thnut these standards it is possible 
to conclude that the Xnstitute needs to Jo a 
better job in admitt.ing into treatment more 
persons who make contact with treatment 
projects or seeing to it that they are re- 
ferred elsewhere for treatment. 



Many clients served by Institute supported 
projects believe they (1) have been helped, 
(2) are drinking less as a result, and (3) 
are leading more productive lives. Many 
community agencies believe these projects 
have had a positive impact on the alcoholism 
problem in their communities, and many States 
believe the Institute has been a positive 
stimulus in expanding treatment capabilities 
to serve more individuals and in encouraging 
the passaqe of the Uniform Alcoholism 
Intoxication and Treatment Act. 

NONGRANT FUNDS H.4VE ----me---- -------- 
NOT MATERIALIZED -m.-------e-e --a- 

Continuation of the Institute’s support for 
alcohol treatment projects is required 
because revenues from third-party sources 
have generally not materialized. (See ch. 6.) 
Federal/State medical assistance programs 
and private insurance carriers have generally 
limited the amount of alcohol abuse services 
covered by their programs. 

The Institute has initiated action to reduce 
the barriers limiting nongrant revenues, 
including the development of accreditation 
and certification standards to insure quality 
of care at alcohol abuse projects. However, 
the Institute has not required its own projects 
to adopt these standards. In addition, 
consultation, education, and outreach/referral 
services which many projects provide will 
never generate sufficient revenues to cover 
cost. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES WHICH ---------__-------__-- 
NEED IMPROVEMENT --_------------- 

Although the projects included in this review 
had established objectives, the objectives 
did not express, in quantitative terms and 
with tarset dates, what the projects were to 
accompl is-h. Consequently, project and 
Institute officials cannot measure progress 
in the achievement of the projects’ goals. 
Continuity of care was not insured at all 
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projects because they were not systematically 
conducting folJowup on clients. 

RECOMMENDATIONS --- ----- 

GAO makes several recommendations to the 
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
regarding improvements in: 

--The Institute’s and the States’ program 
planning and evaluation processes and funds 
allocation procedures (See p. 25.) 

--Coordirration amonr; Federal agencies. 
(See p. 40.) 

--The Institute’s program monitoring and 
evaluation system. (See p. 52.) 

--Client intake and referral procedures at 
the Institute’s treatment projects. 
(See p. 70.) 

--Work done to increase the reimbursements 
that alcohol abuse treatment projects get 
from public ar.d private health insurers. 
(See p. 82.) 

GAO also recommends that the Department 
revise confidentiality regulations to permit 
legitimate evaluations of the efiectiveness 
c,’ client refert al mechanisms. 
(See p. 90.) 

AGENCY APTIONS --A-- 

On August 4, 1976, GAO submitted a draft 
of this report to HEW for comment. On 
January 19, 1377, HEW responded and advised GAO 
that it agreed substantially with GAO’s 
recommendations. HEW commented that there 
are problems of planning and coordination 
among Federal, State, and lccal government 
levels; assessment and evaluation issues 
are not completely resolved: financjng of 
treatment continues to be inadequate; xtd 
the establishment of Federal leadership 
still is evolving. (See p. 112.1 
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS ----- .- --*--._I 

f.s a means of achieving a more concerted Federal 
effort against alcohol abuse, the Congress may wish to 
give the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse 
and Alcoholism sufficient authority to 

--establish mechanisms for coordination 
among Federal agencies and 

--monitor agencies’ alcoholism programs. 

The Supplemental Security Income program’s 
potential for combating alcoholism has been 
weakened because there is uncertainty as to 
whom the mandatory treatment provisions apply. 
The Congress should clarify the purpose and 
scope of these provisions. (See p. 42.) 

The Congress should explore the need for 
legislation to require Federal medical 
insurance programs to recognize services 
delivered by certain providers as covered 
for reimbursement purposes. (See p. 84.) 

The Congress should also explore the need 
for iegislation to authorize continuous 
Federal funding for non-revenue-producing 
alcohol abuse services --consultation/education, 
outreach, and referral --which will probably 
never generate revenue to cover costs. 
(See p. 84.1 
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CHAPTER 1 --------- 

INTRODUCTION --------s--e 

ALCOHOL ABUSE PROBLEM -_ _--_------------ I 

Alcohol, the most abused drug in the United States, is a 
mood-changing substance as are cocaine, heroin, barbiturates, 
and amphetamines. The problems related to its misuse are in- 
creasing and have reached major prr,portions. Alcohol abuse 
is a serious drug problem in terms of number of individuals 
affected, cost to society, and damage to the body. Al though 
it ranks among the major national health threats along with 
cancer, mental illness, and heart disease, alcohol abuse did 
not become a major health concern of the Federal Government 
until 1970 when the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism (NIAAA) was created to deal comprehensively with 
the problem. 

Defining the problem ---_-. _-- - ----- 

Many profession:1 organizations accept the concept that 
alcoholism is a disease. Among these are the World Health 
Organization, the American Medical Association, the American 
Hospital Association, the American College of Physicians, tt.e 
American Bar Association, and the American Psychiatric As- 
sociation. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
(DZW) also recognizes it as a disease. 

Although alcoholism has no universally accepted defini- 
tion, the American Medical Association believes enough 
agreement exists to support the accuracy of the following 
broad definition. 

“Alcohol ism is an illness characterized by prcoc- 
cupation ,tith alcohol and loss of control over its 
consumption such as to lead usually to intoxica- 
tion if drinking is begun; by chronicity; by pro- 
gress ion: and by tendency toward relapse. It is 
typically associated with physical disability and 
impaired emotional, occupational, and/or social 
adjustments as a direct consequence of persistent 
and excessive use. ” 

Distinctions are sometimes made between individuals with 
drinking problems and these suffering from alcoholism. Prob- 
lem drinkers are often defined as those who drink to such an 
extent that self-control is impaired and normal social 
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behavior patterns are disrupted. However, it is often diffi- 
cult to distinguish bekween problem drinkers and alcoholics. 
Except in the most extreme cases of alcoholism, hard and fast 
differentiations are rarely made. Professionals agree there 
is no exact dividing line and each individual’s case must he 
diagnosed by a physician, psychiatrist, or other therapist. A/ 

Causes of alcohol abuse are unknown ------------------------------- 

Despite continuing research, the causes of alcohol abuse 
are not known. However, it is known that alcohol by itself 
is not tte cause of the problem. If it were, everyone who 
drinks would become an alcohol abuser. 

Theories abound on the causes of alcohol abuse. Some re- 
searchers contend it is a psychological disturbance and oe- 
lieve that alcohol abusers possess a number of distinctive 
traits which make up the “alcoholic personality.” Others 
believe physiological factors, such as metabolism or unknown 
glandular deficiency, are the cause. Many sociologists see 
environment, the pressures of daily Life, and cultural and 
ethnic differences as major factors. Many phvsicians, psy- 
chiatrists, and sociologists suggest that the cause of a?- 
cohol abuse may be an interaction of physiological, psycho- 
logical, and sociological factors. 

Treating alcohol abuse ----_----------------- 

Alcohol abuse is treatable. Treatment oo,ectives are 
cancer ned with 

--managing acute episodes of intoxication to save l;ie 
and overcoming the immediate toxic effects of exe tss 
alcohol, 

--afterinq lonq-term behavior of alcoholic individuals 
so as to discontinue destructive drinkinq patterns, . 
and 

--correcting the chronic health problems accompanying 
alcohol abuse. 

l/Thus the term “alcohol abusers” is used in this report to 
- refer collectively to alcoholics and problem drinkers, and 

alcohol abuse to refer collectively to alcoholism and prob- 
lem dr inkinq. 



Generally, treatment services are delivered in one or more 
of the following settings: emergency, inpatient, intermedi- 
ate, and outpatient care. However, within each setting, vari- 
ous treatment methods are used to deal with the complex prob- 
lems associated with alcohol abuse. No single treatment 
method can be successful with all persons, since individual 
problems and needs vary. 

Many in the field of alcohol abuse believe that alcoho- 
lism cannot be cured but can be arrested if the alcoholic 
abstain? from alcohol. Although absti; ence and total sobri- 
ety are sought, some contend that additional considerations, 
including improved social, familial, and occupational rela- 
tionships can be used to ~-c~~~s the success or failure of 
treatment. 

Several researchers have concluded thrt some alcohol 
abusers apparently can develop the capacity to change their 
drinking behavior and successfully adjust to life withollt 
becoming total abstainers. The primary goal of treatment for 
these persons is the development of new lifestyles. They are 
encouraged to handle problems without resorting to the ir- 
responsible use of alcohol. 

Consequences of alcohol abuse c--------------- ----- 

The personal price ----------_-- 

Many illnesses can be related to excessive alcohol con- 
sumption. Among these are emotional disorders and chronic 
progressive diseases of the nervous system, liver, heart, 
gastrointestinal tract, and other bodily organs and tissues. 

Life expectancies of persons whose alcohol abuse is not 
successfully treated are as much as 10 to 12 years shorter 
than those of the general public. Such persons also are sub- 
ject to a disproportionat e number of violent deaths. 

An accurate estimate of the number of alcohol abusers 
in the United States does not exist. Althcuqh various 
attempts have been made to define this population, these es- 
timates may not be reliable. l/ - 

Although the inhabitants of skid rows across the Nation 
are the most visible victims of alcohol abuse, NIiiAA estimates 
that they comprise only a small segment of the alcohol-abusing 
-------------- 

L/See p. 14 for further information on these estimates. 
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population. Most people who abuse alcohol lead otherwise ac- 
ceptable lifestyles. 

The conseqtiences of alcohol abuse are not limited to the 
abuser. The abuser’s behavior often harms the family, em- 
ployerr and society at large. According to NIAAA, each alco- 
hol abuser affects approximately four members of society 
either directly or indirectly. 

The economic cost ------------ ----- 

An NIAAA-contracted study of the economic costs of 
alcohol-related problems, released in 1974, estimated a less 
to society of over $25 billion in 1971. A more recent study 
done for the National Institute on Drug Abuse estimated the 
loss at $32 billion in 1975. 

Dollar Value of Loss to Society -_--- --_--.-----------w-..-- --- 
Caused by Alcohol Abuse in r975 ---- --- ---------- ----- ------a-- 

(billions) 

Lost production 
Health and medical 
Motor vehicle accidents 
Alcohol proqrams and research 
Criminal justice systt*;r, 

$12.0 
10.3 

8.3 
0.8 
0.6 --.-- 

Total $32.0 - --- 

ALCOHOL CONSZMPTION IN THE UNITED STATES ------------I-__-_-_---_--_------------ 

The amounts of alcoholic beverages--distilled spirits, 
wine, and beer --produced in the United States are shown below. 

Type of alcoholic Amounts produced in 
beverage millions of gallons ----- - ------ ---_---- -__-------_-------- 

1960 1965 1970 1973 -e-e ---- --- - em- 

Distilled spirits 186.9 185.1 212.3 183.1 
Wine 152.6 173.4 237.3 292.0 
Beer 2,895.g 3,354.g 4,126.8 4,606.5 

f 
Selected studies of the drinking habits of the Amercian 

people have showr, that: 
_ 

--During 1973 the apparent consumption of alcohol be- 
verages for each person 15 years of age or older was 
about 
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--2.61 gallons of distilled spirits, or 1.2 gallons of 
absolute alcohol; 

--2.25 gallons of wine, or 0.33 gallons of absolute al- 
cohol; and 

--27.49 gallons of beer, or 1.24 gallons of absolute al- 
cohol. 

--The average alcohoiic person drinks about 11 times as 
much as the average nonalcoholic person. 

--About 15 percent of the drinking population consumes 
about 60 percent of the alcohol. 

--Approximately 58 percent of the adult population (18 
years of age and older) drank at least once a month. 

The following charts show information obtained in a na- 
tionwide survey conducted for NIAAA from September 1972 
through January 1974. 
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PERCENTAGE OF DRINKERS AND TYPES OF DRINKERS 

AMONG PERSONS 18 YEARS OF AGE AND OLDER 

PERCENTAGE OF DRIhKERS AND TYPES OF CRINKERS 

BY SEX 

MDDf RAlC MDDf RAlC 

MEN 

ABSlAINf AS BY0 ABSlAINf AS BY0 

It.‘FREOUCNT It.‘FREOUCNT 

DRINKCRS DRINKCRS 

WOMEN 

. Ahsramerr eqd mfwquent drmlters Drmk less than once a month OI not at ail 

tl Drmkerl. Drmk once a month or more 
e Lqht drinkers .Dr:nk less than 0 22 ounce of absolute alcohol per day. 
0 hloderate drinkers .Drrnk over 0.22 but less than 1.0 ounce of absolute alcohol 

per day. 
ID Heavy drmkers Crtnk 1 ounce or more of absoiute alcohol per day. 

e One ounce of absolute a&hot 1s corrsldered to be 1 to 2 cans of beer, I to 2 gl;nses 
of wtne. and 2 to 3 shots of dtrtdled spwrtr. 
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Federal encouragement of prevention and treatment ac- 
tivities directed at the alcohol problem started in 1966, 
with the establishment of the National Center for Prevention 
and Treatment of Alcoholism as a component of the Kational 
Inztikutc .?f Mental Health (KJMH). 

The first congressional action on alcohol abuse was i.he 
enactment of the Alcoholic and Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation 
Amendments of 1968, Public Law 90-574, Title 1II:formerly 
42 U.S.C. 2699(e) et seq.(1970)), which added a new part to -- --- 
the Community Mental Health Centers Act (formerly 42 U.S.C. 
2681 et seq.(1970)) authorizing Federal grants ior construct- 
ing and staff ins alcoholism preven tion and treatment facilities. 
The Community Mental Health Centers Amendments of 1970, Public 
Law 91-211 (formerly 42 U.S.C. 2681 et seq.(1970)) extended 
and expanded the provistons of E ublic-Law90-574 by author- 
funds for (1) training, (2) program evaluation for treatment 
and prevention programs, and (3) programs to demonstrate new 
or relatively effective or efficient methods of delivering 
services. 

In December 1970 the Congress passed Public Law 91-616 
(42 U.S.C. 4551 et seo.(l970)), the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse 
and Alcoholism Pcvaion, Treatment, and Rehabilitation Act of 
1970. This act is the most siqnificant piece of legislation in 
the alcohol abuse area becau?,e it established NIAAA as a separate 
Institute and mandated that the Secretary of HEW, acting through 
NIAAA, 

“develop and conduct comprehensive health, educa- 
tion, training, research, and planning programs 
for the prevention and treatment of alcohol abuse 
and alcoholism and for the rehabilitation of al- 
cohol abusers and alcoholics.” 

The Congress intended that NIPAA by’ the national focal point 
for coordinating Federal efforts to deal with the alcohol 
abuse problem. The Congress believed that “institute” 
status was necessary so that adequate resources cbuld be 
focused, coordinated, and applied to one of the Nation’s 
most serious health problems. Federal funding of the ac- 
tiv’.ties authorized by the act was to be provided through 
formula grants to States, project grants to pablic and pr i- 
vate nonprofit organizatior‘s, and contracts with public and 
private organizations and individuals, 



Public Law 93-282 (42 U.S.C. 3511, 4541 et seq. (Supp. 
v 1975)), enacted in May 1974, extended the provisi%s of 
Public Law 91-616, created the Interagency Committee on 
Federal Activities for Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, estab- 
lisned the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administra- 
tion, and provided for Federal grants to States enacting 
uniform alcoholism treatment and rehabilitation legislation. 
Further amendments took place in July 1976 with the enactment 
of Public Law 94-371 (42 U.S.C. A. 4541 (Supp. Dec. 1976)). This 
act continued and expanded NIAAA’s spending authority and 
required that specific actions be taken by NIPAA and the 
States to improve the Nation’s alcohol abuse programs. 

Formula grant nrogra; ---------I-- 

The formula grant 
tionwide effort on the 

program is intended to effect a na- 
alcohol abuse problem by making it 

possible for each State to stimulate and encourage the es- 
tablishment of alcohol abuse programs and to provide assist- 
ance for programs based on the particular needs of the 
State. To receive formula funds, eacn State is required to 
develop a plan outlining its intended use of formula grant 
funds. 

The program is administered by HEW’s regional health 
administrators who review and approve State plans. NIAAA 
provides technical assistance to the States and consultation 
services to the HEW regional offices. Program funds are 
distributed on the basis of a formula which considers popula- 
tion and average income per person in each SLate. A/ 

Pro_ject grant program - -a- ------- -- 

The project grant program, administered by NIAAA, pro- 
vides financial assistance for local community programs dc- 
signed to meet the needs of special target populations, such 
as Indians and the impoverished. It also enables NIAAA to 
fund research and demonstration projects leading to improve- 
ments in alcohol abuse prevention and treatment methods. 

. 

-------------- 

l/See p. 20 for further information on this formula. 
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NIAAA FUNDING -- 

Between July 1, 1970 and June 30, 1976, N’IAAA 
obligated about $710 million for formula and project 
grants, contracts, and other expenses. (See app. I.) 

The following chart shows the percent of funds obligated 
in the major areas. 

AMOUNTS OBLlGATED BY ACTlWl-Y 

JULY 1, 1970 TWRDUGW JUNE 30, 1976 

TREATMENT 

F08WlULA GRANTS 

TO STATES ? 
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For a l-year period, generally ending in Jtiile 1975, L/ 
39 States that had received about $43 million in formula 
funds reported expenditures in the following areas. 

DlSTRll3UTlOM OF STATE FORMULA FUNDS 

TREATMENT API0 
REHAElLlTATlOni 

P 63.1% 

-\RESE4F:CH ANC’ 
EV4LU/4TION 

J/Information on how States distributed their formula funds 
in prior years is not available. 

iJ/Some States were not rble to provide a complete breakdown 
of funds by program areas. 



. 

OTHER EFFORTS TO COMBAT ALCOHOL ABUSE ---- ---------__ ----- 

In addition to NIAAA, many other Federal agencies and 
departments fund alcoholism programs. Also, private organiza- 
tions and educat iona! institutions are concerned with the 
alcohol abus? problem. 

Other Federal efforts ------ 

The Office of Management ana Budget estimated that 
during fiscal year 1976, $221.1 million was spent for 
alcohol-related programs by the following Federal departments 
and agencies. A/ 

Department --- Amount ---- 

(mill ions ) 
0 

HEW: 
Social and Rehabilitation Service 
Office of Human Development 
NIMH 
National Institutes of Health 

Veterans Administration 
Department of Transportation 
Depar tm?nt of Defense 
Department of Labor 
Civil Service Commission 
Other 

a/$81 .O 
-a/33.0 

9.4 
.6 

58.1 
21.1 
16.8 

.3 

.2 

.6 --- -_ 

Total $221.1 ’ .----- 

a/Includes amounts for medical assistance and rehabilitation 
provided to alcohol abusers which are not necessarily re- 
lated to direct alcohol abuse treatment activities. 

In a3dition, other Federal agencies aid alcohol abusers 
through programs designed co assist individuals with other 
health and social problems. 

Some private efforts -- - 

Alcoholics Anonymous is probably the most well known or- 
qanizat ion concerned with alcohol abuse. Founded in 1935, :t 

l-/See app. IX for a brief description of these aqencica‘ ac- 
tivities. 



is a fellowship of men and women devoted to helping each 
other maintain sobriety through the sharing of similar experi- 
ences. Alcoholics Anonymous is solely concerned with the 
personal recovery and continued sobriety of those Hho turn 
to it for help. It is self-supporting through its own groups 
and members and declines contributions from outside sources. 
Alcoholics Anonymous has more than 18,000 local groups in 92 
countries. 

The National Council on Alcoholism, organized in 1944 is 
a major national voluntary health organization working for 
the prevention and control of alcohol abuse. It is affiliated 
with local councils in 170 communities. These councils offer 
information and referral services to alcohol abusers, their 
families, and friends. 

The Center of Alcohol Studies, Rutgers University, is 
a world clearinghouse fcr alcohol information. It devel- 
oped from a program to survey scientific literature on 
alcohol in the early 1940s. In addition, it conducts labora- 
tory, psychological, and sociological research and is in- 
volved iq demonstration prcjects for the treatment of alcohol 
abuse. 
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CHAPTER 2 ----w---o 

PLANNING FOR ALCOHOL ABUSE TREATMENT --_-----____----c-__--------------- 

PROGRAMS NEEDS IMPROVEMENT _----------------------m--v 

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism and 
State alcohol abuse program planning efforts are being 
carried out without accurate information on the size or 
whereabouts of the alcoholism problem or the number and 
capacity of facilities available to cope with the prob!em. 
In addition, program objectives have often been stated in 
broad, imprecise terms which do not define what is to be 
accomplished or how or when goals are to be attained. 
Formula funds have been allocated to the States without 
considering the relative need for treatment facilities as 
required by the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 
Prevent ion, Treatment and Rehabilitation Act of 1970 
(Public Law 91-616). 

NIAAA plans for the direct funding of treatment projects 
in selected geographical areas have not been adequately com- 
municated to the States. State officials told us that in 
some cases the State did not find out about the projects until 
after NIAAA had funded them. In other cases, where the States 
have been made aware of NIAAA plans, they have not provided 
NIAAA with meaningful comments on the proposed projects, 
primarily because they did not want to jeopardize a proposed 
project regardless of where the project was being placed. 

The combined effect of these factors is a planning 
process which is not capable of determining where alcohol 
abuse is most critical, what additional treatment capacity 
needs to be developed, or what impact existing treatment ef- 
forts have had on the overall problem. 

Developing an effective planning process is not easy. 
Because of the stigmas traditionally associated with 
alcoholism, identification of persons suffering from the 
disease is very difficult. Those who do seek treatment 
frequently are diagnosed as having some other more socially 
acceptable impairment. Moreover, treatment is carried out 
using a variety of approaches and in many differene settings. 
If NIAAA is to carry out the mandate given to it by the Con- 
gress, these problems must be dealt with more effectively. 

13 
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NEED FOR BETTER DETERMINATION ______-------------------- 
OF THE SIZE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ----y--w- --_-_-------------- 
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROBLEM ------------I-- -- 

No one knows, with any certainty, the size of the 
alcohol-abusing population and its distribution among the 
various geographical regions and political subdivisions of 
the country . Since the length of time required for 
alcoholism symptoms to surface in an individual‘s life- 
style varies and since social stigmas associated with 
alcohol abuse exist, obtaining data on the number of 
people who abuse alcohol is difficult. 

NIAAA efforts --.-e-,-m--- 

NIAAA estimates there are between 9 and 10 million 
alcohol abusers in the United States. This figure was 
derived from a formula developed by Dr. E. Iy. Jellinek in 
the 1940s to estimate the rate of alcoholism in a given 
geographic area by using data on the rlumber of deaths re- 
sulting from an alcohol-related disease. NIAAA used this 
formula to provide an indication of the number of alcoholics 
in the United States. To arrive at an estimate of the 
number of alcohol abuscrs-- alcoholics and problem drinkers-- 
NIAAA in effect doublet. the estimate produced by the Jellinek 
formuia. Critics of the Jellinek formula believe it under- 
estimates the prevalence of alcoholism, alld an NIAAA official 
stated that the g-million figure is probably conservative. 
In 1959 Dr. Jellinek recommended that his formula or any 
modification of it no longer be used to estimate the number 
of alcoholics because too many factors which he originally 
considered to be constant were actually fluctuating and 
affecting the value of formula components. 

NIAAA encourages potential grant applicants to use 
an alternative method for estimating the size of the 
alcohol-abusing population. This method, first used by 
NIAAA in 1974, recognizes that alcohol abuse problems 
vary among the population of a geographic area in relation 
to such basic demographi- characteristics as age, sex, 
socioeconomic status, ethrlicity, religion, marital status, 
and urban-rural residence. NIAAA had discussed these 
factors and their relationship to alcohol abuse in its 
First Special Report to the U.S. Congress on Alcohol and 
Health in 1971. 

l 

This alternate method estimates the alcohol-abusing 
population by determining the number of people in each 
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demographic category [information usually readily avail- 
able from census reports} and applying statistically 
determined incidence rates of alcohol-related problems 
for each category. The final estimates obtained from this 
procedure are supposed to retlect the total incidence of 
alcohol abuse in a specific area and provide estimates of 
alcohol abuse among the various subpopulations. 

Althcugh NIAAh is encouraging the use of this method 
at the local level, an NIAAA official told us be believes 
this method could also be adapted for estimating the size 
of the problem at State and national levels. 

State efforts 

Each of the five State alcohol agencies we visited l/ 
used the Jeilinek formula to determine the number of - 
alcoholics in the State. 

New Jersey, New York, and Washington noted in their 
State plans that the value of the formula was suspect. 
New Jersey and New York said they continued to use it because 
a more accurate measurement was not available. 

Only Oregon estimated the total number of both problem 
drinkers and alcoholics. It supplemented the Jellinek formula 
by applying the results of a 1965 survey which found that 
12 percent of all adult Americans are heavy drinkers. After 
calculating the number of heavy drinkers in the State, the 
Oregon alcohol agency assumed that about two-thirds were prob- 
blem drinkers. 

By using severai indicators, Oregon also estimated the 
incidence of alcoholism and other social problems by county 
and ranked each county accordingly. These indicators are 

--estimated alcoholism rate based on the Jellinek formula, 

--mean motor vehicle fatality rate per 100,COO population, 

--alcohol diagnoses as percent of admissions to State 
mental hospitals, 

--liquor sales per person aged 20 years .and older, and 

--various other indicators of social problems. 
----se----- 

l/ See ch. 8 for scope of review. 
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Although we did not determine whether the Oregon pro- 
cedure provides a better estimate than the Jellinek formula 
alone, it illustrates how available data pertinent to the 
alcohol abuse problems in a given area could be considered 
in estimating the alcohol-abusing population. 

MORE COMPLETE INFORMATION NEEDED ON __I_----___--.----_--- 
THE NUMBER, LOCATION, AND CAPACITIES _-- ---_--------_ -_---- 
OF TREATMENT FACILITIES --------- 

NIAAA and four of the five States we visited had an 
inventory of alcohol treatment facilities. These listings, 
hcuever I were not kept up-to-date. Since they were prepared, 
a large number of new facilities had been established. For 
the most part, the inventories did not contain information on 
treatment capacities of the facilities listed. Such data 
could be usefk.1 to program planners of new treatment projects 
by identifying areas where insufficient treatment capacity 
is available. 

NIAAA inventory ----es- 

In 1972 NIAAA awarded a grant for developing a compendium 
on alcohol treatment facilities in the United States and 
Canada. NIAAA believed a much-expanded and updated directory 
was needed since the most recent one available at that time 
had been published in 1969. The new compendium was pub1 ished 
in 1973 and contained information on over 2,500 treatment 
facilities in operation on Gllly 30, 1373. The information 
included facility location, sypes of treatment provided, and 
admission requirements, if any. The compendium did not, 
however, provide information on the facilities’ capacities. 

Since 1973 the number of treatment projects funded by 
NlAAA and the States has greatly increased. We identified 
about 300 treat.merit projects initially supported by NIAAA , 
during fiscal years 1974 and 1975. A sampling of these 
projects show,?? that about 7G percent of their facilities were 
not listed it- the 1973 compendium. In addition, in the five 
States included in our review, we found that the number of 
treatment projects supported by the States’ alcohol agencies 
increased from 171 in fiscal year 1973 to 284 in fiscal year 
1974. 

The grantee that prepared the 1973 compendium told us 
that plans to update the document in 1975 were rejected pri- 
marily because funds were not available. An NIAAA official 
told us that, although the compendium was used for estimating 
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staff needs and the number of projects that could possibly be 
accredited, it was not used in NIAAA’s planning process be- 
cause non-federally supported facilities have a high termina- 
tion rate. This factor made the compendium continuously out- 
of-date. 

In January 1977 an NIAAA official told us that a new 
compendium had been published in July 1976. However, NIAAA 
had not considered obtaining data on treatment capacity for 
inclusion in this compendium, 

State inventories ----- ------- 

Of the five State alcohol agencies included in our review, 
four had an inventory of treatment facilities. New York’s 
and Oregon’s inventories had been developed in 1374, Colorado’s 
in 1973, and New Jersey’s in 1970 with updates in 1972 and 
1975. Oregon had data on all inpatient facility capacities 
while Colorado had capacity data for a few facilities. New 
York and Eew Jersey did not include capacity data. However, 
New Jersey’s 1976 State alcoholism plan does show bed 
capacity for inpatient alcoholism treatment facilities. 

Officials in New York and Oregon told us they were up- 
dating their lists. A Colorado official said that the State’s 
inventory noted only “major” facilities, while New Jersey 
officials told us they had no idea how complete their list 
was. 

A Washington State official told us that no master list 
was available but one could be compiled from the various 
county plctns which list facilities and their capacities. 
However, a sample of these plans disclosed that capacities 
were included for very few facilities. We were informed 
that shortly after our review in Washington, the State alcohol 
agency published a list of State approved, publicly 
funded alcohoiism treatment facilities. This list dces not 
show the capacities of the facilities. 

XIAAA AND STATE OBJECTIVES ------------------------- 
MUST BE MORE PRECISELY STATED ----_-----_---_-------------- 
TO BE LiSEFUL FOR PLANNING PURPOSES -------------.-----.--- ------_- 

NIAAA has not established program objectives that can 
be related to progress made in achieving its stated goals. 
For the most part, neither have the five States we reviewed. 

. 

According to an NIAAA manual entitled “Management Pro- 
gram for Alcohoiism Services Projects, ‘* a program objective 
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expresses, in quantitative terms, the desired results of pro- 
gram activities. The manual also states that, for sound pro- 
gram planning and program evaluation, objectives should 
specify (1) what is to be achieved, (2) the target cf the 
program activities, (3) where the activity will occur, and 
(4) when the desired result will be achieved. 

NIAAA goal and objectives -------- 

Although NIAA;S has stated that its most immediate goal 
is to make the best alcohol treatment services available to 
everyone who needs them, it has not complemented this goal 
with measurable program objectives. NIAAA’s long-range 
planning documents describe its objectives ever a S-year 
planning period and outline general strategies to be followed 
in attaining these objectives. For example, the NIAAA fiscal 
year 1976-80 plan contains objectives to improve alcohol abuse 
service systems by: 

--Improving the program administration and financial 
management capabilities to recover the maximum third- 
party reimbursement in community programs as well as 
to illsure best use of various types of block revenue 
sharing. 

--Insuring effective and high-quality program development 
through Federal financial assistance provided to State 
and community ageltcies. 

--Maintaining and augme,lting staff to meet expanding 
national health insurarre coverage for services. 

--Providing assistance and expertise for new and improved 
service delivery systems, particularly to special tar- 
get populations which are often neglected. 

These objectives do not include quantitative factors 
which could be used to measure the effectiveness of NIAAA’s 
activities. The action strategies proposed by NIAAA provide 
some general insights as to ho*< NIAAA plans to address these 
objectives. Thc?y do not, howevet, provide any criteria 
which can be used to determine the (1) amount of progress 
expected within a specified time, (2) level of increased 
activity or program improvements needed to reach the objec- 
tive, and (3) impact that achievement of the objective will 
have on progress made toward NIAAA’s overall goal. 

. 
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State goals and objectives ---- -------- ------- 

Although the five State alcohol agencies we visited had 
established goals, only New Jersey had developed measurable 
objectives. Our review of the State plans disclosed that 
their overall goals were similar to NIAAA’s. For example, 
Oregor’s goal was “to identify, stabilize, reduce and then 
to minimize alcohol problems and alcoholism * * * .” 
Colorado’s was “to reduce the number of persons adversely 
affected by alcohol and to assist those persons already so 
affected.” These goals were not accompanied by measurable 
objectives necessary for determining how and when these 
goals were to be attained. 

The objectives contained in the 1974 New Jersey State 
plan generally included information on what was expected 
within specified times, such as: 

--“Detoxification services shall be included as part 
of the emergency ward of at least 20 percent (20) 
of the general hospitals of the State within the next 
year.” a 

--“The number of companies, employing more than 1,000, 
initiating an employee alcoholism program shall be 
increased by fifteen (15) within the next year.” 

The attainment of these objectives, like the NIAAA ones, 
would not necessarily indicate the extent of progress toward 
achieving the State’s overall goal, which was to reduce the 
prevalence and severity of alcoholism. In commenting on 
our draft report a New Jersey official stated that several 
ion] range indicators had been developed which could, in 
his oLli;lion, prove useful in assessing progress made toward, 
the State’s goal. 

Ti:e Colorado, New York, Oregon, and Washington plans 
listed objectives in varying degrees of detail. Like the 
examples below, most were not measurable. 

--Encourage orderly development of a variety of models 
ar.d modalities of alcohol treatment and restoration 
services. 

--Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of client 
tracking a.ld identification procedures tiithout violat- 
ing the essential requirements of client confidential- 
ity. 
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--Assist counties in formulating and implementing plans 
for responding to the needs generated by the decri- 
minalization of public intoxication. 

--Encourage more detailed planning and priority setting 
at the local and regional levels. 

A Washington State official commenting on our draft 
report agreed that the program objectives for 1974 were not 
measurable but believed that objectives established for 
1975, 1976, and 1977 are measurable. We agree that these 
objectives are an improvement over those we reviewed for 
1974. We beljeve however, that Washington, as well as the 
other States, needs to do more to establish program 
objectives that identify specific actions to be taken within 
specific time periods. Such objectives will enable the 
States to more effectively measure progress made toward 
the achievement of the States’ overall goals. 

GREATER EFFORT NEEDED TO 
ALLOCATEX~DSBASED o?dt4EED ---------e-w --- 

Neither NIAAA nor the alcohol authorities in the five 
States in our review had sufficiently considered the need 
for treatment facilities when allocating formula grant funds. 
Public Law 91-616 stipulates that formula grant funds are to 
be allocated to the States on the basis of their relative 
population: financial need ; and need for more effective pre- 
vention, treatment, and rehabilitation programs to deal with 
alcohol abuse and alcoholism. NiAAA’s formula for distribu- 
tion of these funds, however, is based only on the relative 
r,o;alation and average income per person in each State. 
NIAAA officials told us that no serious effort has been made 
to distribute funds on the basis of ileed because of the 
difficulty of quantifying need. 

State allocations of alcohol funds ----___--- -e--e- 

The five State alcohol agencies we visited had different 
procedures for allocating combined State and formula funds. 
However, none adequately considered needs. Although Public 
Law 91-616 does not specifically require the States to allocate 
their funds on the basis of need, it does require their 
alcoholism plans to include a survey of need for the prevention 
and treatment of alcoholism and alcohol. abuse throughout the 
States. 
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Personnel in Washington and Colorado advised us they 
had not allocated funds according to need. In Washington 
funds were generally distributed to counties on a per 
capita basis without considering need. A State official 
claimed this method was satisfactory because the need was 
so great in relation to the amount of available funds that 
there was little chance of funding services which were not 
needed. 

Comments on our draft report received from officials 
in the State of Washington indicated that the priority need 
in Washington was to make basic alcoholism services available 
to all residents of the State. This was to be accomplished 
by using available funds to establish basic alcoholism 
services programs in each county of the State. Once these 
basic programs were established across the State, available 
funds would be used to increase each program’s capability 
so that a full range of alcoholism services would be available 
to all persons wanting these services. 

A Colorado official told us that the State emphasized 
“getting something going” in each region and funded all 
“acceptable” proposals. Applicants, however, were required 
to demonstrate community support and approval. He added 
that the State had not received enough proposals to be 
selective but thought that, in the future, funding determina- 
tions would be based on need. 

The remaining three States had established some criteria 
for determining need. h’ew Jersey program officials told us 
th?t an applicant. had only to supply statistical data on the 
total population of the community and an estimate of the 
population with alcohol problems. Wo effort was made to 
identify other activities in the area already offering serv- 
ices which the applicant planned to provide. However, the 
applicant was required to demonstrate community involvement 
in the planning process and community support of the project 
which could provide some assurance that the program was needed. 
After our review was completed, a New Jersey State official 
informed us that the 1976 New Jersey alcoholism treatment 
plan included new procedures for assessing needs and a revised 
grant application review process had been adopted to give 
greater consideration to treatment needs. 

In Oregon, projects were to be funded in accordance 
with the current State plan and were to supply services 
otherwise not available to the proposed target area. The 
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unavailability of these services was determined from evid- 
ence presented in project applications, comments from 
health-planning committees, and data contained in the current 
State plan. 

A Few York official told us that New York provided funds 
on a f i.rst-come, first-served basis to applicants whose pro- 
posals were developed in accordance with their county’s 
alcohol plan and had been approved by the appropriate county 
alcohol group. An official told us that, as an adequate 
indication of need, they accepted any one or a combinaticn of 
the following : general demographic data on the catchment area, 
an estimate of the target population, and a statement that 
the existing servi*:es in the county were either nonexistent 
or inadequate. 

NIAAA PLANS FOR PROJECT GRANTS 
- - - - - - _ _ - - - - _ _ _ - _ _ I -  

NEED TO BE BETTER COMMUNICATED TO STATES 1__---------------__I_______ 

Public Law 91-616, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4577 (Supp. V 
1975))r ;lo directly support alcohol abuse treatment projects 
at the local level. The Congress intended that this authority 
be used to continue the support of special projects begun by 
NIAAA and meet the urgent needs of special pOpulatiOnS not 
being served by State and local projects. 

NIAAA has used this direct funding authority to support 
treatment projects primaril: designed to serve special target 
populations. l/ In contrast, projects funded by the five 
States we visrted were generally designed to serve all 
persons within a designated geographic area. Officials at 
the five State alcohol agencies stated that inadequate know- 
ledge of WIAAA’s funding priorities, NIAAA’s project grant t 
program, and the uncertainty of where and when NIAAA would 
place a project we-e impeding their ability to develop effec- 
tive plans. 

Public maw 91-616 specifically requires that each prcject 
grant applicant provide a copy of the application to the State 
at the time of submission to NIAAA. The legislation encourages 
the Sttitcs to comment on the proposed project’s relationship 
to other projects’in the State and the State alcohol proqram 

l/Target groups funded by NJAAA include the aged, American 
Indians, Alaskan natives, Blacks, Spanish American, women, 
youth, miqrant farm laborers, the criminal justice popula- 
tion, the impover ished, public inebriates, alcoholic em- 
ployees, and irinking drivers. 
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plan. An NIAAA official informed use however, that State com- 
ments are received for only 40 to 53 percent of all applics- 
tions submitted to NIARA. 

Officials at the five States we visited attribute low 
response rates to the fact that they had not received 
applications from all potential grantees that were submit- 
ting applications to IkIAAA. According to them, while project 
applications are obtained from State alcohol agencies, not 
all project applicants submit copies of their applications to 
the States as required by law. Moreover, NIAAA does not 
routinely consult with the States before approvinq and funding 
projects. Consequently, the State authorities have no way of 
knowing which applications have been submitted and are being 
considered fcr NIAAA support until after the projects are 
funded . 

Officials in three States informed us that they Loutinely 
give favorable reviews to project applications which they do 
receive and comment on. The officials cited the need for 
increased alcoholism services projects regardless of where 
the projects are placed, the desire for more Federal dollars 
coming into their jurisdictions, and the belief that NIAAA 
does not seriously consider their comments as the reasons 
for not providing substantive comments. 

Subsequent to our review, an official of one State 
informed us that communications with NIAAA had improved in 
recent months and that, in most cases, NIAAk funding decisions 
on proposed grant applications have been consistent with the 
recommendations made by the State alcoholism agency. 

Unless procedures for coordinating NIAAA and State 
planning activities are improved, duplication of efforts 
could result, since the people served by NIAAA’s special 
tarqet population projects are essentially the same type 
of people who would be served at a State project serving 
all people in a specific geographic area. 

CONCLUSIONS 

NIAAA and State planning processes are not adequate to 
insure the ievelopment of program plans which will allocate 
the greatest amount of available resources to areas having 
the greatest needs. Greater attention must be devoted to: 

--Developing better estimates on the size of the 
alcohol-abusing population. 
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--Developing information concerning the geographic dis- 
tribution and dem.?grspl:ic characteristics of the 
alcohol-abusing population. 

--Updating out-of-date inventories of existing treatment 
facilities and collecting data on treatment facility 
capacities. 

--Allocating funds on the basis of relative need for 
more i:reatment programs, as well as relative popula- 
tion and financial needs of the State. 

--Developing measurable orogram objectives. 

Furthermore, NIAAA’s pi;,~s to support treatment projects 
at the local level must be better communicated to the States, 
and State authorities must be more responsive in commenting 
on applications for specific NIAAA-funded projects in their 
States m 

NEW LEGISLATION REQUIRES ----- ----- 
IMFROVEMENTS I~--~~~~~N~ PROCESS 

In July 1976 the Congress enacted Public Law 94-371, 
The Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention 
Treatment and Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1976 (42 U.S.C.A. 
4541 (Supp. Dec. 1976)). This act places specific requirements on 
NIAAA and the States which, if implemented properly, should alle- 
viate many of the problems in the NIAAA and State planning proc- 
esses that we have identified. 

Among other things, this legislation requires 

--The Secretary, HEW, to issue regulations 
establishing a methodology to assess and 
determine the incidence and prevalence 01: 
alcohol abuse within the States. Thest? 
regulations are to become effective no later 
than January 23, 1977,1/ and the methodology . 
developed is to be used in determining the 
relative need for more effective prevention, 
treatment, and rehabilitation of alcohol abuse 
and alcoholism within each State. 

- - - - - - - - T . - - - - - - -  

i/A notice of proposed rulemaking for these regulations was 
published in the Federal Register on Feb. 1, 1977. HEW 
estimates that final re?lulations will be published about 
June 1, 1977, 
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--The States to include in their State Jlcohol 
plans (11 a complete inventory of public and 
private resources available for alcohol abuse 
and alcoholism treatment, prevention and 
rehabilitation and (2) reasonable assurance 
that prevention or treatment projec’s or 
programs supported by formula grant funds 
have provided the State with proposed performance 
s tandardr to measure the effectiveness of sucn 
prevention or treatment projects or programs. 

--The Secretary, HEW, to issue regulations requirin,; 
each State participating in the formula grant 
program to report to the Secretary on progress 
made in implementing :he State plan. Such reports 
are necessary for Federal approval of State plans. 

RECOMMENDATIONS ----v-v--_- 

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW direct NIAAA 2nd 
encourage the States to: 

--More accurately determine the magnitude of the 
alcohol abuse problem cn the national and State 
levels and develcp information on the geographic 
distribution and demographic characteristics of 
the alcohol-abusing population. 

--Maintain accurate and current inventories of treat- 
ment facilities and information on their capacities. 

--(Make a greater effort to distribute funds in accordance 
with the relative need for more treatment programs. 

--Establish measurable objectives which specify, to the 
extent possible, when and how stated qcsls are to be 
attained. 

Furthermore, the Secretary should direct IJIAAA to improve 
its communicaticns with the States before awarding project 
grants and to give greater attention to the impact these 
grants have on States’ alcohol abuse programs, especially 
those aimed at special target populations, since a potential 
exists for overlapping with State projects serving spcciEic 
geographic areas. To facilitate greater awareness by State 
alcoholism authorities of proposed projects within their 
jurisdictions, NIARA should develop a mechanism to assure 
that project applications are submitted to the State alcoholism 



agencies. The State agencies should be encouraged to provide 
NIAAA with objective comments on each proposal within 30 
days. 

AGSNCY COMMENTS AND 
?iUR EVALUATION 

!;EW stated that actions taken or planned in response 
to the requirements of Public Law 94-372 are also responsive 
to our recommendations. 

Accord’.lg to HEW, action has been taken to develop 
methodologies for determining the incidence and prevalence of 
alcohol problems in the States and in the general population. 
NIAAA plans to use State prevalence data as a component in 
its distribution formu for the formula grant program. 

HEW advised us that NIAAA has also initiated action to 
develop a national inventory of alcoholism resources. This 
inventory will assist the States in developing State inventories 
required by Public Law 94-371. An NIAAA off iciai stated that 
to the extent possible these inventories will inclcde data 
on treatment project capacity. 

HEW commented that Public Law 94-371 requires State 
alcoholism plans to include assurances that projects funded 
with State formula grant funds have provided the States with 
proposed performance standards useful for measuring project 
effectiveness. The act also requires the States to report 
to the Secretary on progress made in implementing the State 
plan. HEW believes these requirements will lead to the 
development of measurable program objectives in the States. 
Additionally, NLAAA is developing methodologies to assess 
the impact of its programs and .>elieves that as a result 
of these activities the information and capability for 
establishing measurable objectives for its directly funded 
projects will also be developed. 

We agree that certain provisions of Public Law 94-3?1 
spec-ifically address issues involved in several of ollr 
recomm?ndarions regarding the planning processes for 
alcoholism programs, and it appears that most of the actions 

# cited it the Department’s comments are responsive to our 
recomoendations. The HEW actions and the requirements placed 
on the States by Public Law 94-371 should contr.ihute to 
improved alcohol abuse program planning procedures at both 
the State and national levels. 
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With respect to our recommendation that NIAAA improve 
communication with the States and develop a mechanism to 
notify States of proposed direct project grants, HEW cited 
the provision of Public Law 93-282 and OMB Circular A-95 
which requires action by project applicants to notify States 
when applications are submitted to NIAAA. The Department 
also stated that NIAAA automatically notifies States when 
direct project grant applications are received at NIAAA. 

As we pointed out above, existing legislation requiring 
project applicants to submit copies of applications to the 
States was not being complied with in the five States where 
we conducted our review. Althcugh we did not specifically 
include the provisions of OMB Circular A-95 in our review, 
none of the State authorities we talked to cited these 
provisions as alleviating the problems we noted. We 
believe that if these regulations are to be effective, 
additional efforts are needed. 

We were informed by a NIAAA official that the 
automatic submission of project applications to the States 
occurs in those instances where State comments have not 
been received on a proposed project which is scheduled for 
review by NIAAA’s initial review groups. NlAAA anticipates 
that the States will review the application, contact the 
proposed applicant for any additional information necessary, 
and submit comments to NIAAA in time for consideration by 
the review groups. Although we have not evaluated the 
result: of this procedure, it appears that the State alcoholism 
agencies will be in a position to fully communicate their 
assessment of proposed projects to NIAAA, and NIAAA will be 
able tc more fully consider the impact its projects will have 
on the States’ alcoholism plans. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CONCERTED NATIONAL EFFORT TG COlYBAT ALCL)dOL AdclSE ----4--- ----- 

HAS BEEN SLOW IN. DEVELOPING --- 

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism was 
established to spearhead a national attack on alcohol abuse. 
The Congress intended that this attack would be supportea 
by all Federal departments and agencies providing such 
services as medical assistance, meaical care, treatment, 
rehabilitation, and social ser’vices. The Congress be1 ieved 
that substantial legislative authority existed to assist 
persons suffering from disabilittzs or disease and expecter 
that Federal agencies would coo;?erate with NXAAA to insure 
that recipients of this assistance would include alcohol abusers. 
NIAAA was expected to specify how existing Feaeral legislation 
could be used to most effectively combat alcohoi abuse and to 
coordinate all Federal efforts in the fight against alCOhO1 
abuse. 

This concerted Federal approach to combating alcohol 
abuse has been slow in developing because 

--NIAAA has been unable to establish and maintain 
effective coorainating relationships with all 
appropriate Federal ager‘cies, 

--tiEW was slow in estaol ish ing the leg islat ively 
required Interagency Committee on k’ederal Activities 
for Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, ana 

--all HEW programs capaoie sf contributing to a 
national effort to combat alconolism have not 
dorr ! so. 

COORDINATION BETWEEN NIAAA AND OTHER --- -1--- ---- 
FEDERAL AGENCIES idtEDS Ilili’HUVt;EIErJT --- -- 

NIAAA has been unable to develop a coordination 
mechanism which insures that all Federal alcohol-related activ- 
ities are integrated into a single coordinated Federal approach 
to the alcohol abuse problem. Tne development of such a 
mechanism was a major concern expressed in the congressional 

e committee reports on Pub1 ic Law 91-616. 

The Senate Committee on Labor and Public tielfare(now 
k;lown as the Senate Committee on Human Resources) :eport(S. 
K,p. No. 1009, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970)) stated that one of 
NIAAA’s functions would be to develop a national plan for attack- 
ing the alcohol abuse problem. 
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This plan, which was to specify how Federal health, rehabil- 
itation, and welfare legislation could be used and how all 
components of the Federdl Government coula contribute to a 
coordinated national approach, has not been developed by IvIAAA. 
The Committee report further stated that NIAAA was to serve in 
a coordinating and consulting capacity to assist Federal oepsrt- 
ments and agencies in their alcohol abuse efforts. The ffouse 
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce report (H.P. l&p. No 
1663, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970)) also cited the need for actior 
by tt-ic- ;lany Federal departments and agencies if progress was 
to be m3dc in dealing with alcohol problems. 

Problems in coordinating 
the national effort II--- 

NIAAA officials said they were not fully aware of all 
the Federal programs providing treatment to alcohol abusers 
and that a formal cooruination policy for NIAAA relations 
with other Federal agencies had not been aeveloped. 

NIAAA has no legal authority over Federal agency acti- 
vities, and Federal agencies are not required to cooroinate 
with and report to NIAAA regarding their alcohol abuse programs. 
An NIAAA official cited this lack of authority as tne main 
reason why more extensive coordination has not developed. 

NIAAA’s cooraination efforts depend on its ability to 
persuade other Federal agencies to cooperate. According to 
an NIAAA official, this ability is limitea oecause ,liIRfZA 
lacks sufficient staff to seek out the cooperation of all 
Federal agencies. Consequently, NIAAA has restrictea its 
coordination efforts to those agencies that it believes 
could have the greatest impact on the alcohol abuse problem 
and that have responded positively ana quickly to coordination 
requests. 

As of December 20, 1975, NIAAA had 130 authorized per-,;rnen! 
positions, but only 106 had been filled. NIAAA’s Divrsron of 
Special Treatment and Rehabilitation Programs and Division of 
Resource Development, which coordinate most of NIAAA’s 
activities, had a combined staff authorization of 38 permanent 
positions at December 20, 1975; 33 of these were frlled. 
These divisions also were responsible for monitoring about 
637 project grants and the formula grant prog’ram in 26 States 
and territories. 

IJIAAA’s relationships with other Federal aepsrtments 
and agencies engaged in alcohol-related activities have been 
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conducted very informally. Coordination activities delegated 
to individual staff members are in addition to normal work 
assignments. Staff members, in some instances, have relied 
on periodic, often infrequent, telephone contact with their 
counterparts in other agencies. NIAAA has established no 
formal coordination policy or provided its staff with instruc- 
tions to assist them in carrying out coordination responsi- 
bilities. 

We recognize that informal, unstructured interagency 
relationships often produce excellent results. NIAAA’s infor- 
mal system, however, has not resulted in the continuous ex- 
change of current information among Federal agencies. The 
system depends heavily on personal relationships established 
by individual staff members and is not controlled by record- 
keeping requirements or uniform procedures. Increased work- 
loads and/or staff changed within NIAAA or the other Federal 
agencies could adversely affect the system’s effectiveness and 
continuance. 

NI.4AA coordination activities 

We identified 14 Federal agencies in 5 departments and 
2 independent agencies --Veterans Administration (VA) and Civil 
Service Commission --which have had some contact with NIARA 
since its inception in 1971. ‘Appendix II gives a brief descrip- 
tion of these agencies’ alcohoi-re!ated activities. Examples 
of the types of interagency relation;; hips NIAAA has developed 
with some of these agencies are discussed below. For the most 
part, coordination has been limited. 

Department of Justice 

NIAAA’s contacts with the Department of Justice and its 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) and Bureau of 
Prisons have consisted primarily of participation in study 
groups and information-gathering projects regarding alcohol 
abuse problems of the criminal justice population. LEAA and’ 
NIAAA officials stated that no formal coordination arrange- 
ments have been worked out. LEAA officials indicated that 
contacts with NIAAA have been minimal. An NIAAA official indi- 
cated that telephone contacts with LEAA occurred a few times 
a month but could not provide documentation of this. 

Veterans Administration 

VA supports alcohol treatment programs at 71 of its 
171 hospitals throughout the country. VA reported that about 
3 million veterans suffer from alcoholism: that alcoholism 
is the number-one diagnosis in the VA hospital system, and 
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that about 157,000 veterans were treated for alcoholism or a 
related condition during fiscal year 1974. Despite the large 
number of veterans with alcohol abuse problems and the large 
alcoholic population in the VA hospital system, coordination 
between NIAAA and VA at the headquarters level has been mini- 
mal. The only direct, relationship we found between NIAAA 
and VA was the ex-officio VA representative on the Nation71 
Advisory Council on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. 

We were informed that no person or division within NIAAA 
has the responsibility for coordination with VA. NIAAA be- 
lieves there is no need for formal involvement with VA since 
the latter has the required skills to carry out what NIAA bc- 
liaves is an adequate alcohol treatment program. 

NIAAA has periodically exchanged information with in- 
dividual VA hospitals regarding the monitoring and evalua- 
tion of alcohol treatment projects and has provided some con- 
sultation services to VA headquarters personnel. According 
to one NIAAA official, general knowledge of VA’s alcohol ac- 
tivities is acquired primarily through information provided 
in NIAAA grant applications submitted for areas served by 
VA facilities. 

Department of Transportation 

Before fiscal year 1974 NIAAA enjoyed a close working 
relationship with the Department of Transportation. I;1 1971 
the Department’s National Highway Traffic Safety Administrd 
tion (NHTSA) and NIAAA embarked on a closely coordinated at- 
tack on the drinking driver problem. T:lrouqh increased hiqh- 
way surveillance by State and locai po;ictl cupported by NHTSA 
grants, problem drinking drivers were identified and refer- 
red to treatment projects which NHTSA or NIAAA supported. 
Referral was usually an alternative to traditional penal 
sanctions. 

Beginnninq in 1970 NHTSA funded 35 alcohol safety action 
projects while NIAAA funded 16 services for problem drinking 
driver projects and 9 comprehensive treatment centers in the 
same geographic areas served by the EIHTSA projects. NIAAA 
and NHTSA held regular bimonthly meetings to discuss problems 
and activities. However, in 1974, NHTSA discontinue3 support 
of 25 projects because of budgetary constraints and bec*llse 
they were only considered demonstration projects. since that 
time, coordination activities have been reduced to pcrlodic 
telephone conversations and occasional meetings between staff 
members of the two agencies. 
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An NHTSA official stated that differences in program 
goals and objectives have created some problems in coordination 
efforts. However, NHTSA recognizes NIAAA as the Federal 
authority on alcohol abuse problems and looks to it for 
advice and consultation whenever necessary. 

Other HEW agencies 

NIAAA has had contact with several agencies within HW 
that administer health, rehabilitation, and social welfare 
cJrograms offering benefits to individuals with alcohol abuse 
problems. For the most part, those efits result from an 
individual’s general eligibility to Licipste in an agency’s 
program rather than as a direct rest., of his alcohol abuse. 

NIAAA has maintained a close working relationship with 
National Institute of Mental Health. The physical proximity 
and personal relationships among the Institutes’ staffs are very 
conducive to NIAAA’s tendency toward informal coordination. 
Also, the dual resoonsibility for implementation of the 
Community Mental Health Centers Act requires close cooperation 
between the two Institutes. The 44 comorehensive alcohol 
treatment centers supported by NIAAA were initially 
funded under part c of the act and about one-half of tht 
treatment centers are affiliated with community mental health 
centers supported by NIMH. 

An official of the National Institute on Drug Abuse 
(NIDA) said NIAAA anrf NIDA coordination has been successful 
in instances involving demonstration projects for combined 
drug and alcohol abuse treatment and joint support of su&tancc 
abuse teaching programs at educational institutions. Howevc r , 
they do not have a free exchanae of information. An NIAAA 
official generally agreed with the NEDA official’s assessment 
of this situation. 

A formal cooperation agreement between the Rehabil.itation 
Services Administration (WA) and NIAAA was signed in 1972. 
*Jointly sponsored rehabilitation nrojccts began si-,ortly there- 
after. However, funding limitations and conflicts o*/er the 
scope of project activities have subsequently reduced the 
cooperative efforts between the two aoencies sionificantly. 

f An RSA official informed us that little contact how occurs 
between NIAA4 and RSA principally because of staffing 
limitations and RSA’s low priority on alcoholism. 

This low nriority resulted from provisions in the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-112, 29 U.S.C. 701 
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et seq. (Supp. V 1975) ), which requires that first priority 
iSe GTcen to the severely physically or mentally handicapped. 
In contrast to congressional reports supporting the enactment 
of Public Law 91-616 in 1970 which recognized alcot-1;sm as 
a majcr health problem, the conference report supp~. c rrlg 
Public Law 93-112 made it clear that the conferees viewed 
alcoholism ds a social disability to be given low prrority 
in federally assisted vocational rehabilitation programs. 

In 1972 NIAAA entered into an agreement with the Social 
and Rehabilitation Service (SRS) for the programming and funding 
of alcohol abuse prevention, control, treatment, and rehabil- 
itation programs. The agreement paralleled the one entered 
into with RSA but extended the scope of activities to the full 
range of social services provided by SRS. However, no 
activities were ever started as a result of this agreement, 
aithough it remained in effect until JI-rne 30, 1975. The 
agreement called for NIAAA to reimburse SRS for its 
expenditures up to $1 million each year, but no funds were 
made avdilable for this ptirpose. 

NIAAA hds expressed its intention to seek SRS assistance 
in urging State duthorities to increase services provided to 
alcohol abusers under the Medicaid program (title XIX of the 
Social Security Act) and the Social Services for Individuals 
and Families program (title XX of the Socidl Security Act). 
Under these Stdte-administered programs the amount of services 
avdilable to alcohol abusers is determined by the State 
duthorities. l/ 

TWO-YEAH DELAY IN ESTABLISHING -v-------------e----------- 
INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ------------------- 

In Mdy 1974 amendments to Public Law 91-616 directed , 
the Secretdry of HEW to estdblish an Interdgency Committee 
on Federal Activities for Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. 

This committee, with the Secretary of NEW or the Direc- 
tor of NIAAA dctinq ds chairman, is to include appropriate 
scientific, medicdl, or technical representatives from the 
Departments of Ttdnsportdtion, Justice and Defense, the 
Veterans Administration, dnd such other Federal agencies 
and offices (including those within HEW) as the Secretary 
determines and five individuals from the general public 
appointed by the Secretary, who by virtue oE training or 
---------------- 

l/See ch. 6 for further infocmdtion on the Medicaid program. 
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experience are qualified to participate in the committee’s 
functions. 

The Congress expected that this committee would be used 
to help NIAAA meet its responsibilities as the focal agency 
for the Federal attack on alcohol abuse. Specifically, the 
committee was expected to: 

--Eva1 ua te the adequacy and techn ieal soundness 
of all Federal programs and activities which 
relate to alcohol abuse. 

--Provide for the communication and exchange of 
information necessary to maintain the coord- 
ination and effectiveness of such programs and 
activities. 

--Coordinate efforts undertaken to deal with alcohol 
abuse in carrying out Federal health, welfare, 
rehabilitation, highway safety, law enforcement, 
and economic opportunity laws. 

The Secretary of HEW was also given the responsibility 
to report annually to the congress on the extent to which 
other Federal programs and departments are concerned and 
dealing effectively with the problems of alcohol abuse. The 
firs:: of these reports was due December 1974. In January 1975 
the Secretary reported to the Congress on the progress being 
inade in establishinq the Interagency Committee. An NIAAA 
official told us that HEW believed this report met the 
Secretary‘s responsibility. However, as of January 1977 no 
formal report on Federal agencies’ activities has been issued. 

Although NIAAA officials recognized the importancze 
of the Interagency Committee to the Secretary’s reporting 
responsibilities, not until December 10, 1974, did the 
Assistant Secretary of Health request chartering of the 
committee. I/ The Secretary of HEW approved the charter on 
February 4, 1975. However, the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and 
Mental Health Administration did not submit nominations for 
the five representatives from the general pub!ic until 
November 1975. In March 1976 the Secretary approvr>d th,rs< 
nominations. The committee met for the first time ir, May 
1976, 2 years after the Congress mandated its establishment. 

- I__--  

i/Under provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act 
no advisory committee may meet until a charter has been 
approved . 
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LIMITED USE OF SUPPLEMENTAL 
SECURITY rNcobET%BCHAMTOGET 
ALCoHdmm E R S I N‘l?r?%mB?! ---- -II-- 

Title XVI of the Social Security Act, as amended 
(42 U.S.C. 1381 et seq. (Supp. V 19753 1 authorizes the 
Socral Security Adminrstration (SSA) to provide Federal 
financial assistance to low-income persons who are blind, 
disabled, or over 65 years of age, and who meet various 
eligibility requirements. The authorizing legislation, 
section 1611(e)(3)(A), states that: 

“NO person who is an aged, bl Ind, or disabled 
individual solely by reason of disability * * * 
shall be an eligible individual * * * for purposes 
of this title * * * if such individual is medically 
determined to be a drug addict or an alcoholic un- 
less such individual is undergoing ar?y treatment 
that mciy be appropriate for hLs condition as a 
drug addict or alcoholic * * *.” 

In addition, the act provides thdt in the case of an 
individual referred to above, supplemental security income 
benefits must be paid to a person or public or private dgency 
iaterested in the individual’s welfare rather than to the 
individual himself. 

The purposes of these provisions are set out in 
congressional reports supporting the legislation. The House 
Ways dnd Means Committee report (Ji.R. Rep. No. 231, 92d Cong., 
1st Sess. (19711 expresues the Committee’s belief: 

“* * * that those people who are disabled, in whole 
or in part, as a tesult of the use of drugs or 
alcohol should not be entitled to beneEits under 
this program unless they undeiqo appropriate, 
avdilable treatment in dn approved facility, and 
the bill so provides. YoLtr committ,e, while ret’- 
ognizing that the use of druqs or dlCOhO1 may indeed 
cause disabling conditions, believes thdt when the 
condition is susceptible to treatment, appropriate 
tredz.ment at Government expense is an essential 
part of the rehdbilitation process of peopde so 

isahled.’ 

The Senate Committee on Finance rcfport (S. Rep. No. !230,92d 
Cong., 2d scss. 19721) states: 

“The committee is particularly concerned that persons 
who dre disabled because of alcoholism or druq 
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addictian be provided rehabilitative services under 
a program of active treatment rather than simply 
being provided income with which to support their 
addiction or alcoholism. Accordingly, alcoholics 
and drug addicts under the committee bill would be 
able to receive maintenance payments only as 
a pa,rt of a program of active treatment.” 

Moreover, a November 1972 joint publication of the Senate 
Committee on Finance and the House Committee on Ways and 
Means summarizing the Social Security Amendments of 1972 states: 

“No disabled person will be eligible if he is 
medically determined to be a drug addict or an 
alcoholic unless such individual is undergoing 
appropriate treatment, if available. Payments 
for addicts or alcoholics will be made only as 
protective payments to third parties.” 

An NIAAF official informed us that the SSI program has 
not been used to get alcohol abusers into treatment because 
SSA does not determine whether an individual applying for 
benefits is an alcoholic in need of treatment and SSA’s imple- 
mentation procedures require few persons with alcohol problems 
to undergo treat.ment. Personnel at three disability deter- 
mination service units told us that the mandatory treatment 
a::d third-party payee provisions of title XVI were rarely 
applied in their disability determination decisions. Each 
expressed the opinion that SSA’s instructions discourage the 
use of the provisions. 

Personnel at one local unit stated that alcoholism is 
considered only as a last resort and then only if it can be 
related to an SSA list of specific nonpsychotic impairments. ’ 
Personnel at another unit told us that, because of past 
difficulties in getting SSA to approve a case requiring 
treatment for alcoholism, they no longer try. 

Pesonnel at a third unit state; tnat, when zr, apolicant 
can be judged disabled without considering alcoholis!,:, nc 
further actions are taken even though the applicant’s medical 
reports indicate the exljtence of alcoholism. 

SSA instructions used by these disability determination 
service units state that the mandatory treatment and t’,ird- 
party payee provisions ap;>ly only to disabled individuals 
whose alcoholism or drug addiction contribute- to tk,e decision 
that disability exists. These instructions further state: 
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“Whether DA or A [drug addiction o; alcoholism] 
contributes to the disability will depend first on 
whether the individual’s impai: aent, independent 
of his DA or A, meets the severity and duration 
requirements. If so, the individual will not be 
considered a medically determined DA or A for 
title XVI purposes since DA or A does not contri- 
bute to the disability; thus, the marrdatory treat- 
ment &Id representative payee requirements will 
not apply. 

“An individual may be found to be disabled in- 
dependent of any DA OK A involvement if any of the 
following ,zr i ter ia cpply (1) the individual meets 
or equals the Listing of Impairments [specific 
disabling impzirments established by SSA] on the 
basis of impairment(s) * * * unrelated to DA or A; 
(2) the individual meets or equals the Listing of 
Impairments on the basis of impairment(s) which 
may conceivably be related to DA or A, but which 
impairment(s) is of such severity and expected 
duration that he would be found disabled even if 
DA or A did not exist * * *; or (3) the individual’s 
impairmentis) does not meet or equal the level of 
severity in the Listing or’ Impairments but because 
of other considerations (e.g., adverse vocational 
factors), the impairment is disabling irrespective 
of any DA or A. In the foregoing instances, DA or 
A will not be determined to be a contributing factor 
in the disability.” 

Under these instructions, an alcoholic individual eligible for 
SSI benefits on the basis of some physical or mental impair- 
ment other than alcoholism will not be required to undergo 
treatment for his alcoholism problem and will not receive his 
SSI benefits through a third party. 

Data obtained from a tace file on an SST applicant 
illustrates how a disability case involving alcohol was 
adjudicated under the present implementation procedures. The 
disability determination service unit had adjudged the applicant 
as disable% and listpti alcoholism as the primary diagnosis. 
As the basis for this determination the applicant’s file 
stated: 

“According to medical records, claimant is a 
chronic alcoholic who has been hospitalized 
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three times during the past five months each 
time for acute alcoholism and seizure disorder. 
* * * Claimant has a long history of alcoholism 
drinking 1 to 2 pints of whiskey and several 
bpers per day. * * * A recent neurological 
examination established b chronic brain syndrcme 
and peripheral neuropathy caused by chronic 
ethenol intake and head trauma. It is determined 
that alcoholism contributes to the disability 
already established.” 

Subse(;uent review of this case by SSA personnel changed the 
diagnosis, omitting any reference to alcoholism. SSA commented : 

“[Claimant] has peripheral neuropathy, spasticity, 
uns teadyness, chronic brain syndrome and abnormal 
E.E.G. and brain scans. * * * Since the claimant’s 
impairments are severe enough to establish disability 
without a diagnosis of alcoholism the GA/A designation 
is not necessary. * l *n 

This case file appears to support a finding of alcoholism 
on the basis of medical determinations and, in our opinion, 
this individual could have been required to undergo treatment 
as a condition for receiving SSI benefits. 

When SSR assumed its responsibility for administering 
the SSI program in January 1974, about 1.2 million disabled 
persons were converted from the States’ programs to the Federal 
proqram. We noted that only about 12,900, or about 1 percent 
of these persons, have been required to undergo treatment for 
their alcohol or drug problem as a condition to receiving 
supplemental security income assistance. SSR record; show, 
however, that about 12,600 of.these persons came from 8 States 
where the State program had permitted disability payments 
solely on the basis of alcoholism or drug addiction. For 
conversion purposes, SSA had agreed to accept these cases 
as eligible for SSI benefits. 

. 
Stc;t:e personnel, acting under the quidance of S$A 

instructions, had originally identified about 44,000 dis- 
ability conversion cases as possible alcoholics or druq 
addicts. SSA regional personnel, however, reevaluated these 
cases and, as of April 1975, determined that 31,000 cases 
were erroneously coded as alcoholics or drug addicts. 

SSA stated that its reevaluation was ?ccessary because 
amendments to the law changed the periods for eligibility and 
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because it believed that State personnel had misinterpreted 
SSA instructions for determining whether an individual’s 
alcoholism or drug addiction contributed to his disabling 
impairment. 

SSA has considered and rejected an interpretation of the 
mandatory treatment provisions :rhich ws;ld have required all 
disabled individuals suffering from alcoholism to undergo 
treatment without regard to whethar their alcoholism was 
related to their disability determination. 

SSA believes that the legislative history on title XVI 
supports its Position that individuals eligible for SSI must 
undergo appropriate, available treatment only if the individual 
is considered disabled in whole or in part by his alcoholism. 

In our opinion, the statutory language of title XVI of 
the Social Security Act of 1972 (see p. 35) and the legisla- 
tive history of this act could also support the position 
that any individual suffering. from alcoholism who is cliqiblc 
for SSI should be required to undergo appropriate, available 
treatment regardless of whether or not the alcoholism was 
considered in the disability determination. 

While the legislative intent of the SSI provisions 
rela* ing to appropriate, available treatment for disabled in- 
diviauals suffering from alcoholism is unclear, the leqislative 
histories of Public Laws 91-616 and 93-282 state that whenever 
possible all Federal legis?stion should be used to combat 
alcoholism. 

CONCLUSIONS . 

In our opinion NIAAA needs to do more to develop a 
concerted national attack against alcohol abuse. We recognize 
that NIAAA is not legally able to require interaqency co- 
op”ration and coordination and may not have sufficient 
staff to continuzblly persuade Federal agencies to coordinate 
their activities. We believe. however, that NIAAA could 
provide better opportunities ior Federal agencies to volunteer 
their assist*nce, exchange information, and seek NIAAA’s help 
in developing alcohol abuse programs. The informality of 
NIAAA’s current coordination procedures is not conducive to 
permanent relationships between NIAAA and other aqcncies. 
More formal coordination mechanisms at policymaking levels 
are needed to supplement these procedures. 

The Z-year delay in establishinq the Intcraqcncy Com- 
mittee on Federal Activir.ics for Alcohol Abuse and Aicoholism 
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has contributed to the problem of developing a broadly based 
coordinated Federal response to the alcoholism problem. TLe 
prompt establishment of this committee might have alleviated 
some of the coordination difficulties NIAAA has experienced. 

Expectations that agencies other than NIAAA would 
contribute significantly to alleviate alcohol problems are 
not being realized, SSA officials have interpreted the SSI 
program’s authorizing legislation in such a way that the 
program’s potential for identifying individuals suffering 
from alcoholism and requiring them to enter appropriate, 
available treatment has been diminished. In our opinion, 
alcoholics should not be entered on the SSI rolls solely 
or the basis of some other qualifying impairment when 
alconolism also is present because this could possibly 
deny someone the opportunity to benefit from treatment and 
become more socially productive. Congressional clarification 
as to who is SubJect to the mandatory treatment provisions 
of title XVI is needed if the SSI program is to meet its 
potential to aid in combating alcoholism. 

RECOMYFf'--- - '_ .drpii\3:!$ 

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW 

--require NIAAA to improve its coordination 
procedures with other Federal departments 
ar,d agencies by establishing more formal, 
structured coordination mechanisms; 

--insure that sufficient staffing resources are 
available to NJAAA to carry out its coordi- 
nation responsibilities; 

--require NIAAA to develop a national plan for 
attacking the alcohol abuse problem which 
specifies how all Federal departments and 
agencies can contribute to a coordinated 
Federal approach; and 

. 

--require the Interagency Committee on 
Federal Activities for Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism to promptly evaluate the adequacy 
and technical soundness of all Federal 
programs and activities which relate to 
alcohol abuse. 
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AGENCY COMMENTS AND 
OUR EVALUATION - 

HEW stated that it be ieves the establishment of 
the Interagency Committee of; Federal Activities for Alcchol 
Abuse and Alcoholism will do much to alleviate Federal agency 
coordination problems identified in this report and will 
provide input to NIAAA’s formulation of a national plan for 
attacking the alcohol abuse problem. 

According to HEW, each participating Federal agency 
has been requested to provide the Committee with informatior, 
regarding alcohol abuse expenditures and budget projections 
and to make recommendations for additional programs and areas 
where increased coordination is needed. The Interagency 
Committee will use this information to review and evaluate 
the effectiveness of the Federal agenci?s’ programs. HEW 
stated that NIAAA will use this in-or-ation to meet its 
coordination responsiailities and has designated specific 
staff members as having primary responsibility for coordinat- 
ing data collection and other activities of the Interagency 
Committee. * 

We agree that the Interagency Committee has a high 
potential for alleviating some of the coordination problems 
we identified. We continue to believe, however, that more 
direct communication channels between NIAAA and other Federal 
agencies must be established to insure that a unified 
Fe&r-al effort is developed and maintained. Such channels 
need to be available at all times and should not be limited 
to the anticipated infrequent meeting schedule of the Inter- 
agency Committee. We further believe that specific coordina- 
tion responsibilities of NIAAA staff should not be limited to 
the activities of the Interagency Committee. Rather, the co- 
ordination responsibilities of all appropriate staff positions 
should be clearly defined and, ccnsidered together, should 
constitute a formal coordination mechanism. L 

We recognize that Interagency Committee input to a 
national plan for attacking the alcohol abuse problem would 
be desirable. However, a more important issue, in our opinion, 
is NIAAA’s timely formulation of a comprehensive plan which 
describes national needs, priorities, and contributions cx- 
petted from Federal agencies to meet these needs. Such a 
document would enhance the Interagency Committee’s effec- 
tiveness. In this connection, the Interagency Ctimmittee 
stated during its May 1976 meeting that it was chartered to 
review and evaluate Federal agencies’ programs but not to 
develop or suggest programs necessary to meet the nationdl 
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neWis. NIAAA’s comprehensive national plan would serve 
as review and evaluation criteria for the Commi 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
THE CONGRESS 

The Congress may wish to give NIAAA authority to es- 
tablish Federal coordination policies and procedures, an5 
to monitor Federal departments’ and agencies’ programs as a 
means of achieving a more concerted Federal effort against 
alcohol abase. 

We also recommend that the Congress clarify whether 
section 1611(e)(3)(A) of the Social Security Act applies to 
all disabled SSI recipients suffering from alcoholism or 
drug abuse or only to those recipients whose disability de- 
termination depends on alcoholism or drug abuse. 

. 
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CHAPTER 4 

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF 

NIAAA’S EVALU4TION SYSTEM 

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 
should be commended on its early actions in (1) developing 
an automated data collection system capable of monitoring the 
progress of individuais in treatment and (2) drafting 
expected standards of performance for its comprehensive 
alcohol treatment centers. Project officials generally be- 
lieve the system is useful, data inputs are reasonably accu-- 

. _- --.,.;,, 

rate, and indicatcrs of client change are meaningful. 
-;::, ;~~~:-.;i. 

NIAAA has made signif icant progress in increasing 
the number of projects on the system. As of August 1976 
56 percent of the total number of projects being funded were 
providing data to the system. Data on additional 
and followxp data on more clients would appear to 
to insure the reliability of judgments on the overall 
ante of projects and programs. 

Also, the development of additional standards for proj- 
ects other than the alcohol treatment centers is 
to provide a basis for assessing their performance. 
more, NIAAA needs to improve its site visitation program to 
insure that individual projects are adequately complying 
with Federal guidelines and operating efficiently and econo- : 
mically. 

. _ y, ._ = 
_y-’ . . 

DEVELOPMEflT OF AUTGMATED 
SOGRAM MONiTORING SYSTEM 

In fiscal year 1971, its first year of operation, NIAAA 
awarded a contract for the design and implementation of an 
automated system capable of monitoring client performance and 
other activities of its alcohol treatment centers (ATCs). :-_ 
These centers provide comprehensive alcohol treatment to all 
types of alcohol abusers. It was postulated that the moni- 
toring system must serve program management and evaluation -- 
personnel at participating ATCs as well as NTAAA and that 
without active and enthusiastic ATC sllpport the system would 
net realize its full potential. 

Other contracts were subsequently awarded to develop auh6 
mated systems for the drinking driver, public inebriate, In- 
dian, occupational, and poverty programs. A set of core data- 
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forms was developed which applies to any client-oriented al- 
coholism program. Additional data items peculiar to the 
special target group projects were also collected. 

When a client is admitted for treatment, data is collected 
on his or her age, sex, ethnic characteristics, marital sta- 
tus, occupation, income, education, physical condition, 
drinking habits, behavioral problems, and source of referral. 
This infcrmation is compared with other data collected after 
180 days in treatment to determine client change over time. 

This system also provides project managers, NIAAA offi- 
cials, and others with information concerning project opera- 
tions. The four major activities monitored are 

--alcohol treatment services provided, 

--staffing patterns and use, 

--expenditures, .=rld 

--revenue from all sources. 

An indication of NIAAA’s commitment to developing an au- 
tomated monitoring system is reflected by the amount of funds 
that it has spent for developing and implementing this system. 
The following table sho--s the cost to develop and implement 
the system and to evaluate the information for each type of 
treatment program for June 1971 through October 1975. 

Program cost 

ATCs $1,029,210 
Drinking driver 526,087 
Public inebriate 134,200 
Occupational 296,251 
Indian 538,552 
Poverty 176,736 

Total $2,701,036 
Q 

In addition, NIAAA had obligated approximately 
v $1.04 million for data processing and the preparation of out- 

put reports through October 1975. These figures do not in- 
clude the salaries of such treatment project personnel as 
data coordinators who are responsible for preparing and pro- 
cessing data. 
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Reliability of client-reported data 

Project officials advised us that, in their opinion, 
most client data on demographic characteristics: occupational 
status: and past treatments, both at admission and after 
treatment, is reported in a reasonably accurate manner at 
least 75 percent of the time. Officials also be1 ieved 
that at the time of admission about 60 percent of the 
information on drinking behavior was accurate. They believed 
such data was more accurate when submitted after clients 
had been in treatment. 

Usefulness of indicators 

NIAAA uses the following indicators to measure client 
change. 

--Abstinence (lack of consumption of alcoholic bever- 
ages). 

--Quantity-frequency index (average daily consumption 
of absolute alcohol over the past month!. 

--Impairment index (the degree of behavioral problems 
stemming from excessive use of alcohol over the past 
month-- measured on a scale of 0, minimum impairment, 
to 33, maximum impairment). 

--Self-perception indicator (the client’s opinion of 
his own drinking behavior). 

--Interviewer perception indicator (the interviewer’s 
assessment of the client’s drinking behavior and the 
change in drinking behavior since intake.) 

While project officials felt all indicators were useful, 
they considered abstinence to be the most useful measure of 
client change. 

NIAAA and project officials’ 
use of the system 

NIAAA officials said their staff responsible for indivi- 
dual project management initially did not make extensive use 
of reports generated by the NIAAA system because the data was 
difficult to interpret. Since the time of our discussions, 
however, the format for output reports has been changed and 
the NIAAA staff has been given more training in interpreting 
the data for individual projects. 
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We also asked officials from 75 projects to respond to a 
questionnaire on the usefulness of NIAAA’s automated monitor- 
ing system. Sixty-one complied with our request. Approxi- 
mately 75 percent of these indicated that they used the out- 
put reports from the system for managing project operations. 
Selected comments indicated that the system was useful for 

--providing a basis for assessing project efficiency, 

--comparing one project with another, 

--identifying areas where costs were disproportionately 
high, 

--summarizing information which could be used by others, 

--making changes in staff assignments, and 

--determining the profile of clients served. 

Problems being experienced by some project officials were: 

--More technical assistance from NIAAA was needed to 
interpret the data. ~ 

--Reports were not received on time. 

--Extensive details required by the system made it 
cumbersome. 

An NIAAA official said that the above matters were ois- 
cussed in training sessions held after our questionnaire was 
administered and that corrective actions had been taken. 

Data on additional p’ients and 
nrojects needed to insure reliable -- 
evaluation results 

For calendar year 1974, the system contained data on 
19,749 clients who were admitted into treatment at either an 
ATC, a drinking driver project, or a public inebriate pro!- 
ect. According to system procedures, a 180-day followup re- 

v 
port should have been submitted on all these clients. For 
38 percent of the 19,749 clients admitted into treatment, 
no follodup report was made. For the remaining 12,158 cli- 
ents for whom a followup report was on file, useful data 
for measuring client change was available for about 45 per- 
cent of these clients-- or only 28 percent of the total ncm- 

c 
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ber of clients. NIAAA officials advised us that they were 
aware of the problem of incomplete followup reports and 
have made project officials aware of the need for complete 
and accurate information. They indicaked that some projects 
do better thsr others in submitting completed followup re- 
ports. 

As of December 1975, the monitoring system was collect- 
ing data on 102 of the 637 active projects funded by NIAAA. 
Between December 1975 and August 1976 NIAAA added 219 
projects to the system. As shown in the following table 
NIAAA had over 56 percent of its active projects 
reporting data as of August 1976. 

Total number Number of projects 
of pro jet is on the monitoring system 
August 197$ August 1976 

ATCs 43 39 
Drinking driver 20 20 
Public inebriate 23 19 
Occupational 46 18 
Indian 147 
loverty 173 1;: 
Other (see note a) 114 54 

Total 566 321 

a/Includes p‘ojects serving such groups as women, youth, 
blacks, and Spanish Americans. 

Some of the projects not on the system provide primarily 
outreach and referral services or support the activities 
of State occupational alcoholism consultants. 

An NIAAA official told us that funding limitations and 
staff restrlctions have prevented NIAAA from placing more 
projects on the system sooner. He also told us that NIAAA 
eventually would like to have all the treatment projects, 
including those that wrovide primarily outreach ard referral 
services, on the system. 

DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF STANDARDS 

NIAAA has prepared effectiveness and efficiency standards 
that can be used to measure the performance of ATCs. The 
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standards are based on historical data contained in the pro- 
gram monitoring system, opinions of the project directors, 
and discussions with the NIAAA staff responsible for manag- 
ing project operations. The standards concern staff use, 
treatment effectiveness, and cost efficiency and are e::pressed 
by a range of percentages, ratios, and dollar values. 

At the time of our review, NIAAA had made little use 
of khese standards to determine the effectiveness and effi- 
ciency of individual ATCs or whether sqqort for these proj- 
ects should be continued. In addition, only limited use 
was made of the standards to identify areas needing improve- 
ment or to initiate studies as to why projects were unable 
to meet expected levels of performance. NIAAA officials ad- 
vised us that the standards were still being developed and 
further refinement was still considered necessary. Follow- 
ing are examples of ATC standards that have been developed. 

--55 to 70 percent of the clients contacting the pro- 
gram should be admitted into treatment. 

--Fcr each hour spent on general administrative ac- 
tivities 3 to 5 hours should be spent on delivering 
direct alcoholism services. 

--For clients admitted into treatment an acceFtahle drop- 
out rate is between 25 and 33 percent. 

--50 to 75 percent of the clients should have been 
drinking for less than 10 years. 

--From 50 to 70 percent of the clients should bz ab- 
staining 180 days after the treatment is initiated. 

--For those that drink, the average consumption at 
180 days should be between 0.4 and 1.2 ounces of 
absolute alcohol each day for the last 30 days. 

--From 25 to 45 percent of the project’s revenue should 
come from third-party or client payments. 

--lnpatient cost should be between $30 and $50 a day. 

--Cost of an hour of outpatient services should be 
between $14 and $20. 

NIAAA is in the process of developing additional stand- 
ards for special target population projects, such as the 
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public inebriate, drinking driver, and occupational proj- 
ects. A NIAAA official told us that delays have been ex- 
perienced in the development and use of these standards 
due to 

---a lack of staff, 

--the need to develop and obtain acceptance of the stand- 
ards for the ATCs before proceeding with those for the 
special target population projects, and 

--a need for additional meetings with project directors 
and NIAAA staff before obtaining acceptance of the 
standards. 

He added that, to a lesser extent, there were delays in ob- 
taining clearances from HEW and the Office of Manageme‘lt and 
Budget on the forms used to collect data for the monitoring 
system. 

NIAAA SITE VSSIT EVALUATION ACTIVITIES 

In addition to obtaining’information from the 321 proj- 
ects on the automated program monitoring system, NIXRA uses 
site visit teams to monitor and evaluate the 566 projects 
it was supporting as of August 1976. For the 10 projects 
we reviewed we found that 

--projects were visited infrequently, 

--information contained in some site visit reports was 
of limited scope and not adequately documented, and 

--information pertaining to site visits was not always 
auickly communicated to the project manaqers. 

From the time each grant was awarded until the time of 
our review, NIAAA made a total of 27 site visits to the 10 
projects we visited. The projects had received NIAAA funds 
for oeriods ranging from 19 to 42 months. The number oi 
site visits made after the grants wera awarder! ranged from 
1 to 6. Information on the number of site visit: is as fol- 
lows. 
9- 

--Three projects were visited each grant year. 

--One project was not visited during its first or second 
grant year. 
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--Another project was not visited during its first grant 
year. 

--Three projects were not visited during their second 
grant year. 

--Two projects were not visited during their third grant 
year. 

Officials at the Perth Amboy ATC, the Paterson poverty, 
and the Montana ATC projects told us that NIAAA had made some 
useful recommendations during the visits. Officials at the 
Bedford-Stuyvesant ATC, the Cenver poverty, the New York City 
occupational, and the Seattle public inebriate projects said 
the site visit teams gave them technical assistance. Person- 
nel at the Hontana ATC, the Denver poverty, and the New York 
City occupationa? projects said they did not always receive 
site visit reports. At the time of our review seven site 
visits had been made to these projects but project personnel 
had received only three site visit reports. At the Montana 
ATC project we were told that recommendations tc remove the 
project director caused many administrative problems and dis- 
rupted the staff e The director of the Denver poverty project 
noted that during the visits he and the visitor had no “face 
to face” dis ;ussions and that he had to wait for the reports 
to learn the visit’s results. 

An official at the Paterson poverty project said it 
was not feasible to implement some recommendations. For ex- 
ample, one site visit report suggested that the project place 
more emphasis on recruiting family cases. However, the proj- 
ect director contended that the poor inner-city alcoholic at 
whom the project is directed generally is not part of a family 
unit. 

The site visits made to the 10 projects we visited varied 
greatly in scope and length--from 1 to 4 days--and in the 
number of site visit team members--from 1 to 9. Eaci’r of the 
four alcohol treatment centers was the sllbject of a lengthy 
comprehensive site visit headed by NIAAA personnel. These 
visits addressed program environment and agency structure and 
functions, identified and documented problem areas, and made 
appropriate recommendations. Followup visits were made to as- 
sess the progress in implementing the recommendations 
and to provide technical assistance. 
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The visits made to the two poverty and two India3 proj- 
ects were conducted by representatives from tt; National 
Council on Alcoholism and the Amercian Indian Commission on 
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, respectively, because NIAAA did 
not have adequate staff. These visits appeared limited, and 
the resulting reports--generally a brief pro forma schcdule-- 
usually provided only disciosure information on the projects’ 
organization and program structure. Occasionally, problem 
areas were noted and recommendations were made. However, we 
were unable to determine the scope of the work done to sup- 
port the :e recommendations. 

In April 1975 NIAAA awarded a contract for over 
$1.3 million for technical assistance and monitoring of ap- 
proxir,ately 450 treatment projects, including all poverty 
pra-jec ts. While we did not review the work of the contractor, 
an NIAAA official told us that the contract to provide annual 
site visits had been partially terminated because the con- 
tractor personnel did not .?ave the necessary experience to 
!>rovide the intended programmatic technical assistance. 

MClJITORING STATES’ USE OF FORMULA GRANTS - -_- 

Although the States and territories have received over 
$243 million of formula funds from fiscal year 1972 to 
fiscal year 1976, NIAAA only recently made an effort to de- 
termine how these funds were being spent. NIAAA officials 
told us that they have developed a system which should provide 
information on the impact of formula funds on States’ activi- 
ties. The system is designed to collect data annua1J.y from 
each State on the use of stclff and funds in the areas of 
treatment, training, prevention and research. In June 1976, 
NIAAA published the system’s first report which summarized 
information received from 39 States and territories. 

CONCLUSIONS 

NIAAA hds made progress toward implementing a monitoring 
system that I:s capable of providing useful information for 
evaluating program and project activities. The development 
of performance standards for ATCs is an impressive first 
step for identifying specific areas that warrant improvement. 
We believe that, as standards are refined, t;ley should be 
used to assess the relative effectiveness of projects seeking 
continued NIAAA financial support. 
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To insure that the system provides a reliable base for 
managers to make programmatic decisions, the number of proj- 
ects on the system --especially Indian projects--should 
be expanded. Also, additional emphasis should be placed 
on completing 150-day followup reports for all clients 
who enter a treatment program. 

Recent training to help project officials and NIAAA pro- 
gram managers interpret and use output reports should result 
in improved management of alcohol treatment projects. Per i- 
odic training in these areas shculd be continued. 

NXAAA apparently will continue to have difficulty provid- 
ing for site visits to each treatment project it funds. The 
Secretary, HEW, should thus insure that adequate personnel 
are made available to carry out this task or that adequate 
resources are available so that NIAAA can contract for this 
service. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Secretary of HEW should direct NIAAA to 

--continue developing the performance standards, parti- 
cularly those that relate to the special target popu- 
lation projects: 

--use existing standards developed for alcohol treatment 
centers as a means of assessing their overall 
effectiveness and efficiency, and for determining 
whether financial support should be continued; 

--improve its mechanisms for obtaining information on 
each treatment project by developing a system for site ’ 
visits based on project size and complexity tnd the 
need for technical assistance by project personnel. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND 
OUR EVALUATION -- 

HEW generally agreed with our reccmmendations. The 
Department stated that development of performance standards 
for special target population projects is beinq continued 
and that additional standards have been devel,ckped for 
driving while intoxicated (DWX) projects, public inebriate 
projects and cross-population projects (projects designed 
to serve all segments of an area’s population). The Department 
commentad, however, that it believes additional analysis 
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of the standards is necessary before their role in project 
effectiveness appraisals can be increased. L!EW also stated 
that an increase in authorized staff levels at NIAAA will 
be used to improve the Institute’s project monitoring and 
site visit activities. 

We agree that continued analysis of performance 
standards for alcohol abuse treatment projects is necessary 
to insure improvements in the quality of care provided to 
alcohol abusers. We continue to believe, however, that 
the refinement of the ATC standards we reviewed had progressed 
sufficiently to allow NIARA to identify problem areas, 
assess individual project performance, and make funding 
decisions for the existing ATC projects, 
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CHAPTER 5 --_I_- 

IMPACT OF NIAAA FUNDING ON PEOPLE, M-P-- ---- 
SGMMUN ITI ES, AND STATES --- 

Our analysis of data in the National Institute on 
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism automated monitoring system 
and in a NIAAA l&month followup study l/ on clients that 
came in contact with selected ATCs indicated that: 

--Most people who contacted a project did not enter 
treatment. 

--Many people who are not admitted to treatment are not 
referred elsewhere for treatment. 

--Persons convicted of driving while intoxicated were 
more likely to complete treatment and drink less after 
treata:?t. 

--Data showing the extent to which persons entering 
treatment achieved abstinence or reduced their level 
of drinking was lacking in more than 70 percent of the 
cases. For those persons on whom data was available, 
significant results ,were reported. 

--Only 22 percent of all clients completed their treat- 
ment regime: 64 percent left before treatrfent was 
completed. 

In addition, we contacted a number of clients being 
treated at three of the projects we visited and found that 
most of them belierled they had benefited from the treatment 
they received. 

Many representatives from community agencies and organiza- 
tions providing services within the same area where the proj- 
ects were located believed that the alcohol treatment projects 
funded by NIAAA had a positive impact on their community. 
State alcohol agency officials also beiievsd that NIAAA’s for- 
mula grant program had a positive impact on their activities. 

---------- 

i/A Follow-UC, Study of Clients At Selected Alccholism Treat- --L ----- -- 
rrent Centers Funded By NIAAA, Stanford KczarcbInstitze, 
izy 1575. 
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One of the analyses we made concerned client behavioral 
indexes. This analysis was based on only those clients who 
had entered treatment and for whom a 183-day followup report 
was completed. The Stanford Research Institute (SRI) study 
was based on a sample of clients who had come into contact 
with eight alcohol treatment centers irrespective of whether 
a 180-day followup report was completed. SRI's report 
contains information on 

--clients who had one contact with the ATC and did not 
return, 

--cl.'.ents who had a few contacts with the ATC but who 
were never formally taken into the treatment program, 

--clients who were admitted to the program but dropped 
out before 1 mo:lth, 

--clients siho were admitted to the program and stayed 
more than 23 days but dropped out before 6 months, and 

--clients who stayed in more than 6 months or who com- 
pleted treatment (stay-ins). 

MOST WHO CONTACTED A PROJECT 
DID NOT ENTER TREATMENT 

Data NIAAA collected as part of its automated system 
shows that 54 percent of those individuals contacting a project 
did not enter treatment. At 70 prcjects l-/ in 1974, 42,588 
initial contacts were made and 19,749 persons were admitted to 
treatment. Of the initial contacts, 2,730 were originally place< 
on waiting lists. Of these, 758 or 27.8 percent were admitted 
within 1 month. Of the remaining 1,972 clients, 1,766 were 
not admitted to treatment. The following table contains in- 
formation on those that did not enter treatment. 

l/We reviewed automated mcnitoring system data for 44 alcohol 
treatment centers (ATCs), 17 problem drinkinq driver proj- 
ects, and 9 public inebriate projects. Data was analyzed 
for clients who came in contact with one of these programs 
in calendar year 1974 and for whom a 180-day followup 
report was completed before July 1975. 
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Reason for not 
entering treatment - 

Client placed on wait- 
ing list but not ad- 
mitted 

Client refused admis- 
sion 

Center refused to ad- 
mit client 

Client or center unde- 
cided 

Client reported as in- 
take but rtt’ evidence 
of admiss ion 

No response 

Total 

Initial contacts 

Percent of contacts 
that did not enter 
treatment 

---of prcject 
Dr in=g -PubTic- 

ATC driver inebriate 

1,098 8 660 1,76G 

2,163 21 421 2,605 

7,026 44 1,020 8,090 

1,467 50 158 1,675 

7,637 155 239 
58 594 21 -- 

19,449 872 2,519 -- 

34,774 3,931 3,883 

56 22 65 54 

Total 

8,031 
673 

22,840 

42,588 

Of the 22,840 clients who did not enter treatment, 8,031 
were reported as intakes to a project, but the monitoring sys- 
tem records showed no evidence of admission into treatment. 
An NIAAA official told us that, although these clients had 
completed an initial contact form, the decision to enter 
treatment was voluntary. Many of them apparently never showed 
up for treatment at the project. He also told us that some 
of the clients may have received some pre-intake services 
without ever formally entering treatment. The NIAAA standard 
for ATCs states that intakes should be 55 to 70 percent of 
contacts. (See p. 48.) 

MANY WHO ARE NOT m--m 
ADMITTED eE= REFERRED 

There were 9,856 persons who were refused admission by 
t the centers or who were placed on waiting lists and not sub- 

sequently admitted by the centers. The reasons included : 
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Reason for not 
being admitted 

Type of project 
Drinking Pub1 ic 

ATC driver inebriate Total 

Required service was not 
available at center 

No space at center 
Client was untreatable at 

center (note a) 

969 15 345 1,329 
635 - 1,204 1,839 

586 10 39 635 - - 

Subtotal 2,190 25 1,588 3,803 

Client was in another pro- 
gram 4,410 5 53 4,468 

Client was in a hospital, 
jail, or other inst.itu- 
tion 1,187 2 24 1,213 

@ther and no response 337 20 15 372 - -- 

Total 8,124 52 = -- 1,680 -- 9,856 ____ LI 

a/Includes people who do not live in the catchment area or who 
are considered beyond help. 

Apparently, at a minimum, the 3,803 clients who were not 
admitted because service or space was not available or because 
they were considered untreatable at the cents-7s should have 
been referred to other service providers. However, only 
46 percent of these clients were referred by the various pro- 
grams. 

Referrals by type of project 
Type of Clients not Clients Percent 
project admit ted referred referred 

’ ATC 2,190 987 45 
Drinking driver 25 20 80 
Public inebriate 1,588 729 46 

Total 

The NIAAA data system contained no explanations as to 
why referrals were not made. However, the NIAAA project 
guidelines for alcoholism ptosrams stress the need for re- 
ferral services to insure that required services are made 
avail: ble to clients. 
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WHAT HAPPENED TO CLIENTS 
WHO ENTERED TREATMENT? 

We analyzed NIAAA’s data to determine if there was a 
oositive correlation between such variables as sex, years of 
heavy drinking, age, employment status, occupation, educa- 
tion, and monthly income: and treatment outcomes as measured 
by 

--completion of treatment, 

--abstinence, 

--quantity and frequency of consumption, and 

--degree of impairment. 

Our analyses showed that treatment outcomes were most 
significantly affected if the client was referred by a court 
as a result of a conviction for driving while intoxicated. 
Other variables which affected treatIP%Yt outcome were 
sex, age, occupation, monthly income, and years of heavy 
drinking. For example, those clients who were younger or 
more affluent than others had lower quantity-frequency indexes 
and were less impaired. These were also the characteristics 
of the typical person entering treatment as a result of a DWI 
conviction. 

Completion of treatment 

A measure of nrogram accomplishment is the ability to 
retain a client until his individual treatment program is com- 
pleted. The determination as to whether a client completed 
treatment is made by the counselor and client on an individual 
basis. 

Our analyses disclosed that only 22 percent of all clients 
completed their treatment and 64 percent left before the treat- 
ment was completed. The remaining 14 percent were still re- 
ceiving treatment. The following tab>le shows the completion 
rates by program. 
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TyDe 
Drinking Public 

ATC driver inebriate 
Number 

Total 
Number Percent Percent Number Percent Number Percent 

Entered 
treatment 15,326 1 ?O 3,059 100 - 1,364 100 19,749 100 

Completed 
treatment 3,321 22 890 29 87 6 4,298 22 

In treatment 2,380 15 144 5 239 18 
Left before 

2,763 14 

comoleting 
treatment 9,625 63 2,025 66 1,038 76 12,688 64 
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Reported reasons for not completing treatment %:ere that 
the client voluntarily dropped out, was inaccessible, died, or 
was il.active for 3 months. The NIAAA standard for ATCs states 
that the client dropout rate should not exceed 25 to 33 per- 
cent. (See p. 46.) 

Although the Stanford Research Institute study does not 
contain information on the number of clients who completed 
treatment on the basis of the projects’ records, it does 
contain client responses on the reasons for leaving treatment. 

The reasons most often given were: 

--Alcoholism was cured or client was in control of his 
drinking (23 percent, or 26; clients). 

--Court-ordered period of attendance was completed (11 
percent, or 130 clients). 

--ATC personnel discharged client (10 percent , or 120 
clients). . 

Our analysis also showed that clients who were referred 
to treatment by a court for a DWI conviction generally had a 
better treatment completion rate than other clients. The 
following table illustrates the differences between the two 
groups. 

DWI -- Non-DWI -- Total 

Intakes 7,553 12,196 19,749 
Completed treatment 2,627 1,671 4,298 
Pel cent 35 14 22 

According to the SRI report, the bulk of DWI clients are 
those with the longest treatment duration, “probably because 
many DWI clients are under court order to remain in treatment 
for a specified period of time.” Twenty-six percent of 
driving while intoxicated clients were still in treatment 
or had completed treatment at 180 days, in comparison 
with 16 percent for all clients. 

An NIAAA official told us that DWIs must usually satisfy 
a prescribed period of treatment before regaining their driv- 
ers licenses.. DWI referrals, therefore, have an incentive to 
remain in treatment. 

‘. 
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Reported abstinence 

Of tt14 19,749 clients who entered treatment, abstention 
data was avbilnble on 5,715, or 29 percent of the clients. Of 
these, 2,85”., or 51 percent, reported abstaining for the 
30 days berore the 180-day followup. NIAAA’s ATC standard 
for abstention at 180 days is 50 to 70 percent of the clients. 

We found that 41 percent of 2,147 DWI clients and 56 per- 
cent of the 3,568 nonDW1 clients were abstaining at 180 days. 
Our analysis of SRI’s report showed that 32 percent of 
175 DWI clients and 48 percent of 758 nonDW1 clients 
were abstaining 30 days before the 18-month followup 
(46 percent of the total number of clients were abstaining). 
SRI also reported that 26 percent of the clients reported 
that they had abstained for the preceding 6 months. The 
SRI report concluded that ‘I* * * the modal pattern of 
recovery is either intermittent drinking (but abstention dur- 
ing the 30 days before the follawup interview) or drinking at 
modest levels below one ounce of ethanol [absolute alcohol] 
per day.” 

On the basis of our analysis and the SRI study, we be- 
lieve that DWI clrents are less likely to adopt a pattern of 
abstention. 

Ga2es in quantity-frequency 
ana lztilrment lndcxes -- 

As shown in the following table, alcohol consumption 
dropped substantially between intake and the 180-day followcp 
for 5,524 clients for whom data was available. 

Average dzily consumption 
DWI NonDWI Total a-- 

Number of clients 2,104 3,420 5,524 

At intake (average in ounces) 1.78 6.00 4.39 
180 days later (average in ounces) 0.46 1.34 1.00 w-m -- 

Difference 1.32 4.66 3.39 

Percent of change in amount of 
consumption 74 78 77 
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Our analysis showed, however, that at least 15 percent of 
clients’ quantity-frequency levels exceeded NIAAA’s ATC standard 
of 0.4 to 1.2 ounces of absolute alcohol per day at 180-days 
after intake. 

The following table illustrates the relative changes in the 
quantity of drinking per day. 

Changes 
(in ounces of 
absolute alcohol ) 

Stayed at less than 1 
(includes abstainers) 

From 1 to 4 to under 1 
(includes abstainers) 

From over 4 to under 1 
(includes abstainers) 

Reduced to less than 4 
but more than 1 

Reduced but still more 
than 4 

Got worse 
No change 

Total 

Number of clients --- em- 
DWI NonDWI -- Total Percent -- -- _1_-- 

832 644 1,476 27 

664 840 1,504 27 

136 1,041 1,177 21 

48 264 312 6 

3 
127 
294 -- 

2,lg4 -- 

1;: 
370 I- 

3,420 _ -- 

74 1 
317 6 
664 12 

5,524 - 100 _I_ 

Specifically, our analysis of all cases showed . . m.‘. 

--39 percent showed no change, 

--55 percent showed moderate to significant change, and 

--6 percent showed a change for the worse. 

In addition, about 5 percent of the clients were still drink- 
ing at least 6 ounces of absolute alcohol a day at followup. 

Our analysis of the SRI report showed that the average 
amount of alcohol consumed daily for the 30 days before fol- 
lowup was as follows. 

c 
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Quantity-frequency 
index DWI NonDWI 

(ounces) 

At intake 1.68 7.54 
18 months later .88 2.29 

Difference C.80 5.25 

Percent of difference 

Stanford Research Institute concluded from the above 
that, “Basical y, DWI clients do not appear to be severely 
addicted * * * at intake, and this can explain why their 
outcome results are so much better than those of non-DWI 
clients.” SRI also stated that DWI clients were less 
impaired at intake. 

The changes in a client’s perceived degree of impair- 
ment stemming from excessive use of alcohol varied similarly 
to the changes in his quantity of drinking. For example, for 
all clients, 
4.4 ounces to 

the amount consumed dropped 77 percent from 
1 ounce a day. The degree of impairment from 

intake to 180 days later dropped from 9.4 to 2.7, or 71 per- 
cent, on a scale of 0 (minimum impairment) to 33 (maximum 
impairment). N1AP.A considers a score of 6 or above to in- 
dicate an unacceptable impairment level for normal life- 
styles. 

SRI repor ted similar findings. Average consumption and 
impairment levels both dropped about 68 percent for all 
cl ients. 

OTHER SRI OBSERVATIONS ---- I 

Although our analysis of client outcomes was not related 
to treatment processes, the SRI repart contains setreral cigni- 
ficant observations concerning the influence of such factors 
as type of treatment, !.ength of time in treatment, and inten- 
sity of treatment on treatment outcomes. 

According to SRI, regardless of treatment settings (in- 
patient versus outpatient) or modality used (group versus in- 
dividual counseling sessions and counseling versus therapy), 
most clients showed dramatic improvement. SRI recommended 
that in the absence of compelling evidence of therapeutic 



superiority for one treatment method over another, clients 
may be assigned to treatmen’zs according to other goals. 
For example, clients might be assigned to the least costly 
treatment compatible with personal situations. SRI also 
recommended that NIAAA conduct further investigations aimed 
specifically at determining the type, extent, and effec- 
tiveness of specific therapies. 

Stanford Research Institute concluded that clients who 
dropped out of treatment at an early stage achieved success 
rates only slightly lower than those of “stay-ins.” (See 
p. 55.) Consequently, SRI suggested that NIAAA not 
spend a major effort trying to keep clients in treatment 
if they choose to leave after intake. 

SRI also reported that 

“The more treatment 2 client receives, the better 
his chances for recovery. Clients who received 
high amounts of treatment experienced recovery 
rates 25 percent higher than clients who con- 
tacted a treatment center only once and received 
[little or no treatment]. * * * the findings 
suggest two implications worth consideration. 
First an:’ amount of treatment may have a posi- 
tive effect on recovery, compared with no treat- 
ment at all, and high amounts of treatment gen- 
erally produce a larger effect. Second, however, 
even without treatment, we observe a remission 
rate approaching 50 percent. It is possible, 
then, that a client’s recognition that he has a 
drinking problem and his decision to enter trcat- 
ment may be the critical operative factors in re- 
covery." 

CLIENTS BELIEVED TREATMENT HELPED THEM -- 
We distributed questionnaires to 52 clients at three 

projects to see whether they believed they benefited from 
treatment. Forty-nine cli.?nts said they believed they benc- 
fited from the treatment they received. The questionnaires 
were distributed to clients who visited either the Bedford- 
S ttiyvesant ATC, the Perth Amboy ATC, or the Denver Indian 
project on a day that we were reviewing the project’s ac- 
tivities. 
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According to the client responses, 

--35 had stopped drinking, 

--14 were drinking less, and 

--11 of 13 who reported they were working were doing 
better at work. 

In addition, the responderits generally indicated that they 
were relating better to people. Several of the clients com- 
mented that they thought they could be further helped by 
treatmerit and jobs. 

DIRECTLY FUNDED PROJECTS 
- - - - - - “ - - - - - - - - 7 - - -  

BENEFITED COMMUNITILS ------- -----_ 

Many sf the representatrves we talked to from community 
agencies and organizations prclviding services within the 
caechment areas of 9 of the 1C projects we reviewed believed 
the NIAAA-supported projects affected their communities posi- 
t ively. l/ Fifty-six representatives of hospitals, police, 
courts, probation departments, weifare departments, other 
alcohol treatment programs, missions, and social service 
programs ga*:e us comments on the projects’ impdc\. on their 
communities. Thirty-t.<0 of thecc individuals said the pro]- 
ects had either motivated people to enter treatment or pro- 
vided treatment to those needing it, 28 said that the pro- 
jects had either improved their communities’ attitudes towdrd 
alcohol abuse or reduced the stigma attached co it. 

FEDERAL EFFORTS HAVE STIMULATED 
-‘----~-~L~~~~~=~E~~E~-A~T~~~~IES STATES --- - ---------^------ 

NIPAA’s formula grant progrdm has generally had a posi- 
tive impact on the efforts of the State alcohol aqtrnc:les we 
visited, In addition, NIAAA’s support of model legisldtion 
decriminalizing public intOXiCdtiOn has stimuldted passdge 
of this type of legrslation in d number of States. 

Officials dt four of the State dlcohol agencies said 
thot NIAAA had encourdged their efforts by providing technicdl 
--------------- 

L/Thy tenth project, the New York City occupdt ional project , 
primdrily provides referrdl setvices to eaployces af the 
municipal qovernment. These employees ~-~sldc thr c’jqhout 
the metropolitan dred dnd, COnScauentiy, local comn,*lnity 
organizations would not be familiar with the project. 
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assistance, guidelines, and standards. They also told us 
that formula funds have enabled them to support additional 
projects, create a greater visibility of the alcohol abuse 
problem, and increase the funding of existing projects. 

Overall, at the five State alcohol agencies, we found 
that the number of treatment grants awarded and the number 
of clients treated had substantially increased since their 
receipt of formula funds. 

Passage of Uniform Alcoholism 
%~OXlCdtlOii-TreJtmentGt ---- 

Public Law 93-282, pdSSed in May 1974, amended Public 
Law 91-616 and authorized special grants to those States 
adopting the basic provisions of model legislation developed 
by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform Stdte 
Laws-- the Uniform Alcoholism and Intoxication Treatment Act. 
The purpose of t:Iese grants is to help the States implement 
the provisions 01 the act which 

--commits each State to the Foncept of care for alcohol 
abuse thro?rgh community health and social service 
agencies and 

--repeals those portions of criminal statutes and ordi- 
nances under which drunkenness constitutes a petty crim- 
inal offense, such ds loitering, vdgrancy, or disturb- 
ing the peace. 

At th:* time of our fieldwork, four of the five States wt’ 
visited had passed such Ieglsldtion. They wpre Colorado, Xcw 
York, Oleqon, and Washington. At the fifth State, New Jersf?y, 
a bill was pending in the legislature. An official cf that 
Stdte’s dlcohol agency later told us that the bill becdme law ’ 
in February 1976 

Officials of the Colorado, New Jersey, and New York 
Stdte dlcOhO1 dqrncies told us NXAAA had encourclqed their 
states to develop leqisldtion slmildr to the (lniform Alcoho- 
11s~ ar-id Intoxrcation Trcdtment Act (t.lni:n!-m Act). Thtilr 
commcllts follow: 

--The Director of the ColOrddo ploqrdr ..raised NIAfd’s 
efforts to de.Jelop and promote the 1( ;:;idtion. ffow- 
ever, hc! told us that t hv dmendaents : Wbl ic Law 
91-616 whlc!) dULhOI~lZ~~tj thca sp~clal q~,:*-? did not 
dffF’ct his StdtC, since COlOrddO had ~3:: ,,(I the act 
before the xncndnent. 
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--The Cllief of the New Jersey program said that without 
the development of the model act and NIAAA’s encour- 
agemer.t, the act would never have passed the State 
legisI.ature. He added, however, that the special 
qrantr authorized bi amendments to Public Law 91-616 
had not really influenced New Jersey’s passage of 
the acr since the State had begun its development of 
the legislation before the amendments. 

--The Associate Commissioner of the New York State al- 
cohol agency told us that, without Federal support, 
many State legislators would not have been convinced 
of the need for the legislation. He added that the 
model act had served as a guide for the State and 
the amendments to Public Law 91-616 had demonstrated 
Federal commitment to the leaislation. 

Personnel at the Oregon and Washington State alcohol 
agencies told us that their States’ efforts to pass the 
legislation had predated Federal sanctioning of the model act: 
therefore NiAAA and the special grant program had not influenced 
their early efforts to adopt the provisions of the UniEorm Act. 

As of December 1976, 23 States, the District of Columbia, 
and Puerto Rico had enacted a uniform act including decrimi- 
nalization. The District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and 19 of 
the 23 States have also implemented the provisions of the Uni- 
form Act and received from NIAAA an additional $100,000 
PLUS 10 percent of their formula fund allotments. Eleven 
other States have enacted some form of alcohol lcg’slation 
which is not in acco?d with all the basic provisions of 
the Uniform Act. 

Increased States’ treatment and 
other alcohol-related activities 

Officials at the Colorado, New Jersey, New York, and Orc- 
qon alcohol acrpncits believe that NIAAA’s efforts in general, 
and the formula grant proqram specifically, have had a posi- 
tive impact on their States’ trratrncnt and other alcohol- 
related activities. They told us that NIAAA has stimulated 
the States by providing technical assistance, suideiinrs, and 
standards. The following are the various comments they made 
about the imoaLt of formuld funds. 

--Officials of the four States said that the formula 
fur:ds have enabled their States to support additional 
projects which would not have been funded due to in- 
sufficient State funds. 
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--Off icialc of the New Jersey and Oregon alcohol agen- 
ties told us that formula funds have allowed them to 
create a greater ,:Tisibility of the alcohol abuse prob- 
lem throughout their States. 

--Officials at the Colorado and Vew York agencies said 
that formula funds have enabled them to increase the 
funding of existing projects. 

An official at the Washington alcohol agency told us 
that: 

--NIAAA had no impact on his agency’s efforts because 
NIAAX’s technical assistance and quidelines were 
valueless. 

--Formula funds had limited impact because these mon- 
ies represented only about 20 percent of his agency’s 
expenditures. 

In commenting on our draft report, a Washington State 
official stated that NIAAA’s lack of influence on the 
Washington alcoholism program was due primarily to in- 
sufficient NIAAA staff to provide technical assistance at 
a time when the Washington ‘program was developing. The 
official further commenced that NIAAA’s formula grant funds 
had stimulated increased State funding of alcoholism programs. 

Information on the number of treatment projects supported 
and the nilmber of clients treated in the States we reviewed 
indicates that progress has been made in State efforts to 
combat alcohol abuse since Federal fOrmUld funds were awarded. 
For example, in fiscal year 1971 the five States we visited 
were suooorting 67 treatment projects: in fiscal year 1974 
these States were suoporting 284 treatment orojects. Al though 
all the States did not have inI!ormation on the number of cli- 
ents being treated at these projects, information we obtained 
from some projects or the States showed that about 12,800 cli- 
ents were served in fiscal year 1971 and about 56,300 clients 
were served in fiscal year 1974. While State alcoholism 
aqenc its qenertilly did not have information which showed the 

c extent of the increase due solely to the increase in fora?;a 
funds, it appears that, since the torm,Jla grant program was 
intitiated, th,e States have substantially increased their c!- 
forts to provide treatment to alcohol abusers. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Determining the overall impact of NIAAA’s program on 
the alcohol abusing population is difficult. Much data is 
available on what has been attained. What is needed to 
arrive at an overall conclusion on program effectiveness and 
impact are standards of expected levels of program perform- 
ante. As discussed in chapter 4, NIAAA is developing these 
standards and has already published draft standards for 
alcohol treatment centers. Additional standards are being 
developed for other programs. Although we recognize that 
many clients in treatment have reduced their quantity 
and frequency of drinking and level of impairment, until 
standards are refined and finalized, it will r;ot be possible 
to conclude whether changes in drinking patterri.. are 
reasonable in relation to the costs involved. 

Even without the benefit of such standards it is pos- 
sible to conclude, however, that NXAAA needs to do a better 
job in (1) admitting into treatment more persons who make 
initial contact with treatment projects and (2) seeing that 
prcspect ive cl ients, who are not admitted because of lack 
of either available service or space, or because they were 
not suitable for treatment at a particular center, are re- 
ferred elsewhere for treatment. 

Since there ,re significant differences between DWI and 
nonDW1 clients, as identified in our analysis of the moni- 
toring system data and the SRI report, it is not appropriate 
to evaluate Alcohol Treatment Centers serving large numbers 
of driving while intoxicated clients against ATC standards 
currently being developed. 

Many clients served by National Institute on Alcohol 
Abuse and Alcoholism-supported projects believe they 
(1) have been helped by treatment, (2) are drinking less 
as a result of treatment, and (3) are leading more productive 
lives. Furthermore, many community agencies believe NIAAA- 
supported projects hclve had a positive impact on the dlCOhOl- 
ism problem in their communities, and many States believe 
NIAAA’ s efforts hdve been a pOSitlVe stimulus in expdndina 
treatment capacities to serve more individuals and in en- 
courdging the passage of the Uniform Alcoholism Intoxication 
and Trcdtment Act. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW direct NIAAA to: 

--Analyze projects serving large numbers of DWI clients 
rn a manntr that considers the differences between 
DWI and nonDW1 clients. 

--Encourage more persons who make an initial contact 
with its treatment projects to enter treatment. 

--Insure that prospective clients who are not admitted 
into treatment are appropriately referred. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND 
C)gH EVAmIOJ 

HEW generally agreed with our recommendations but 
stated that NIAAA recognizes the difference between DWI 
and nonDW1 clients and has maintained this distinction 
in its analyses of data obtained from its monitoring system. 
We wish to emphasize that our recommendation pertains to 
those projects which serve both nonDW1 anu ,?!': clients, 
such as ATCs. It is within this context that w- believe 
separate standards should be used to analyze a project's 
effectiveness. -, I.. 

HEW also stated that studies are underway to examine 
the reasons why some persons do not enter treatment after 
making initial contact with a treatment project. The results 
of these studies will be disseminated to the field. HEW 
also reported that NIAAA projects such as the occupational 
alcoholism program emphasize referral services and, as 
experience with these projects increases, additional data 
on referral services will be available to NIAAA's other 
projects. 
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CHAPTER 6 

NONGRANT F’UNDS HAVE NOT MATERIALIZED -- - 

Third-party support (such as private insurance, Medicare 
or Medicaid) for alcoholism treatment services generally 
has not developed. Since fiscal year 1974, one of the Na- 
tional Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism principai ob- 
jectives has been to increase health insurance coverage for 
alcohol treatment. HEW’s policy regarding directly funded 
health service delivery project ‘s*-- such as those providing 
alcohol treatment, specifically states that projects are ex- 
pected to maximize nongrant revenues so that Federal grant 
dollars can be used more productively. According to HEW rcg- 
ulations published on January 9, 1974, each project is ex- 
pected to develop a plan to recover, to the maximum extent 
feasible, funds from private insurance companies, Federal 
medical assistance programs, State and local governments, 
patient fees, and other sources. 

Only two of the 10 projects which we reviewed received 
more than 50 percent of their funds from nongrant sources. 
However, the NIAAA grants to these two projects covered only 
personnel costs, in effect necessitating larger amounts of 
additional revenues from nongrant sources. 

Although NIAAA has initiated a number of efforts that 
would help alcohol treatment projects increase their non- 
grant revenues, impediments to achieving this objective re- 
main. FOK example: 

--Many alcohol treatment projects serve clients who are 
unlikely to have private health insurance or who have 
incomes sufficient to cover only a small portion of 
the cost of the services they receive. 

--Many projects, particularly those serving special,tar- 
get groups, provide such services as cons*lltation and 
education, outreach, and referral which ar? not reim- 
bursed under any health insurance plan. 

A description of the types of services provided by each 
of the projects included in our review is contained in sppen- 
dix IV. 
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PROJECTS’ SOURCES OF REVENUE --- 

The largest single source of funds for the projects we 
reviewed p with one exception, has been NIAAA. NIAAA direct- 
grant support ranged from about 30 percent at one of the 
alcohol treatment centers to almost 100 percent at one 
of the poverty projects. The ATCs generally obtain a larger 
percentage of their revenues from nongrant sources because 
the NIAAA grant is only for personnel costs. In the last 
half of fiscal year 1975, the ATCs received about 47 percent 
of their funds from NIAAA, 27 percent from State and 
local governments, 21 percent from various types of thi d 
parties and patient fees, and the rest from other sources. 
The following table shows the sources of financial support 
for each of the projects reviewed. 
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As shown, NIAAA support as a percent of total revenues 
for most projects has ~WTt’cTTanged considerably since it began 
funding these projects. In some cases, the projects were un- 
able to sustain their support from other sources. One ind ica- 
tion that the increased funding from other sources has not 
developed is that NIAAA, since January 1975, has awarded over 
120 fourth-year grants to projects originally intended to be 
funded for only 3 years. 

Recognizing that alcohol projects will be unable to 
generate sufficient sources of income within their first 
3 years of operation, the Secretary of HEW has approved a plan 
which would permit the funding of alcohol treatment projects 
for a 6-year oeriod. Except for Indian projects, which NIAAA 
would fully fund for the 6-year period, the other projects 
would receive declining amounts of NIAAR support. In September 
1976 the Office of Management and Budget approved this plan. 
Full implementation is expected during fiscal year 1978. 

EFFORTS TO INZREASE NONGRANT REVSNUES -- 

NIAAA efforts since the beginning of fiscal year 1974 
have focused on increasing and broadening health insurance 
coverage for alcohol treatment throughout the United States. 
NIAAA recognizes that third-$arty payments, especially from 
private health insurers, are the only financially viable means 
to guarantee that alcohol abusers will receive the timely and 
appropriate care they need. NIAAA’s efforts are aimed at 
strengtheniny project management, developing standards for 
providing alcohol treatment services, and obtaining infor- 
mation related to the cost of providing these services. 

Specifically, NIAAA’s efforts have included awarding 
contracts to: 

--Develop accreditation standards for alcohol treatment 
programs. These standards developed by the Joint Com- 
mission on Accreditation of Hospitals are designed to 
provide insurers with a standardized, independent as- 
scssment of the services offered by alcohol trea&m&nt 
programs. 

. 

.--,a. --Develoo standards leading toward certification of 
treatment staff for use by the States or a certifying 
body ,in certifying alcoholism counselors. 
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--Develop a model health insurance alcohol benefits 
package designed to prov-ids insurance carriers with 
information on the length of stay necessary for al- 
cohol treatment and the cost of treatment services. 

--Demonstrate that ‘selecB$&‘~&ojects can attract enough 
third-party payments to eTE@re them to become self- 
sustaining in a relatively:short time. 

7% 
--Train project personnel ‘to’@prove their skills in the 

general management -%&~~~cial management of their 
projects. . il -* 

--Develop a model cost-accou&ing system for use by 
NIAAA-funded projects and Leminars informing proj- 
ect officials on ways to i%dentify and secure funding 
from sources other tha,n+F$I@A. 

Although NIAAA has sponsored*&hese various efforts aimed 
at increasing third-party revenues, it has not placed require- 
ments on projects which it . . to adopt the accreditation or 
certification standards or dures which have been devel- 
oped for NIAAA. _ 1‘- 

- 
Despite the efforts to ind?eabe the amount of revenues 

from insurance companies, .revenues. for third-party carriers 
continue to provide only a small;.pertion of the total funds 
spent by alcohol treatment projec‘gs; For example, the amount 
of funds received by the ATCs from -private insurance compan- 
ies was 2.4 percent in 1973, 1.6 -percent in 1974, and 2.5 per- 
cent from January to J?Rie 1975. ..Of the projects we reviewed, 
only the Perth Amboy a treatment center was receiving a 
measurable amount of’?! :@+rivate insurers. The project 
director attributed this to the in’stallation of an employee 
guidance service at the ATC and the fact that clients who 
are seen through this seQ&ee*are_ covered by major medical 
plans. The special target popy,latidn treatment projec+@ 
included in our review rcceiv-e&tTn.o~ reimbursement from 
insurance carriers. 

Project officials tom--us that some of the difficulties 
in obtaining fund.g,f,rom insurance -companies or other sources 
were : -.:.. 

--Insurance compan’i6Y?%?8~- cover all services. In 
addition, some pr &$. .pgitiar ily provide a referral 
service and c Xpec-ted to charge for these 
services. 



--Clients are not able to afford health insurance or 
to pay patient fees. 

--Treatment facilities were not licensed. 

While we did not include any drinking driver projects in 
our review and the occupational project we reviewed provided 
primarily referral services, an NIAAA report indicates that 
these types of projects generally have been more succcoei-ul 
in obtaining funds from patient fees and private insurers. 
An NIAAA official told us that this could be attributed to the 
fact that the clients served by these projects are more likely 
to have health insurance coverage or larger incomes than the 
clients of the special target population projects. 

BARRIERS TO OBTAINING NONGRANT REVENUES 
FOR ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROJECTS -- 

It is unlikely that NIAAA-supported alcoholism projects 
will be able to generate significant amounts of nongrant rev- 
enues from third pafties in the near future because coverage 
for alcoholism treatment services is usdally limited under 
private health insurance plans, many State Medicaid programs, 
and Medicare. Also, many services provided by NIAAAAsupported 
projects are not likely to be reimbursed under any type of 
health insurance plan. 

Limited private health insurance --I_ 
coverage fZi?XFdlcohbYism services 

Some recent improvements in the health insurance cover- 
age for alcoholism have sometimes been the result of State 
legislation: others were initiated by the insurance carriers. 
Coverage limitations often, however, preclude reimbursement 
for a full range of alcohol-related services, including emer- 
gency t inpatient, intermediate, and outpatient care; consul- 
tation and education: outreach; and management. The major it) 
of the health services are provided by paraprofessionals and 
nonphysician professionals. 

About 20 perpent of the States have developed insurance 
regulations and passed legislation which requires group health 
insurance coverage for alcoholism treatment. Unfortunately, 
benefits assured by legislation vary widely. One St.ace may 
require coverage for alcohol treatment services, wh’ile another 
may only have to offer treatment coverage as an option to be 
eXei : ised by the company with whom the policy is written. 
Most States have required that treatment services be delivered 
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in a licensed or approved facility. Hany States require that 
the services be provided by a physician, Improvements in 
health insurance covetaqe initiated by selected insurance 
companies provide that the policies will honor claims for 
treatment in other than the usually identifiable and ac- 
credited surgical, medical, and diaqnostic facilities. 

Although these improvements are beginning to take ef feet, 
a widespread concern about the costs of including treatment 
for alcoholism in health insurance benefit plans remains. 
A May 1975 study of health insurance coverage for alcoholism, 
based on information developed by NIAAA, states that: 

--Available data which reflects the cost of alcohol 
treatment is limited. 

--While a large number of carriers provide alcoholism 
benefits, they are frequently hiqhty restrictive and 
built mainly a.-ound short-term inpatient care. 

--Benefits are often included under mental health di- 
agnoses. 

--Little experience data which contrasts insurance claims 
and benefits is available. 

--Little is known about the impact availability of health 
insurance coverage for alcoholism will have on the de- 
mand for treatment services. 

--An unknown area concerns the potential impact of health 
insurance cover?qe for alcoholism on the future demand 
for other health services. 

---Whe:. alcoholism is included as a benefit, very few 
claims have been recorded, perhaps because of the 
stigma attached to alcoholism. 

Some of NIAAA’s efforts to increase revenues from pri- 
vate insurers are aimed at I rovidinq information to resolve 
these issues. For instance, the development of the model 
benefits package was based on the cost experiences of a num- 
ber of treatment facilities. Also, information from the au- 
tomated program monitorinq system indicated that, while 
13.8 percent of the clients admitted to the alcohol treatment 
centers in fiscal year 1975 were hospitalized during the 
30 days before intake, this was reduced to 4.4 percent 
during the 30 days before the 180 days followup. 
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Limited alcoholism coveraae provided 
under many State Medicaid programs - 

Under the Social Security Act, Federal and State aid 
(Medicaid) is available to eligible persons needing medical 
care. Within certain limits, each State may define the 
extent of benefits it will provide under the Medicaid program 
and to whom it will provide various services. According to 
a December 16, 197fi memorandum from the Acting Administrator 
of Alcohol, Drug Ai >e, and Mental Health Administration 
(ADAMHA) to the Assistant Secretary Eor Health, the varying 
ways in which the Medicaid program is admi.listered by the 
states and the fact that most Medicaid services which relate 
to ADAMHA programs are optional lead to lnadeyuate care 
in many States. In November 1975 ADAMH2 analyzed data 
obtained from representatives in the HE\’ regional offices 
regarding variations in third-party reimbursements in the 
States. ADAMHA’s analysis inclnded the following examples 
of limitations found in Yedicaid coverage. 

--Clinic services are an optional service under 
Medicaid and scme States do not include these 
services in their Medicaid plans,. 

--Medicaid reimbursement for outpatient services 
is restricted to services provided in an out- 
patient facility of E. certified hospital or 
instj Lution. 

In addition, the analysis noted the foll.Jwlr,q variations 
in State administration of Medicaid programs. 

--In some States Medicaid payment for servic<i 
rendered by State supported facilities revrrt 
to the States and not to the facilities providing 
the services. 

--In one State, service providers are reimbursed 
only if a physician is on the premises when 
services are rendered. 

--In some States, Medicaid reimbursements may be 
reduced by that percentage of the project costs 
provided from Federal sources. 
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Limited Medicare coverage available 
for alcohol treatment services 

SSA considers alcoholism to be a psychiatric disorder in 
administering the Medicare program. As such, alcoholism is 
covered by Medicare in the same way as other mental disorders. 
Medicare payment to projects funded by NIAAA for alcohol 
treatment services is frequently limited because: 

--Reimbursements for treats, nt services relating to 
mental disorders are limited to two-thirds of the 
actual expenses, or $250, whichever is less, for 
outpatient services. 

--Reimbursement for inpatient psychiatric care is limited 
to 190 days during a lifetime. 

In addition, various NIAAA officials told us that most 
alcohol treatment projects primar i,ly ‘provide outpatient serv- 
ices delivered by nonprofessionals at facilities which fre- 
quently are not directed by a physician. 

As inkerpreted by SSA, however, the Social Security Act 
provides that: 

--Only the personal and identifiable services of a phy- 
sician are allowable for Medicare reimbursement. 

--Services must be provided in a physician-directed 
clinic to be eligible for Medicare reimbursement. 

Information prepared by the Office or Proqram Planning 
and Evaluation, ADAWA, indicates that limitations for out- 
patient care encourage hospitalization for patients who have 
not used their 190-day lifetime coverage. NIAAA information 
shows the inpatient hospital care is much more expensive than 
outpatient services provided by a paraprofessional. 

For the year ending September 1975, the averaqe ATC cost 
per inpatient emergency-detoxification day was $136 ana the 
average cost per inpatient hospital day (nonemergency care) 
was $93. The averaqe costs of an outpatient visit at an 
alcohol treatment center for this period was -$20. 

In April 1974 NIAAA contacted Social Security Adminis- 
tration about the possibility of increasing Medicare coverage 
of alcohtilism treatment services. NIAAA also expressed 
concern about SSA’s policy which considers alcoholism 
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to he a psychiatric disorder. NIAAA’s positicn is that 
alcoholism is a health problem separate from mental health 
and that alcohol abuse treatment programs should not be 
subject to the same reimbursement limitations imposed on 
mental health treatment programs. 

NIAAR contends that, through a broader interpretatish 
of the Medicare program’s authorizing legislation (title 
XVIII of the Social Security Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 
13951, SSA could revise its policies and change its regula- 
tions and quidelines to recognize accredited alcohol abuse 
treatment programs as Medicare providers of health care serv- 
ices. According to NIAAA, standards developed by the Joint 
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals for alcoholism pro- 
grams are sufficient to insure that alcohol abuse treatment 
facilities provide adequate and appropriate standards of 
care. SSA contends, however, thar major changes in Medicare’s 
authorizing legislation are needed before Medicare coveraqe 
can be extended to the type of projects NIAAA normally sup- 
ports. 

Negotiations hetween the two agencies have been unpro- 
ducti;re in resolving the major differences in the agencies‘ 
views of alcoil ism as a health problem and the way the Medi- 
care nroaram could be e::r;anded to provide additional coverage 
for alcohol abusers. NXAAA officials said in December 1975 
that no attempt had berzn made to determine whether SSA had 
the necessary allthotity to revise its requlations and guide- 
lines to recoqni?e alcohol abuse treatment facilities 
withcut seckins amendment; to the Social Security Act. Fur- 
thermore, NIAAA has no% actively pursued resolution of this 
issue by the Assistant Secretsr;. for fiealth or the Secretary 
of HEW. 

In July 1974 NIAAA formally requested SSA’s Bureau of 
Xealth Insurance to see th.lt Medicare operatinq manuals dis- ‘ 
cor.trnuta reference t:) alcoholism as a psychiatric disorder 
and th.>t !ledicarc regulations hc revised to recoanize accre- 
dited alcoholism treatment facilitrcs as providers of health 
c;1rc services. 

Officials at SSA’s I3ureau of flcalth Inc,urance told us 
tt-.at, In their opinion, they had made it clear to an NIAAA 
official that the cccorscndations contained in NIAAA’s July 
lcJ74 rcoucst coulr? not bc imrlcmcntcd until Irajor chanqes 
wc?rc mad? to title XVIII of the Social Security Act. They 
alto told us that thG>rc was an inforral aqrccmcnt that no 
fr>rmn31 response to NIAAA’s request was necesssr;l. 
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According to NIAAA officials, SSA’s Bureau of iiealth 
Insurance officials uid not respond to this request either 
formally or informally. They also told us that no Further 
action had been taken or* the *ssucs aiscussed In tne July 
1974 request. 

Many nonreimbursable services 
-rovTiiVa-fS~~YKTiT--~ojec~s--- 

---v-w- --v-e- -w-e- 

According to National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism officials, many NIZIAA projects Offer (i) 
outreach and referral services and (2) consultdtio? and 
education services which are not 1iKely to be reixbtrscd un- 
der any Federal, State, JC private health iflsur?.il;> plan. 

Two of the prolects WC reviewed provide pr lmarily rc- 
ferral and outreach services. These (1) encoursgo Individual 
to receive treatment and (2) p,face them in contact with an 

existing treatment program. 

Project Officials told us that it is unlikely that rc’- 
ferral and outrczach or consultation and cclucstkon service:; 

woulcl ever generate revenuP5 suff Iclent to covt r tne cosls 
of proviaing t:IPn. ~lfLC131S tar NIAAA anu t.le iJstl3naI 

Council on 121cohollsm aqreca tt’lbt these EC~VICC~ are wortfl- 
wnile ana essential to cnco.3raglnq inclL’JLCIrl2lS to critf-at- trF.it 
ment anri to reduce the st 1grr.a~ assoclatecl with alcohol LSRI. 



Until adequate cost data relatinq to the provision of 
treatment services is deueloped, both private insurance car- 
riers and Federal/State medics1 Frograms (Medicaid title XIX) 
will be reluctant to reimburse projects for the services they 
deliver P Fur thermore, the classification of alcohol abuse as 
a psychiatric disorder for Medicare (‘itle XVIII) Fu:poses 
will continue to limit the amount of reimburseme:jt projects 
can receive from this source. 

Although NIAAA has fostered the development of accredi- 
tation standards for alcoholism programs and certification 
standards for project staffs, amendments Co the Social Secu- 
rity Act may be necessary before alcoholism treatment serv- 
ices delivered by NIAAA-supported projects meeting these 
standards will be reimbursed under the Medicare program. 
Requirements that NIAAA-funded projects and personnel meet 
these standards, when applicable, should result in an 
improved quality of care which is so necessary if NIAAA is to 
convince insurance carriers and others that alcohol treatment 
services should be covered in a manner similar to other 
health care services. 

Apparently, consultation, education, and outreach/referral 
services which many projects provide will never generate suf- 
ficient revenues for NIAAA-funded projects to cover costs. 
If the Congress beli’eves these services are dcsirdble and 
should continue, it ought to consider providing a permanent 
source of financing to cover costs, such as it did for com- 
munity mental health centers. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Secretary of HEW should: 

--Direct NIAAA to continue its efforts to develop alcohol 
abuse treatment cost data and disseminate the data to 
public and private third-party payers as soon as pas- 
sible. . 

--Direct NIAAA to require its projects to meet the 
standards that have been developed for accreditation 
of alcohol aGu5e tre=tmdnt programs and certification 
of treatme;,:: personnel. 

--Develop a more consistent HEW policy regarding reim- 
bursement for treatment provided to alcohol abusers 
by examining the bases for SSA’s classification of 
alcoholism as a psychiatric disorder and NIAAA’s 

-. 
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classification of alcoholism as a health problem sepa- 
rate from mental health. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND -- 
SR EVALUATION 

HEW concurred with our recommendation regardinq the 
development and dissemination of alcohol abuse treatment 
cost data and cited several ongoing projects with private 
health insurance qroups, a State employees health insurance 
growl and its own incentive contract treatment projects 
which are designed to compile data on alcoholism treatment 
costs and model insurance benefits packages. This data will 
be disseminated by the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol 
Information. 

HEW did not agree with our recommendation that NIAAA 
projects should be required to meet the standards developed 
for accreditation of treatment projects and certification 
of treatment personnel. HEW stated that NIAAA’s proper 
role is to increase projects’ capability to meet standards 
but not to mandate standards. We believe that if federally 
funded projects 3r.z to be exemplary providers of care to 
the alcohol abuser, these projects should be required to 
meet the standards developed for NIAAA. To allow federally 
funded projects to operate with somewhat less assurance 
that the projects meet accepted alcohol abuse treat- 
ment standards would be unfortunate. We recognize that all 
projects may not meet the standards when initially funded but 
within a reasonable time period after initial funding w? 
believe the projects should be required to meet trle standards. 

HEW concurred with our recommendation regarding the 
development of a consistent departmental policy regarding 
reimbursement for alcohol abuse treatment among HEW agencies. 
HEW commented that it plans to convene a special task force 
to examine the legal, administrative, fiscal and health 
related factors associated with Medicare coverage of 
alcoholism and make policy recommendations to the Secretary. 
We believe that such a task force could have a significant 
impact on developing consistent HiW policies regarding alcohol 
abuse proqr ams. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO ----- 
THE CONGRESS -- 

We recommend that the Congress: 
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--Exnlore the need for legislation that would require 
fuller coverage of alcohol treatment services delivered 
by programs meetinq the Joint Commission on Accrcdita- 
tion of Hosoitals’ standards for alcoholism programs 
and by certified counselors under Medicare (title 
XVIII) and Medicaid (title XIX). 

--Exalore the need to amend Public Law 91-616 to provide 
Federal funding for non-revenue-producing services 
similar to that made available under the Community 
Mental Health Centers Act, as amended. 
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CHAPTER 7 

OTHER PROJECT ACTIVlTIEs -- 

WHIC;3 NEED IMPROVEMENT -- 

Directly funded National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and 
alcoholism treatment projects have not established measurable 
objectives, and procedures for fol!.owup of clients need 
improvements. 

PROJECTS HAVE NOT ESTABLISHED 
MEASURABLE oBJEcTIE?s 

The 10 projects we reviewed had established goals, objec- 
tives, and strategies for achieving objectives: however, the 
objectives they had developed could not be related to progress 
in achieving project goals. As stated in chapter 2, to be 
meaningful, objectives must relate to goals and be expressed 
in measurable terms wt*ich specifically define both the project 
activities to be accomplished and when they are to be accom- 
pl ished. NIAAA has recognized this. Its Management Program 
for Alcoholism Services Projects manual cites as an example 
of such an objective--” to reduce the number of federal govern- 
ment employees abusing the use of alcohol from 240,000 to 
200,000 by 1979.” a 

Examples of projects ’ objectives which do not clearly 
define how and when they are to be accomplished and how imple- 
mentation relates to the projects’ goals follow. 

At the Seattle public inebriate project, a stated goal was 
“to develop a system of services for residents which will de- 
crease the destructive consequences of Skid Road life and allow 
residents greater self sufficiency and choice of life style.” 
The project’s objective--to “develop an overall plan for the 
delivery of social services among existing agencies”--did not 
define how or when the goal would be accomplished. Its fol- 
lowing strategies likewise did not specify times for acccm- 
pl ishmen t . 

1 
--flTnventory existing services,” 

--“Develop feasibility studies,” 

--“Respond to research department needs survey,” and 

--“Develop plan reconciling needs resources with full 
citizen participation.” 
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The goal of the King County aicchol treatment center was 

rl* * * to coordinate the functions and services of affili- 
ated agencies and professionals working in the field 
of alcoholism. Central to this purpose is a commit- 
ment to establish a comprehensive community program 
aimed at assisting all those individuals suffering 
from the illness of alcoholism toward recovery.” 

An objective of the project, “to expand early- identification 
and referral programs for the ‘troublr_d enplcyee’, youth, 
the alcohol offender, and the elderl*.r,” did not specificLIly 
define how cr when this was to be accomplished. 

Froject officials advised us that the overal goal of 
the Denver poverty project was to provide necessary services 
to their target area alcoholics. Project objectives were 
stated in the following terms which dl3 not specifically de- 
fine how or when this goal would be accomplished. 

--“Conduct a rehabilitatjge program in the skidrow 
community to serve the needs of the skidrow alcoholic.” 

--“Operate a program which will ultimately contribute 
to the reduction in alcoholism and alcohol-related 
problems among the program’s participants.” 

Officjals at two projects admitted that tl.- lack of 
measurable objectives hindered their efforts to m’asure 
their project’s progress. One of these officials said no 
attempt was made to develop specific objectives because he 
believed that it was too difficult and time consuming. 
The other official stated that measurable objectives were 
not developed because NIAAA did not provide any criteria or 
guidelines in this area. An official of a third project 
stated that he did not see the need tn develop definiti.Je 
objectives but sdded that he was ur.able to measure project 
effectiveness due to the general flature of the existing 
objectives. 

Following are additional exampfes of broadly stated ob- 

$ 
jectives which are not easily measured. 

Project Objective -- 

New York City “TO intensify, improve and expedite 
occupational the care and services provided for 

our clients.” 
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Project 

Perth Amboy ATC 

Southwestern 
Montana ATC 

Paterson poverty 

Bed ford-Stuyvesant 
ATC 

Portland Indian 

Denver Indian 

Objective 

“TO continue to improve the quality 
of patient care by increasing the skills 
and competency of professional dnd 
paraprofessional staff through 
clinical supervision, in-service 
education and clinical workshops 
and seminars.” 

((* * * to eliminate factionalism 
wherever it exists among various 
groups working in this field in 
the Catchment area.” 

“TO provide help for the alcohol 
dependent person * * *.” 

-* * * [to provide] education, early 
identification arrd attitude change 
for the community at large.” 

II* * * to reduce abusive drinking, 
improve job performance and stability, 
improve nutrition and general health, 
improve personal, family, and community 
relationships, and develop interest in 
basic vocational and academic areas.” 

“TO return American Indians afflicted 
with the disease of alcoholism to society 
as rehabilitated people able to render 
maximum contributions as useful and 
productive citizens.” 

FOLLOWUP OF CLIENTS SHOULD 
BE MORE SYSTEMATIC -- 

The projects reviewed generally did not systematically 
followup on clients who were referred to other service pro- 
viders. In addition, 5 of the 10 projects Jid not systemati- 
cally follorup on clients who either dropped cat of or com- 
pleted treatment at the projects. 

NIAAA grant program guidelines emphasjze that the effec- 
tive delivery of services involves, among other essential 
iactors, followup care for clients and their families. The 
guidelines stress that continuing intctest in clients and 



potential clients helps “motivate” the “unmotivhteti” and pre- 
vent relapses or aggravation of problems. They further state 
that 

“continuity of ccrre is essential and requires 
careful and continuous liaison among all * * * 
agencies involved in providing treatment and 
service. This monitoring of the processes and 
steps, from one source of help to the next, is 
necessary if the alcoholic is to get the service 
he needs. ” 

In addition, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of 
Hospitals, in its Accreditation Manuai for Alcoholism 
Programs, includes aftercare or followup as a necessary 
component of treatment programs. These standards, developed 
under contract to NIAAA, note that aEt.ercare is “The process 
of providing continued contact which wili :unport and in- 
crease the gains made to date in the treatment process.” 

Although the projects were referring many clients to 
other service providers, as illustrated in the following 
table, only three orojects-- the New York City occupational, 
the Paterson poverty, a.ld the Denver poverty--had systematic 
follcwuo procedures to determine whether these clients 
actually renortcd to Lnd were assisted by such service pro- 
viders. 

Type of service 
EvideL 

Number of clients 
referred 
(note al - 

Percent 
refer red -- 

Hospitals/msdical 
facilities 

Dr!ig/alcohol programs 
Social programs 
Private physicians 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
!4iscellaneous 

1,447 16.8 
1,775 20.6 
1,974 22.9 

101 ’ 1.2 
2,685 31.2 

626 7.3 -- 

Total 8,608 100.0 d -___ 

a/Tlke time period for the above? stat i-& 3cics averaged 32 months- 
per orojecf for eight projects maintaining compdrahle 
statist its. 

Paterson and Denver poverty project officials told us tht)c 
they psrsonallv transported their clients to service providers 
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to insure that they reported. Officials of these projects 
also told us that they either visited or telephoned the agcn- 
ties to followup on the status of referred clients. 

Officials at the New York City occupational project 
stated that they furnished their clients with zn introduction 
form which had to be completed and returned by the service 
provider. They also told us they sent a follow,lp form to the 
service provider at specified intervals to determine clients’ 
status. 

Fcllowup procedures at the remaining seven projects 
were not systematic enough to insure continuity of care. 
Procedures varied for verifying that clients reported and were 
assisted. Some projects relied on the clients and resource 
agencies to provide feedback. At other projects, followup 
was co.lducted at counselors’ discretion or on a sample of 
clients. Some projects did not routinely fcllowup clients 
who dropped out of or completed treatment. Here again. 
followup was generally conducted at counselors’ discretio:) or 
on a sample of clients. 

Although we had intended to trace a sample of referred 
clients to determine whether they reported to the other service 
providers and were assisted by them, rules and regulations 
published in the Federal.Reyister and finalized in July 1975 
concerning the confidentiality of alcohol abuse patient records 
did not allow us to disclose patient identities to referral 
agencies. 

CONCLUSIONS p-11 

Although the projects included in our review had estah- 
lished objectives, the objectives did not express, in quanti- 
tative terms and with target dates, what the projects were to 
accomplish. Consequently, project and NIAAA officials cannot 
measure progress in the achievement of the projects’ goals. 

Continuity of care was not insured at all projects because 
they were not systematically conducting followup on clients. 

RECOMMENDATIONS --- 

Tt.e Secretary of HEW should direct NIAAR to require that 
projects 

--dnvolop mcar.inqful and measurable objectives which can 
be related to progress In achieving overall goals and 
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--improve followup procedures for clients to insure 
continuity of care. 

The Secretary should revise the regulations relating to confi- 
dentiality of patient records to permit legitimate evaluations 
of the effectiveness of client referral mechanisms. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND 
OUR EVALlJAT=----- ---- 

HEW concurred with our recommendations regarding the 
development of measurable objectives at the project level 
and improvements in client followup procedures. HEW stated 
that NIAAA is continuing its efforts to assist projects in 
these areas. We believe more positive steps could be taken 
by NIAAA to require federally supported alcohol abuse treat- 
ment projects to establish specific program objectives and 
initiate specific aftercare procedures which would insure 
continuity of care for alcohol abusers. 

HEW disagreed with our recommendation that the con- 
fidentiality regulations be revised to permit evaluations 
of client referral mechanrsmz. HEW stated that neither the 
confidentiality legislation nor the regulations would prohibit 
evaluations of the effectiveness of a client referral system. 
HEW based its statement on an interpretation by its General 
Counsel that neither the law nor the spirit of the law would 
be violated if an evaluator, such as GAO, performs a record 
search in an agency tc which referrals have been made (under 
that agency’s supervision if necessary) but does not disciose 
the identities of persons being traced. 

HEW’s interpretation of the confidentiality regulations 
requires that evaluators have unlimited access to an 
agency‘s records so that patients’ identities can be fully 
protected. Agencies ma;’ or may not agree to grant unlimited 
access to their records. We continue to believe, therefore, 
that to avoid potential conflicts between treatment service 
providers and legitimate evaluators, the confidentiality 
regulations should be revised. In our opinion, revision 
of section 2.52(b)(2) of the ronf identiality regulations 
142 C.F.R 2.52(b)(2)] to read as follows would allow GAO and 

c other legitimate evaluators to properly carry cut their 
functions. 

. 

(2) The inclusion of patient identifying 
information in any written or oral communication 
between a person to whom a dlsclosurc has been 
made pl;rsuant to paragraph (a) and the program 
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making such a disclosure, a qualified service 
crganization rovid in 
jincludinq an:illary 

services to such ,3ror;ram 
serviog), or the gtreatment 

patient does not consitute the identification of 
a patient in a report or otherwise in violation 
of paragraph (a). (New language underscored.) 

The new language will permit communication between 
legitimate evaluators and the qualified service organizations 
serving a program with respect to particular patients and will 
enable evaluators to determine whether patients aciually are 
receiving the services tc which they are entitled. This 
addition is particularly appropriate in light of the provision 
in E.xtion 2.11!p) (2; that communications between a program 
and a qualified service organization of necessary information 
do not constitute disclosures of records. 

The addition of the words wor the patient” is suggested 
to clarify what may already be the intent of the regulations 
that researchers, auditors and examiners may contact patients 
to determine the extent to which they are receiving services 
from a program. These functions are essential to the imple- 
mentation of GAO’s audit responsibility. 

HEW suggested that several tec’nrrical changes be made to 
clarify our discussicn of the Medicaid program. Where appl icablc 
these changes have been made at appropriate points in tne 
report. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SCOPE 0F REVIEW 

Our review was concerned with progress made by Nationai 
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, designated State 
alcohol aqencies receiving formula grants, and directly 
funded treatment projects in developing and conducting 
programs for treating alcohol abuse. We particularly 
emphasized: 

--The planning processes followed by FIIAAA and the State 
alcohol agent ies to insure that treatment services are 
provided to areas having the gre2atest need and in a 
way which best serves individual and community needs. 

--NIAAA’s efforts to fulfill its role as the national 
focal point by coordinating related activities of other 
Federal departments and agencies. 

--NInAA’s activities PO develop a management information 
system to monitor and assess the effectiveness of 
treatment projects. 

--The impact of diiectly funded treatment projects on 
individuals served. 

--The impact of the formula grant program on enabling 
the States to provide more treatment services to an 
increasing number of alcohol abusers. 

--NIAAA’s efforts to increase the availability of third- 
party payments for treatment services. 

--The adequacy of defined project goals or objectives to 
permit measurement of effectiveness. 

--The extent to @5hi-‘ch clients were being referred by the 
the projects to organizations providing services. 

--The adequacy of project fol?owup procedures to insure 
continuity of care. 

We reviewed applicable Federal statutes@ cJngressiona1 
committee reports, and bearings related to the alcohol abuse 
problem. We interviewed officials and reviewed pertinent 
records, guidelines, instructions, and procedures at the na- 
tional, State, and local levels. 
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We analyzed the results of spatial cvalubti;n studics 
prepared for FIIAAA, and we conductea a client impact sludy 
using data from NIAAA’s manaqement information r;ysten;. 'l-0 
assess the reliability of this data and the extent to which 
projects use NIAAA cvaluatton reports, we mdiled a qucntion- 
naire to projects submitting such data to NIAAA. 

We also distributed a questionnaire to clients at three 
projects to determine the projects’ impact on them. 

To determine what effect treatment projects had on thclr 
communities, we contacted representatives of community JQCPC- 
ies in catchment areas of directly funded nrojectr inclcdbd 
in our review. 

We interviewed recognized alcohol authorities and ethers 
involved with alcohol-related .-crviccs and reviewed litera- 
ture provided hy them and ot?,f>rs concerned with alcohol abuse. 

Our review was prrmarrly made at 

--NIAAA headquarters in Xockville, Maryland: 

--the 10 directly funded treatment projects described 
in appendix IV: and 

--the desiqnated State alcohol agencies in Colorado, 
New Jersey, New York, Oregon, and Washinqton. 

We also made limited rnquiries of 

--otheti Federal departments and dqencies involvc<i zn 
alr,%?ol-re !ated activities as described in apocndrx II; 

--the HEW rcqional offices in New York, Denver, and 
Seattle: and 

--organization2 and in::titutlc.,ns rrvolvcd 1:’ slcoi,ol 
abilse act iv it 1cs incluclrnq Alcohol its Anon*imnous, the 
NatIonal Councrl’on Alcoholism, and Rutqers c!nlvcrslty’s 
Center of Alcohol Studies. 

We did not attemnt to assess the imnact that Statp- 
assisted projr?cts haqre had on the alcohol ‘abuse prn>lcms In 
the States we vlsittad or how th? States ‘nave used the fcd- 
erally provldcd formula grant funds. 

WC did not determine wh3t effects the Social Service 
Program for Famllles and Individuals (tltlc XX of the Socral 
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Security .~ct) would have on the treatment of alcoh :1 abusers. 
Although this title was signed into law on January 4, 1975, 
the first services program under this new title was not be- 
gun by the States until October 1975. Under this program 
the States will receive funds each year for social service 
programs and they have discretion as to whether title XX 
funds will be used for appropriate combinations of services 
for alcohol abusers. 
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OTHER FEDERAL DEPARTMENTS 

WITH ALCOHOL PROGRAMS 

CIVIL SEPVICE COMMISSION 

The Civil Service Commission is responsible for develop- 
ing and maintaining, in cooperation with other Federal agen- 
cies ;nd departments, Federal civilian employee alcoholism 
programs. The Commission estimated expenditures during fis- 
cal year 1976 were about $204,000 principally for program 
planning, evaluation, coordination, and staff training. 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Each branch of the Armed Services--Army, Navy, and Air 
Force-- has established a program to deal with the alcohol- 
related problems of its military and civilian personnel. The 
programs encompass prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation 
activities. During fiscal year 1976 Defense expenditures for 
alcohol programs were about $17 million, most of which was 
directed toward treatment and rehabilitation of alcohol 
abusers. 

HEW 

Several agencies within HEW, other than NIAAA, fund pro- 
grams which include services or activities categorized as al- 
cohol related. The Social and Rehabilitation Service contri- 
butes funds for medical assistance (Medicaid) and social wel- 
fare service to alcohol abusers and their families. The Vo- 
cational Rehabilitation program of the Office of Human 
Development provides vocational training to many alcohol 
abusers. The NIMH-supported community mental health centers 
provide direct treatment to alcohol abusers. Research proj- 
ects of the National Institutes of Health include research di- 
rected at the alcohol uroblem. During fiscal year.1976 these 
agencies spent about $124 mrllion on alcohol-rcldted activ- 
ities. Additionallv, the National Institute on Druq Abuse 
has participated in fundinq projects for combined alcohol and 
drug abuse treatment and has supported substanc? abuse teach- 
inq proarams at educational institutions. Also, Social 

I Security Administration and Health Services Administration 
(HSA) fund medical assistance (Medicare and health maintenance 
organizations) and health care oroqrans which provide 
general medical services to cliaihle alcohol abusers 
but are not suecifically concerned with treating alcohol 
dhUSe FrOblemS. 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Alcohol-related activities at the Department of Justice 
are administered by the Bureau of Prisons and Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration (LEAA). Programs of the Bureau 
are aimed at alcohol abusers incarcerated in Federal prisons. 
LEAA provides block qrants to States for the support of 
projects in crime prevention, law enforcement, and the 
judicial system. 

During fiscal year 1976 the Department reported no direct 
alcohol-related expenditures. However , Department funds are 
used to support combined alcohol and drug abuse programs. 
No accurate means exist to determine how much of these funds 
are alcohol related. LEAA officials have indicated, 
however, that a heavier emphasis has been placed on 
funding drug abuse proc;rams. 

EEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

The Department of Labor provides some alcohol treatment 
services in the form of sheltered workshop research and dem- 
onstration projects. These projects are intended to provide 
a work-like atmosphere to recovering alcohol abusers not yet 
capable of functioning in competitive job situations. The 
Department also provides counseling services to alcohol 
abusers participatinq in the Job Corps program. It reported 
expenditures cf about $300,000 for these activities during 
fiscal year 1476. 

DEPAFTlvlENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

The Department of Transportation (DOT) has established 
an alcohol countermeasures proaram aimed at lessening the 
number and extent of alcohol-related fatalities, injuries, 
and property damage occurring on the Nation’s hiqhways. This 
program encompasses law enforcement, use of sanctions ranging 
from puniCivc to rehabilitative, public information, and 
education as interrelated activities in reducing the drinklllg 
driver broblem. Between 1971 and 1974 DOT funded 35 alcohol 
safety action projects to demonstrate the effectrveness of 
the countermeasures program. Te I are still receiving support. 
These projects identify the problem drinker on the road 
thrcuqh State and local law enforcerr,ent aqcncies, cooperate 
with the judicial system in dotermininq needed corrective 
measures, and put these measures into effect. Local alcohol 
treatment programs, some funded by NIAAA, provide rchabil- 
itation services to the problem drinkers identified by these 
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projects. DOT also provides block grants to the States for 
highway safety projects. These funds are available for 
support of alcohol-related projects. Estimated expenditures 
during fiscal year 1976 for these activities were $21.1 
million. 

VA 

VA provides alcohol treatment services to all eligible 
veterans and had established alcohol treatment units at 71 of 
its 171 hospitals. These units provide both inpatient and 
outpatient services to veterans who abuse alcohol. During 
1974, 47,900 veterans were treated as inpatients at the treat- 
ment units while about 105,000 were treated as outpatients. 
VA also engages in alcohol research, training, evaluation, 
and other related activities. VA spent about $58.1 million 
on alcohol programs during fiscal year 1976. 
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STATE ALCOHOL AGENCIES REVIEWED em------- ---.--e -- 

COLORADO MD---- 

Colorado’s progtam to control alcohol abuse was formally 
initiated in 1949 with the creation of the Colorado Commission 
on Alcoholism. In 1962, the Commission’s responsibilities were 
transferred to the Department of Kealth. The Governor, in 
1972, designated the Division of Alcohol and Lrug Abuse, De- 
partment of Health, as the single State planning authority 
for alcohol and drug abuse services. 

As of December 10, 1974, the division wds authorized 
31 positions, of which 26 were staffed. 

State Department of Health and NIAAA funding for alcohol 
programs for fiscal years 1969 through 1975 follows. 

Fiscal year ----- State funds expended -------------- 
NIAAA 

formula funds --a------_ 

1969 S 63,348 s - 
1970 42,754 
1971 92,160 
1972 91,989 305,630 
1973 

. 
83,018 b/649,207 

1974 - 95,330 487,723 
1975 a/844,380 577,030 -----a- ----- 

Total $1,312,979 $2,202,390 ----- - ----__ 

a/Estimated. Increase in State funds due to passaqe of ‘lni- 
form Alcoholism and Xntoxicatio,? Treatment loqislation. 

b,/Includes 5339,737 in impounded fiscal year 1973 funds re- 
Iedsed in fiscal year 1974. 
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NEW JERSEY 

In 1948 the State Department of Health was charged with 
the responsibility tc initiate, develop, and administer a 
program for rehabilitating alcoholics and promoting temper- 
ance education in New Jersey. The Governor, in 1970, des- 
ignated New Jersey’s Department of Health as the single State 
aqency primarily responsible for the care and treatment of 
alcohol ir,s. 

As of November 27, 1974, the Depart,nent’s aicohol con- 
trol program was authorized 26 positions, of which 19 were 
staffed. 

State Department of Health and NIAAA funding for alcohol 
programs for fiscal years 1969 through 1975 follows. 

Fiscal yeaf: -I_ State funds expended - 
NIAAA 

formula funds -mm 

1969 $ 178,819 $ - 
1970 193,694 
19?1 201,962 
1972 124,976 875,219 
1973 149,976 
1974 93,412 

~/1,852,327 
1,391,575 

1975 163,206 1,575,040 I--- --o 

Total $1,106,042 $5,694,161 --- 

a/Includes $969,342 in impounded fiscal year 1973 funds re- 
leased in fiscal year 1974. 
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NEiJ YORK 

In 1962 the Division of Alcoholism was established 
within the New York State Department of Mental Hygiene. 
State legislation passed in 1965 and recodified in 1972 
charged the department with the responsibility to plan and 
execute a comprehensive program for alcohol abuse. In 1971 
the Governor designated the Department of Mental Hygiene as 
the agency to administer the State’s alcohol abuse plan. 

As of January 20, 1955, the department’s Division of Al- 
coholism was authorized 48 positions, of which 45 were staffed. 

State Department of Mental Hygiene and NIAAA funding for 
alcohol programs for fiscal years 1970 through 1975 follows. 

Fiscal year NIAAA 
[note a) State funds expended formula funds -I_- -- ---- 

1970 $ 1,451,949 $ - 
1971 2,736,600 
1972 3,989,OOO 2,161,096 
1973 4,111,300 
1974 

k/4,560,298 
4,782,GOO 3,425,960 

1975 2,862,OOO 3,885,272 

Total $24,933,449 $14,032,633 w--L--- 
d/The State's fiscal year is April 1 to March 31. 

b/Includes $2,386,450 in impounded fiscal year 1973 funds re- 
leased in fiscal year 1974. 
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OREGON -- 

Oregon’s initial alcohol abuse program was established 
in 1943 as part of the Oregon Liquor Commission. In 1962 it 
was transferred to the Mental Health Division of the Depart- 
ment of Human Resources. The Governor, in 1972, designated 
the Department of Human Resources as the single State agency 
to supervise the administration of Oregon‘s alcohol plan and 
noted that the department had delegated the authority to op- 
erate the program to the Mental Health Division. 

As of February 24, 1975, the alcohol?‘unit of the divi- 
sion was authorized four positions, three of which were 
staffed. In addition, the Mental Health Division had five 
alcohol and drug program specialists throughout the State. 

The State Apartment of Human Resources and NIAAA fund- 
ing for alcohc jrograms for fiscal years 1968 through 1975 
follows. 

NIAAA 
Fiscal years State funds budgeted formula funds - -- - -- -- 

1968-69 Sa/269,03d s - 
1970-71 . z/317,001 

1972 288,598 
1973 a/450,173 Q/621,393 
1974 i,199,863 466,827 
1975 1,235,418 546,890 

Total $3,471,493 $1,923,708 --------_ a-------- 

a/Two-year totals. Amounts for each fiscal year were not 
available. 

b/Includes $325,181 in impounded fiscal year 1973 funds re- 
leased in fiscal year 1974. \ 
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WASHINGTON 

In 1959 State legislation directed the Washington State 
Department of Health to establish a program for the study, 
treatment, and rehabilitation of alcohol abusers. The func- 
tions of the departr.,ent were assumed by the newly created 
Department of Social and Health Services in 1970. 

As of Czcember 1, 1974, the Office of Alcoholism of the 
Department of Social and Health Services had nire positions 
authorized and staffed. 

State Department of Social and Health Services and NIAAA 
funding for alcohol programs for fiscal years i970 through 
1975 foilows. 

NIAAA 
Fiscal year State funds expended formula funds 

1970 $: 598,638 $ - 
1971 729,207 
1972 752,077 443,755 
1973 1,214,397 a/951,000 
1974 1,264,475 714,440 
1975 b/3,245,666 809,979 - --- --- 

Total $2,804,460 $2,919,180 -- 

r/Includes $497,668 in impounded fiscal year 1973 funds re- 
leased in fiscal year 1974. 

&/Increase in State funds in 1975 due to passage of UniForm 
Alcoholism and Intoxication Treatment legislation. 
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DESCRIPTIONS OF ----- 

TREATMENT PROJECTS REVIEWED L/ ---- 

THE COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE --- ------ 
STAFFING GRANT PROGRAM -e----w---- 

Staffing grants help communities develop comprehensive 
approaches to alcoholism services by providing funds to meet 
some compensation costs of professional and technical person- 
nel for the initial operation of new facilities or for the 
operation of new services in existing facilities. These 
grants were made to provide support for an 8-year period. 
The following maximum Federal participation was established 
by law. 

Year of support Nonpoverty area -- Poverty area -- 

(percent) 

1 80 90 
2 80 90 
3 75 80 
4 60 80 
5 45 70 
6 through 8 30 70 

An applicant for a staffing grant had to be 

--a community mental health center, 

--a public or private nonprofit organization affiliated 
with a community mental health center, cr 

--a public or private nonprofit organization in an area 
which had no community mental health center and which 
agreed to appropriately use community resources and to 
affiliate with any future community mental health cen- 
ter serving the area. 

To qualify for Federal funds, projects or their affili- 
ates had to offer emergency, inpatient, intermediate, and out- 

I patient care, consultation and edtization services. In fiscal 
year 1973 NIAAA adopted a policy of no longer awarding &-year 
staffing grants. 

L/A table showing the level of financial support provided by 
NIAAA to each of the projects reviewed is included on p. 73. 
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The Perth Amboy Alcoholism 
Treatment Proqram 

In May 1972 NIAAA awarded an 8-year grant to Perth Amboy 
General Hospital in Perth Amboy, New Jersey, to provide com- 
prehensive alcohol services. Previously, the hospital had 
treated alcoholics c:11y when they were seen for other medical 
ailments. 

Since inception the project has offered all the required 
services. Through an affiliation agreement, a local mental 
health center provides the intermediate care and outpatient 
services while the hospital conducts the remaining activities. 

From May 1972 through March 1975, the hospital and its 
affiliate treated 963 clients in the inpatient unit, 42 in 
the intermediate care unit, and 285 in the outpatient unit. 
The project director reported that 1,669 clients were seen 
in the emergency services unit during calendar years 1974 
and 1975. 

The Kinq County Division 
of Alcoholism Services 

In June 1972 NIAAA awarded an 8-year grant to the 
Seattle/King County Department of Public Health to establish 
an agency which would provide a comprehensive and coordinated 
delivery system for alcohol abuse services in King County, 
Washington. Now known as the King County DivS: ion of Alcohol- 
ism Services, the aqency has responsibility for manaqing all 
public alcohol programs and funds within King County. It 
coordinates a wide variety of alcohol-related services thrnugll 
its own central staff f,Jnctions, contractual services provided 
by numerous affiliated agencies in the county, and operation 
of those public agencies that are part of the county. 

The agency directly operates two projects to provide de- 
toxification and inpatient services. In addition, it has af- 
filiations with 20 other orsanizations. ,?hrough contractual 
aqreements, 14 of these provide a variety of services, in- 
cluding referral, Jnformation, outpatient, inpatient, reha- 
bilitative, and dc.n’icij iary care. The agency has cooperating 
agreements with the remaining six to provide detoxification, 
rehabilitative, inpatient, outpatient, and referral services. 

From October 1972 through March 1975, the agency and its 
affiliates provided services to 6,756 clients. 
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Alcoholism Rehabilitation 
Association of Southwestern Montana 

In April 1972 NIAAA awarded an 8-year grant to the Al- 
coholism and Drug Association of Helena, Inc., to provide al- 
cohol services initially to the residents of three Montana 
counties. 

Now known as the Alcoholism Rehabilitation Association 
of Southwestern Montana, the project has expanded its activ- 
ities and offers emergency, inpatient, intermediate care, 
outpatient, and consultation and education services within 
a 12-county catchment area. It directly provides services 
in six of these counties while the remaining six are serviced 
by organizations under contract to the project. 

From April 1972 through June 1975, the project and its 
affiliates provided treatment services to about 1,715 clients. 

The Bedford-Stuyvesant Comprehensive 
Alcoholism Treatment Center 

In February 1972 NIAAA awarded an 8-year grant to the 
Kings County Hospital Center to sponsor a comprehensive 
community-based treatment center in Brooklyn, New York. 
The Bedford-Stuyvesant Comprehensive Alcoholism Treatment 
Center became operational in October 1972. 

The Bedford-Stuyvesant Center provides emergency 
inpatient, intermediate, and outpatient services to clients 
and consultation and education services to the community. 

From October 1972 through June 1975, the project pro- 
vided services to 1,550 clients. 

THE POVERTY GRANT PROGRAM 

The poverty grant program supports special projects 
which nrovide information, education, treatment, and other 
assistance to lower-income persons and families affected by 
alcoholism. These activities assist the poor in gaining ac- 
cess to appropriate medical, psycotherapeutic, social, educa- 

e tional, and other services. Projects should develop close 
relationships with existing service providers to discourage 
the development of a system of separate and distinct services 
for the poor. Project goals should be to identify the poor 
alcoholic and family and insure that they receive the services 
required to initiate and complete treatment and rehabillta- 
tion. An underlying assumption of the poverty grant program 
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is that the poor do not have adequate access to alcoholism 
or other health services. 

The Paterson Alcoholism 
Hchabil itat ion Program 

The Alcoholism Rehabilitation Program of the Paterson 
Task Force for Community Action, Inc., in Paterson, New Jersey, 
was established in June 1970 by the Office of Economic Oppor- 
tunity. The project grant was transferred to NIAAA in July 
1972. 

Project activities are directed toward 

--identifying alcohol abusers, 

--referring clients to existinq community treatment and 
other services, and 

--educc’ing the community on problems of alcohol abuse. 

From January 1971 through December 1974, the project pro- 
vided services to 361 clients and made 293 referrals for 
treatment and other services. 

The Denver Alcoholic Rehabilitation 
and Counseling Program 

The Alcoholic Rehabilitation and Counseling Program 
of Denver Opportunity, Inc., :ocated in Denver, Colorado, 
was established In July 1971 tiy the Office of Economic Oo- 
portunity. The project srant was transferred to NI,\AA 1:: 
July 1372. 

The project provides counselinq, emergency, and referral 
services, general social service assistance, and conducts 
alcohol information campaigns. 

From January 1974 through Septcmocr 1974, the nroject 
provided services to 684 clients and made 983 referrals. 
From January 19’13 through March 1975, it made a total of 
3,276 referrals. 

THE INDIAN GRANT PROGRAM 

The Indian qrant program supports special projects which 
provide information, education, counseling, and other assist- 
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ante to Indians 1,’ and their families affected by alcoholism. 
These activities are to enhance the likelihood and ease with 
whicll Indians will receive appropriate medical, psychother- 
apeutic, social, educational, and other services. Counselors 
should motivate clients and their families to seek appropri- 
ate services. Projects should use existing community re- 
scurces and contribute to th development of comprehensi*le 
alcoholism services. Representatives, consumers, and con- 
cerned citizens of the Indian community must be involved in 
administration, operation, and staffing. 

The Native American -- 
Rehabilitation Association -- 

The Native American Rehabilitation Association in Port- 
land, Oregon, was established in 1970 to help alcoholic In- 
dians and their families establish and maintain sobriety. 
Until it received its first grant from NIAAA in June 1972, the 
association developed primarily through the voluntary ef- 
forts of Indian alcl;holics and contributions from various 
churches in the Portland area. 

The Association operates a halfway house and a three- 
quarters-way house. Activities include Alcoholics Anonymous 
meetings, cultural and educational pursuits, individual 
and group counseling, and assistance in job and training 
placement. 

From June 1972 through March 1975, the Association pro- 
vided services to 439 clients. 

Eagle Lodge, Inc. 

In March 1971 the Teepee Center Group, Inc., was cstab- 
lished to provide alcohol education counseling and referral 
services to Indians in Denver. In June 1972 it received a 
grant from NIAAA to expand services and establish a halfway 
house. The project is now known as Eagle Lodge, Inc. 

Project activities include group therapy; individual 
counseling: Alcoholics Anonymous meetings; health, religious, 
and cultural sessions; athletics: and occupational 

Q therapy. In addi;ion, it provides referral services 
and conducts educational activities within the community. 

---------- 

L/Indian refers to American Indians and Alaskan natives. 
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From November 1972 through September 1974, the project 
counseled 408 clients of which 340 were admitted to the ha1 f- 
way house. 

THE OCCUPATIONAL GRANT PROGRAM ---I_----- ------- 

The occupational grant program supports projects which 
meet the needs of employed persons with problems related to 
their use of alcohol. Such projects may provide casefinding 
techniques within work settings or community-based treatment 
services for employed persons. 

In some cases, projects are oriented not toward therapy 
but toward problem evaluation, guidance, motivational counsel- 
ing, and referral to community services best suited to meet 
employees ’ needs. In accordance with the broad brush ap- 
proach, projects are encouraged to assist employees not only 
with alcohol problems but alsa with others, such as credit, 
legal, drug, and marital. Experience has shown that, in 
about half the cases, employees’ problems will be related 
to alcohol. 

The New York City Employee ------- 
Counsel ingervice --a- _I_- 

In June 1972 NIAAA awarded a grant to the Health Serv- 
ices Administration of New York City to develop an alcohol 
abuse program for the city’s more than 430,000 employees. 
The Employee Counseling Service adopted the “broad brush” 
approach by not limiting its clientele to those employees 
whose job performance is impaired by their use of alcohol. 

The project’s activities are not treatnlent oriented but 
are directed toward 

--training supervisors to identify troubled employecc, 

--conducting medical examinations and psychiatric eval- 
uations of troubled employees, 

--referring employees to appropriate treatment services, 
and 

--monitoring employees’ treatment progress and job per- 
formance. 

From June 1972 through March 1975, the project provided 
services to 541 employees with alcohol problems and referred 
about 390 to treatment resources. 
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THE PUBLIC INEBRIATE GRANT PROGRAM ------ 

The public inebriate grant program supports projects 
providing comprehensive and integrated services for public 
inebriates. The primary focus is on chronic drunkenness of- 
fenders and the most debilitated and chronic alcoholics 
known as “skid row men.” These persons often need food, 
clothing, shelter, medical care, alcoholism treatment, public 
assistance, and vocational services. Projects should provide 
or arrange for services to meet these needs, develop coopera- 
tive agreements with existing service providers in the 
community, and make the best use of these resources. 

Projects are expected to offer 

--24-hour-a-day, walk-in service principally providing 
physical care, diagnosis, screening, referral, out- 
reach, medical care, psychological testing, social 
services, counseling , and aftercare; 

--transitional residential treatment providing a socia- 
lized living experience; alcoholism treatment: and 
health, welfare, vocational, and legal services; 

--short-term inpatient rehabilitation providing inten- 
sive treatment, social programs, social welfare serv- 
ices, and vocational rehabilitation: and 

--sheltered boarding home care providing a homelike liv- 
ing condition fer those unable to arrange it for them- 
selves or are unprepared to be completely independent 
of the project. 

The Skid Read Communitv Council ------ 

The Skid Road Community Council in Seattle was estab- 
lished in 1970 to assist that city’s public inebriates. Its 
early efforts concentrated on providing such basic survival 
needs as food, shelter, and clothing. In June 1972 NIAAA 
awarded a grant to the council to provide alcohol treatment 
and rehabilitation services. 

9 In December 1972 the council opened a walk-in service 
center and a transitional residential treatment facility. 
Intensive treatment services, provided by an affiliate, be- 
came available in July 1973. Although the sheltered boarding 
home was never established, a council official advised us 
that they have a formal agreement with one to use its serv- 
ices and have, on a few occasions, referred clients to it. 
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In addition to providing services to public inebriates, 
the council also conducts a research program to 

--assess the project’s impact on its clients and the 
community and 

--examine the changing cultural scene of skid road and 
the roie of alcohol within this community. 

From January iP73 through tiecember 1974, the council 
provided services to 1,262 clients. Of these, 488 were ad- 
mitted to the transitional residential treatment facility 
and 100 to the intensive-care facility. 
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I,’ DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY ._I 1. _ .-J 
WA%4,NGTON DC XwJl 

JAN 19 1977 

Fir. Gregory J, Ahart 
Director, Human Resources 

Division 
United States General 

Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Ahart: 

The Secretary asked that I respond tu your request for our comments 
on your draft report entitled, "Efforts to Treat Alcohol Abusers: 
Progress and Problems." The enclosed coranents represent the 
tentative position of the Department and are subject to reevaluation 
when the final version of this report is received. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comnent on this draft report before 
its publication. 

Sincerely your,, 

Comptroiler 

Enclosure 
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Comments of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
on the Comptroller General’s Report to the Congress entitled, 
“Efforts to Treat Alcohol Abusers: Propress and Problems,” 
August 4, 1974, B-164031(5) 

General Comment 

The draft report I’. . . is GAO’s ffrst report on NIF&A’s activities 
and deals primarily with efforts directed at treating the alcohol 
sbuser.” The review is comprehensive and the Department aarecs 
substantially with the thrust of the GAO recommendations. There 
are problems of planning and coordination among Federal, State and 
local governmental levels: assessment and evaluation issues arts not 
completely resolved; the financing of tretitnent continues to be 
Inadequate; and the establishment of Federal leadership is still 
evolving. The disagreement of the Department with the GAO report 
appears due principally to the passage of time since the GAO 
collected its fnformation. New legislatio.1 has been passed; the 
NINA has obtained new leadershtp in its Director and Deputy 
Director; the staff of NIAAA is increasing; and the NIAAA has 
made sigriffcant progress in developing policies, programs, and 
research. 

GAO Recommendation, 

That the Secretary of HEM should direct NTAAA and en- 
courage the States to more rccuratelv dptcrmine the *--- 
magnitude of the alcohol abuse problem on the national 
and State levels and develop Information on the r;eographic 
distribution and demographic characteristics or the alcohol 
abusing population. 

Department Comment 

Public Law 94-371, July 26, 1976, provides that, “In determining 
the extent of a State’s need for more effective prevention, 
treatment, and rehabilitation of alcohol abuse and alcoholism, 
the Secretary shall (L;ithin 1SO days after the date of enact- 
ment of this sentence) by regulation establish a methodology 
to assess and determine the incidence and prevalence of alcohol 
abuse within the States.” 
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The formula for determining the extent of a State’s need is 
currently being developed and will be a composite of the 
following variables: 

1. ‘ZZe populatfon of the State 

2. Financial need as derived from per cnpfta income 
of the residents of the State 

3. The need for prevention, treatment and rehabflftatioa 
services as determined by the rektive prevalence 
of alcohol problems by State. 

The Department’s National Center for Health Statfstics, in 
cooperation with NIM, is developing the formula for deter- 
mining relative prevalence of alcohol problems by State; 
relevantdemographic characteristics of the alcohol abusing 
population will be built into the prevalence formula. The 
needs formula, including the relative prevalence methodology, 
will be available on January 23, 1977, as required by law. 

Independent of this er’fort, NIAAA has contracted for the develop- 
ment of alternative methodologies for estimating incidence and 
prevalence of alcoholism problems in the general populatfon as well 
as within geographic and demographic sub-populations. Upon the 
development of an acceptable methodology or methodologies, 
estimates of incfdence and prevalence will be obtained. It 
should be noted that this effort differs from that of the 
National Center for Health Statistics, in that the latter 
prevalence formula will measure prevalence of alcohol 
problems by State relative to prevalence of other States. 
The formula being developed under contract will address 
prevalence of alcohol problems from the perspective of the 
general population and speci,Fic sub-populations. 

In addftfon, a system (the State Alcoholism Profile Infor- 
mation System) has been designed and implemented to collect 
standardized information on sources and distribution of 
alcoholism funding, persons served, and numbers and types 
of programs by State. Data were received from 42 States in 
N ‘76 and are presented in a sational States Report as 
well as in separate analyses that compared each participating 
State with a composite of “p to seven other States. Data 
will be collected again in FY ‘77, and effort is underway 
to encourage participation by all States. 
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CA0 Recommendation 

That the Secretary of HEW should dcrect NTMA and en- -- 
courage the States to maintztn r?:*curate and current 
inventories of treatment facilities and information 
on their capacities. 

Depsrtmbnt Comment 

Public Lav 94-371, requires that any State wishing to 
partfcfpate in the formula grants program must now submit a 
State plan that will, “contain, to the extent feasible, a 
complete inventory of all public and private resources available 
in the State for the purpose of alcohoi abuse and alcoholism 
treatment, prevention, and rehabilitat.on, includiqg but 
not limited to programs funded under 5:ate and local laws, 
occupational programs, voluntary organ:zations, education 
programs, military and Veterans’ Admiristrat?on resources 
and available public and private third-party payment plans.” 

In addition, work befng done by the Council of State and 
Territorial Alcoholism Authorities wfll culminate in a 
national inventory of alcoholism resources. This 
etudy will identify, compile and tabulate lnfornation 
from available data sources which indicate tnr available 
public and private alcoholism resources on a Stare-by 
State and national basis. This inventaIry, which will 
be completed in February 1977, ~111 provide useful 
information to NIAAA for planning and evaluation and 
will. assist the States in developing the inventory 
portion of their State plans. 

The State Alcoholls~ Profile Information System, as 
discussed above, will provide an additional inventory 
of treatment facilities and their capacities by State. 

0.0 Recommendation 

That the Secretary of HEW should direct SIAAA and er.- A-- .- 
couraac the States to maice a greater effort to di%trlbute -- 
funds in accordance with the relative need for more 
treatment progrnG. 

Department Cement 

The NIAAA recognizes the need for distributing funds to 
the States in accordance with the relatfvc need for nore 
treatment, prevention and rehabilitation prograns. Uoon the 
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completion of current projects such as the establishment of 
methodologies to assess and determine the incidence and 
prevalence of alcohol abuse within the States and the State 
resource inventorfes, both NIAAA and the States will be 
better able to distribute funds in accordance with these 
relative needs. 

GAO Recommendat ion 

That the Secrex of HEW should dircctTA4 and en- 
courage the States to establish mcas!*r.lble obfcctfves 
which specify, to the extent possibxvhen and how -- 
sta<ed goals are to be attained. - 

Department Comment 

The NIAAA is developing methodoloqfes :o assess the impact 
of its research, training, education, and treatment programs. 
We anticipate that as a result of tbes.? activities ve shall 
develop the information and capability for establishing 
measurable objectives on a schedule compatible with that of 
the States. 

Public Law 94-371, requfres that measureble objectives be 
included in State plans. States nov uust. “provfde 
rensonable assurance that prevention (rr treatment projects or 
programs supported by,funds made available under sectlon 302 
have provided to the State agency a proposed perfomnze 
standard or star,dards to measure, or research protocol to 
determine the effectfxfness of such preventton or treatment 
programs or prof ec ts. Furthermore. the same legislation 
requires that, “The Secretary shall by regulation rcqulre, 
as a condition to the approval of the State plan. that the 
State for vhlch such plan was submitted report to ehe 
Secretary (in such form as the Secretary shall prescribe) 
an assessment of the progress of the State in ctce inplementa- 
tfon of the State plan. After naking an initial such repor:. 
a State shall make addftional reports every thfrd year 
thereafter fn which it receives an allotment under this part.” 

1 Section 302 refers to the allotment of formula grant monies to 
the states (PL 91-616, December 31, 1970). 
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GAO Recommendation 

That the Secretary of HEW should direct N1A.M to improve its 
communications with the States prior to award of project grants 
and to Rive greater attention to thr impact these grants hav=z 
States’ alcohol abuse proCrams, ._ 

opulntfons since a 
State p rojccts servfn% speclf ic geographic sr‘ca5. To fJcilitJtc -. 
greater awareness bv State alcoholism authoritirq of proposed- e--e 
projects vithfr their jurfsdictfons, SLAU should ads -- - 
8 mechanism for insurinE that cooies ot orojcct applications ----- 
are submitted to the State alcoholism ar,cnclcs. N1ru.1 should 
~190 encourage the State agencies to submit objective comentq I 
on each p ropoval vithin 30 days. 

Department Cement 

Public Law 93-282 provides that a grant applicant must furnish 
B copy of its application to the State agency designated under 
section 303 of this Act, if such designation has been made. The 
State agency has thirty days to furnish HEt! with an evaluation 
of the project or program including comncnts on the relationship 
of the project to other projects and programs pending and approved 
to the State plan. 

The DivlJlon of Special Treatment and Rehabilftatlon has attempted 
to facilitate comzzunication with the States by designatinq the 
State alcoholism authority as the official distributor of 
project grant applications. In addition, copies of all Erant 
applications, upon receipt, are automatically sent to State 
Alcoholism Authorities by SIMA. 

The Project Sotitication and Review System, mandated bv 0% 
Circular A-95 requires that applicants for Federal financial 
assistance (for a project r;hich will impact on arca and 
community development) to notify the State Clcarinchouse 01 
its intent to apply for Federal support Jnd provide a copy of 
its application to the Clearinghouse. State Clearknahouses 
are responsible for coordinating review cf the request r*ith 
area wide and local Eovernncnt agencies and furisdfctions to 
determine if there are actual or potent*al probltms In relation 
to the programs and plans of local agencies or jurisdictions. 
NL4AA currently requires that grant applications be submltted 
to State Clearinghouses prior to their review by SILL&. 
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CA0 Recommcndatfon 

That the Secretary of HEW requtre NIAAA to-Improve its 
coordination procedures wf th other Federal departments 
and agencies by rstabl.fshinS more formal, structured 
coordlna tion mechanisms, 

Department Comment 

It should be noted that the first aeeting of the fnteragcncy 
Committee on Federal Activities for Alcohol Abuse and Ako- 
holism took place on !3ay 17 and 18, 1976, and that the 
responsibilities of the NLAM as the focal point for the 
coordination of Federal-wide activities related to alcoholism 
were outlined at that meeting. NIAAA has requested from 
each participating Agency or 3epartser.t the following 
fnformation: 

1. Resources (manpower-professfo.1 and non- 
profesmional by type and dollars) expended 
tn N’10, ‘75, ‘76 and projected for Fy’77, 
for research, training. prevention and treat- 
ment to combat alcohol abuse and alcoholism. 

2. Recommended areas of collaboiacion and/or 
coordination based on the lnformacion shared 
ai the ffrst ncctinK, as vell as an indication 
of needed programs. 

The committee met aRain on October 18 and 19, 1976, and 
will meet thereafter at least four times a year. 

Individuals within NIAkA have been designated bv the 
Director of SIAAA as having prfawry responsibility for 
coordtnatino data collection and other activities of 
the interagency Committee on Federal Actlvfties for 
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. 

GAO Recommendation 

That the Z;ecretarv of K3 ensure that sufficient staffing A__-- ----- _ -- 
resource4 3re av.3il.1ble to !;IAM r.3 c.lrry out fCS coordl- ---- ---- 
nation resFonsibilit:CS. 

Ocpartcent Comment 

This recoraendation is in reference to !cteragency 
coordination. Individuals vithin !;IAM have been designated 

. 
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by the Director of NIAM as having primary responsibility 
for coordinating data collection and other activities of 
the Interagency Committee on Federal Activities for 
Alcohol Abuse and AlcoholLsm. 

GAO Recommendation 

That the Secretary of HEW require NIAAA to develop a 
national plan for attacking the alcohol abuse problem 
which specifies how all Federal departments and agencies 
can contribute to a coordinated Federal approach. 

Department Comment 

Please refer to earlier comments pertatnlng to the Inter- 
agency Gmunfttee on Federal Activities. Haterial provided 
by and recommendations of the Committee will input to 
MAhA’s formulation of the National planning process. 

CA0 Recommendation 

That the Secretary of !KW require the Interagency Concnlttee 
on Federal Activities for Alcohol rlbuse and Alcoholism to 
promptly evaluate the adequacy and tcchnlcal soundness of 
all Federal programs and activities vhicil relaG to alcohol 
abuse. 

Department COment 

We concur vfth the recommendation. The Interagency Committee 
is currently collecting information an Federal programs and 
activfttcs which relate to alcohol abuse. Such an activity 
is a necessary prerequisite for evaluation. 

CA0 Recommendation 

That the Secretary of HEh’ should direct NIAM to continue 
- development of the p erformnce standards, particularlv 

those that relate to the speciai target population Frets. - 

Department Comment 

We vish to clarify the understandfnr, that the term “performance 
standards” refers to criteria used in exception reporting to 
afd in assessing project strengths and weaknesses. 
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NIAAA is continuing development of these criteria for 
additional special target population projects. At present, 
the criteria have been developrd for the ATC projects, the Cross- 
Population projects, the DWI projects, and the Public Inebriate 
projects. Crfteria for the Occupational projects are being 
finalized as of this vriting, and critersa for subsequent 
projects will be developed in turn. 

GAO Recommendatfon 

That the Secretary of HEW should direct S1U.A to use 
existing standards developed for ATC’s as a means of ----- 
assessing their overall effectiveness and tlfticiencv ---- 
and for cecer%inina whether financial support should 
be cant in& 

Department Cc nment 

“Standards”, or criteria, as they are developed are used as one 
of several aids for assessing the AK’s and other treatment 
projects. !jata continue to be amassed and analyzed CO test 
their va: idr:y. hs the criteria are refined their role will 
become mure p;?minent in the assessment and decisfon-making 
process. 

GAO Recommendation 

That the Secretary of HEI: should direct SIAA.4 to improve -I_. -____---- 
its nech~~nisms for obtJininn iniorr--.tcion on each treat- --__I-- ---- -. -- 
ment project bv dcveloulnn A svstcn ior SILT v:slts based --.- -- ----- -- 
cng-rojert stz~ and conplcxit_v and the need for technical -- 
assistance by project personnel. 

Department Comment 

Ue concur with the reconmendation. The Division of Special 
Treatment rind Rehdbiiitation recently was authorized to 
increase significantly Its staff. Procedures are brfnR 
developed for usfng this staff, aupented by consultants. 
in an optimum fashion to obtain project inforc;ltion through 
site visits and other means. 

c 
GAO Recomendatfon 

That the Secretarv of HEY dfrect NT&U to analyze projects --- 
serving large nunbq?rs of L)‘n’I c1icz-s in a xnner E!)at eakcs -_------ 
into consideration the dltferences between %‘I and non-I%41 
clients. 
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Department Comment 

It has been the practice of NTAAA to analyze DWT and non-DUI 

clients separately. All routine analyses of !4onftorinR 
System data maintain this distinction. In addition, specie! 
studies, e.g., IS-month and h-year follov-up studie?, 
specifically take this into account in deslRn, sample 
aelection, analysis, etc. 

GAO Recommendation __-. 

Dat the Sccre&rxof HEW direct %ih&‘, to encouragemore ----__-__ ---- 
persons vhc m.~ke an tnitlal contact vith LCY trcdtcent -e-m---- 
projects to enter treatment. - 

Department Co~rnent 

k’e concut vith rhc recommendation. The J1A.U 1s pursulne studfes 
of the k’nds of people vho do not enter treatment and the sontrib- 
uting factors. 30th fndividuais vho have EadP only fnitial 
Contact It treatCent centers as well as tho!r. vho hdvti recover4 
vithout any formal trcatmrnt are belnp, studied. In addltIon. 
many ?;I.!&1 direct tredtmrnt prorraas, such as the, 0.1 :~~atinnal 

alcoholism program. emphasize case-ftndtnq, early :4enc tf ic.lt itin. 
and referral ser~fccs. As experience and inforwtfcn dre acquired 
from these activities their implications vi11 be J~saeatnart+d 
to the fftrld. 

GAO Reiorslend.lt ion --..- - 

That the Secretarv of iii7.G dircrt LIMA to insure that ---_-----------_-.. ---.-I--------- - 
pros~cc_l_?~e-~L-~~-n~~s_‘~l. are not .tJrz-.L~$ ::lfo t rc.lt-t-n! 
are approprl.3Lclv rc:erred --A. 

tlepartment Cozwnt ---- 

UC concur vlth the recomendatl~n. Please see the comcnt tin 
the preceding rccomendacion. 

GAO Reconmcndat ion --- 

Departncnt Cwment 

Ve concur with the recommcndatinn. For several years, the 
NIA.L4 has underc~ken borh tredtrwn: cosc studlcs ~n3 the 
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development of model insurance benefit packages. Currently 
underway are projects with the Blue Cross Association, the 
Group Health Association of America, a California State 
Employees Program, and a series of incentive contract treat- 
ment projects. Information from all these activities is being 
compiled in a Health Insurance Resource Kit which will be 
distributed by the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Infor- 
mation. 

GAO Recommendation 

That the Secretary of HEW should direct NIlWA to require 
its projects to meet the standards that have been developed 
for accreditation of alcohol abuse treatment programs and 
certification of treatment personnel. 

Department Comment 

A number of issues are involved in establishing quality 
assurance for treatment projects and providing a persuasive 
basis for third-party funding. The NlAAA supported the 
development of accreditation standards by the Jornt CJuncfl 
on Accreditation of Hospitals and works with treatment 
projects to develop their capability to meet the standards. 
Similarly, the NIAAA is actfvely involved with a number of 
national organizations ckveloping a treatment personnel 
credentiallfng process. Other mechanisms, such as PSRO, 
are being explored as well. Thus, it is felt that, currently, 
NUAA’s proper role is to continue to support the development 
of standards LO develop project capability to meet standards, 
but not to mandate standards. 

GAO Recommendation 

That the Secretarv of HEW should develop a more consfctctlL 
HEW policy regarding reinb 
to alcchoi abusers bv exam 
fication of Z’iconolrsn as a 

--_I_ 
P svchiatric disc)rdrr and :iIUA’~ 

classif icat ion of alcoholism as a health probiem separate 
from mental health. 

Department Comment 

This recommendation refers to the !-!ediLare Program. We concur 
vi th tile recommendat ion. Witn the guidance and review of the 
office of the Secretarv. HEX. a SSA/ADANHA Task Force will be 
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convened to examfne the legal, administrative, fiscal, and health- 
related factors associated vith coverage of alcoholism. The 
mandate of this task force will be to amass appropriate infor- 
mation, agree on specific SSA/ADAMRA actions where feasible, and 
present policy recommendations to the Secretary. 

GAO Recommendation 

That the Secretary of HEW should direct NTMA to require that 
oroiects develoo meaningful and measurable obiectives which- 
can be related to progress in achieving overall goals. 

Department Comment 

This recommendation refers to the monitoring system. We concur 
with the recommendation. Continued co..lection and analysis of 
monitoring system data vi11 enable the NIAAA to provide guidance 
to projects in developing measurable oijectives. The recent 
establishment of a Services Analysis Branch in the Division of 
Special Treatment and Rehabilitation w!ll also enhance the capa- 
bility of the Institute in this regard. Study is underway of 
revisions to grant application guidclires regarding the establish- 
ment of project objectives. 

GAO Recommendation 

That the Secretarv of HEW should direct tXAA.4 to require that 
projectsimpro~fnlluw-up procedures 1.0~ clients in-order to ------.T---- - assure contrnu1tv 0~ care. 

Comment Department 

We concur with the recommendation. The extent and quality of 
aftercare is one of many areas in which the Institute is pressing 
projects through review processes, Development of standards, 
dissemination of information. etc. 

GAO Recommen;a t ion 

That the Secretary of HEW should revise the regulations relatinr. ~-- 
to confidrntiairTv of p.ltrrnt records to permit lCCJtim.ltt~ ev..G- ___-----__ 
ations of the eficctivrncss of the client retertal mcchnnism. 

Department Comment 

- 

We do not concur with the recommendation. The rcgulatfons, 
42 CFR Part 2, (as published in the Federal Register, July 1, 
1975) implement the legislation pertaining to confidcntialfty cf 
alcohol and drug patient records ds amended by Tublic LJU 93-282, 
Kay 14, 1974. These state, in pertinent part, that 
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“Whether or not the patient, with respect to whom any given rec- 
ord . ..is maintained gives his written consent, the co,ltent of such 
record may be disclosed as follows: 

(A) . . . 

(B) To qualified personnel for the purpose of conducting 
scientific research, management audits, or program evaluation, 
but such personnel may not identify, directly or indirectly, 
any individual patient in any report of such research, audit, 
or evaluation, or otherwise disclose patient identities in any 
manner. ” 

It is the interpretation of the Office of the General Counsel, 
DHEW, that neither the law nor the spirit of the law are violated 
if an evaluator, such as GAO, studying the effectiveness of a pro- 
gram’s referral procedures, for example, performs a record search 
in an agency to which referrals have been made (under that agency’s 
supervision if necessary) but does not verbally or in writing 
disclose the identity of the persons being traced who have been 
referred for treatment. The Department thus feels that neither the 
regulations nor the legislation would prohibit evaluations of the 
effectiveness of a client referral system. 

With respect to GAO’s discussion of “limited use of Supplemental Security 
Income Program to get alcohol abusers into treatment” (see page 41), 
the following information outlines the significant factors in the 
development of SSA’s policy ptsition on SSI. 

Provisions of the Law 

Section 1611(e)(3)(A) of the act provides that a disabled individual who 
is medically determined to be a drug addict or alcoholic skqtl not be 
considered to be an eligible individual or eligible spouse with respect 
to any month unless he is undergoing treatment that may be appropriate 
for his condition as a drug addict or alcoholic at an institution or 
facility approved by the Secretary (so long as such treatment is avail- 
able) and demonstrates that he is complying with the terms. conditions 
and requirements of such trea:ment. Section 1631(a)(?) furthcr provides 
that such an individual must be paid his benefits through a representa- 
tive payee. 

Definition of Disability 

With regard to determining whether a person is disabled under title XVI, 
the definition of disabiLity is set forth in section 1614(.r)(J)(A) and 
(B) of the law. This is the same definftion of disability that is used 
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in the title 11 social security disability insurance program, which of 
course, was the expressed intent of Congress. This definition specifies 
that an individual will be considered to be disabled if he is unable to 
engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically 
determinable physical or mental impairment which can be expected to 
result in death or which has lasted or can be expected to last for a 
continuous period of not less than 12 months. In deciding whether an 
individual meets this definition , primary consideration is given to 
the severity of the individual’s medical impairment. 

Application 01 the Drug Addiction and Alcoholism Provisions 

While the law clearly specifies that the definition or disability for 
title XVI applicants be the same as that for title 11 applicants, the 
law does not specify how to determine which SSI disabled applicants would 
be found to be Arug addicts or alcoholics in order to invoke the p:o- 
visions for treatment and third party payment. Since-the discussion 
regarding this provision in the Committee Reports was limited, prior 
to the implementation of these provisions, the proposed policy was pre- 
sented and discussed with representatives cf a number of Federal and 
State agencies, including the White House Special Action Office for 
Drug Abuse Prevention, the Council of State Administrators of Vocational 
Rehabilitation Agencies, Social and Rehabilitation Service-Reh,lbilitation 
Services Administration, National Institute of Drug Abuse, and Qtional 
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. These discussions led to 
the expression of concern for the complexities of administering the drug 
and alcohol previsions, and the need for a realistic interpretation of 
the provisions. While these groups were concerned with the rather 
narrow results predictable on the basis of the proposed policy, no 
alternative prr Jision was advanced. Therefore, with their approval. ft 
was decided to apply the treatment and representative payee requirements 
to all disabled individuals whose drug addiction or alcoholism co41tri- 
buzes to the determination of disability. 

Following this decision, title XVI regulations were issued on July 29, 
1975, with section &16.90G(d) clearly specifying that the pre.snce of 3 
condition diagnosed or defined 3s addiction to alcohol or drugs will not, 
by itself, be the basis for a finding that an individual is or is not 
under a disability. As with any other condition, the determination as 
to disability in such instances shall be based on symptoms, signs, and 
laboratory findings. Specific medical criteria for determining disa- 
bility are enumerated in the Listing of Impairments in the Appendix to 
Subpart I of the Regulations. Additional regulations finalized on 

November 5, 1975, specified that an SSI disability reciplcnt rould be 
determined to be a drug addict or alcoholic only tf that condition vere 
necessary to the finding of disability. Thus, where the f%fstence of 
drug addiction or alcoholism is not material to the disabflftv issue, 
no effort is made to make a medical detctmination of drug addiction or 
alcoholism or to classify the recipient as a drug addict or alcoholic. 
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Low Incidence of Allowed Cases Where Drug Addiction and Alcoholism 
~ovisions Apply 

Relatively few new SSl applicants have been found disabled where the drug 
addiction and alcoholism provisions apply. However, this was antici- 
pated and documented prior to the passage of the SSI legislation. In 
April 1972, the Senate Committee on Finance asked for information with 
respect to the number of drug and alcohol abusers on the social security 
benefit rolls and the number who could be expected to be placed on the 
disability rollri under the proposea SSI program. The committee was in- 
formed that the records of SSA showed a very low incidence of allowed 
cases in which the primary diagnosis was either drug addiction or 
alcoholism. Moreover, it was pointed out that SSA had nc basis for 
expecting a different incidence of disabling drug addiction or alcoholism 
in a program where new applicants were subject to the same adjudicative 
requirements for establishing disability that are required for appli- 
cants under the title II program. 

Experience with Referral and Treatment Process -.- 

With regard to implementation of the provision requiring referral and 
treatment of drug addicts and alcoholics, this has been difficult to 
administer. This difficulty was enhanced by the fact that Congress did 
not authorize funds specifically for the payment of such treatment, nor 
provide for a new administrative structure to assume the operational 
responsibilities. The Rehabilitation Services Administration was 
selected as the agency of choice to coordinate the referral and treatment 
process. Certain administrative problems have been encountered; however, 
the major problem has been the lack of treatment facilities. Efforts 
are being directed to implement a process which should provide more ef- 
fective management control and an improved capacity to coordinate the 
treatment program. We interpreted the congressional intent and the 
statute to mean that the drug addiction and alcoholism referral and 
treatment provisions apply only where the disabled individual would be 
restored to the point where he could resume substantial gainful activity. 
Thr;s, where an individual is found to be disabled independent of any 
consideration of his drug addiction or alcoholism, undergoing treatment 
for his addiction vould not accomplish the objective of restoring his 
capacity to engage in substantial gainful activity. 

COMMENTS WITH RESPECT TO ?IFDICAID MATTERS 

The report doec; not make the point that a Medicaid eligible recipient 
who is an alcoholic is authorized all the medical services provided by 
the State on the same basis as other Medicaid recipients. The State 
cannot arbitrarily deny or reduce any of the required medical services 
to an otherwise eligible individual solely on the basis of the diagnosis, 
type of illness, or conditicn. This point should be included in the 
report. 
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(GAO note 1) 
On page 37, the last sentence of the first paragraph is somewhat mis- 

leading with regard to Medicaid. It Is :rue that States determine to 
a gteat degree the extent of coverage for optional services; however, 
for required services such as physician services, inpatient hospital 
services and outpatient hrypital services, the setting of limitations 
musi adhere to Medicaid’s requirements concerning amount, duration, 
and scope. 

(See GAO note 2) 

GAO notes: 

1. The page number cited refers to a draft of thir. 
report and does not correspond to the page numbers 
in the final report. 

2. Deleted comments refer to material contained in the 
draft report which was revised in the final report. 
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GAO'REPORTS ON FEDERAL ACTIVITIES 

TO COMBAT ALCOHOL ABUSE 

Title 

Substantial Cost Savings from 
Establishment of Alcoholism 
Program for Federal Civil- 
ian Employees 

Alcoholism Among Military Per .Jnnel 

Difficulties of Assessing Results 
of Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration Projects to Re- 
duce Crime 

Veterans Administration Program 
for Alcoholism Treatment Often 
Insufficient: More Action Needed 

Alcohol Abuse is More Prevalent in 
the Military than Drug Abuse 

Report 
number 

B-164031(2) 

B-164031(2) 

B-171019 

MWD-76-16 g-02-75 

MWD-76-99 4-08-76 

Date 

9-28-70 

11-02-71 

3-19-74 
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SECRETARY OF HEW: 

PRINCIPAL HEW OFFICIALS 

RESPONSTRLF FOR ADMINISTERING 

Joseph Califano 
David Mathews 
Caspar W. Weinberger 
Frank C. Carlucci (acting) 
Elliot L. Richardson 
Robert H. Finch 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH: 
James F. Dickson III (acting) 
Theodore Cooper 
Theodore Cooper (acting) 
Charles C. Edwards 
Richard L. Segqcl (acting) 
Merlin K. DuVal, Jr. 
Roger 0. Cgeberg 

ADMINISTRATOR, HEALTH SERVICES 
AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRA- 
TION (note a): 

Harold 0. Buzzell 
David J. Sencer (acting) 
Vernon E. Wilson 

-e ---- _- --- 
From To - 

Jan. 1977 Present 
Aug. 1975 Jan. 1977 
Feb. 1973 Aug. 1975 
Jan. 1973 Feb. 1973 
June 1970 Jan. 1973 
Jan. 1969 June 1970 

Jan. 1977 Present 
May 1975 Jan. 1977 
Feb. 1975 Apr. 1975 
Mar. 1973 Jan. 1975 
Dec. 1972 Mar. 1973 
July 1971 Dec. 1972 
July 1969 June 1971 

May 1973 June 1973 
Jan. 1973 Hay 1973 
May 1970 Dec. '--- 

a/Effective Julb 1, 1973, the Health Services ancl Mental .'ealth 
Administration was abolished and tht! Public Health Service 
was reorganized into six health agencies under the direction 
and control of the Assistant Secretary for Health. Most 
Health Services and Mental Health Administration functions 
were transferred to four new agencies: the Center for Di- 
sease Control; the Health Resources Administration,; the 
Health Services Administration: and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, 
and Mental Health Administration. 
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APPENDIX VII 

ADMINISTRATOR, ALCOHOL, DRUG 
ABUSE AND MENTAL HEfiLTH AD- 
MINISTRATION: 

Francis N. Waldrop (acting) 
James D. Isbister 
James D. Isbister (acting) 
Robert L. Dupont (acting) 
Roger 0. Egeberg (interim) 

NIAAA: 
Ernest P. Noble 
John A. Deering (acting) 
Morris E. Chafetz 

APPENDIX VII 

Tenure of office 
From To - 

Jan. 1977 
Aug. 1975 
Sept. 1974 
July 1974 
Oct.. 1973 

Feb. 1976 
Sept. 1975 
May 1971 

Present 
Jan. 1977 
Aug. 1975 
Sept. 1974 
June 1974 

Present 
Jan. 1976 
Aug. 1975 
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